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PREFACE. 

wore 

The record of a good man’s life naturally bears the aspect 

of eulogy. It is his prerogative to bless—his privilege to 

be blessed. The following facts from the history, and para- 

graphs from the writings, of Mr. Birney fully justify the esti- 

mate, given in these pages, of his character. The study of 

such a subject is both instructive and delightful. May it 

prove as deeply so to the reader as it has been to the writer. 

When as a People, we discover where are our men of Wis- 

dom and Strength; when we learn to repeat their names: 

with the confidence and veneration, to which they are enti- 

tled ; when we welcome them to their proper places amidst 

the relations and responsibilities of life, the evils, multiplied 

and frightful, which now stare us in the face, will retire. 

Our condition and prospects will then be worthy of our 

‘privileges. Will not every reader contribute his share 2 

towards such a consummation ? BiG: 

Wuitestown, July, 1844. 
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LIFE OF JAMES G. BIRNEY. 
eee eee? 

Faith and works—the ideal and the actual—theory and 
practice—things, which God hath joined together, different 
men in various ways try to put asunder. Some there are, 
who under this or that relation—in certain spheres of respon- 
sibility, seem to be exclusively engrossed with the ideal. 
The world, so far as human agency is concerned, is, they 
see, ill governed. Selfishness is made the basis of institu- 
tions and arrangements, maintained professedly for the ben- 
efit of mankind. Hence, the disorder, confusion and misery, 
which every where prevail. They are sick of these things— 
they are eager to get away from them. The folly, in which 
things so hateful and destructive had their origin, the 
regard as too rank and inveterate to be subdued. They 
have no heart to attempt a reformation. Why should they ? 
Their exertions will be fruitless. The old world must wag 
on in its own chosen way, and get to perdition as best it 

can. As little as possible will they have to do with its 
ecclesiastical, political, and economical concerns. They 
are above all these. Their home is the spiritual sphere, 
where they find support, refreshment and delight in the 
ideas which shine upon their consciousness—in the princi- 
ples which demand their allegiance. Hence, say in the 
sphere of politics, they decry and abjure all those arrange- 
ments, in which human rights and obligations are professedly 
described and asserted—in which the general welfare is 
professedly subserved. Human governments they pro- 
nounce an abuse, a usurpation, a nuisance. Of course, they 
trample on the elective franchise, and stand aloof frat the 
ballot-box. The ethereal government, which they profess 
to reverence, needs, they say, no visible tokens—no symbols 
of its presence, authority, designs.—Others might consent to 
vote, if the ballot-box would come to them. In the work of 
electin "8 rulers, they will not take a step, or lift a finger. 
In such matters it is their privilege to be indifferent; wait- 
ing for Heaven to correct the disorders and remove the 
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evils, which they profess. to. deplore as much as any body.— 
Others go to the ballot-box, and cast their votes for Justice, 
or Freedom, or Equity. When the chair of the Governor, 
the seat of the Senator, the bench of the Judge, is to be 
filled, they are for these divine ideas, pure, naked, disem- 
bodied. It is not known that they attempt to employ these 
ideas in blacking their boots, mending their stockings, or 
cooking their dinners. 

Surely mankind were sent hither on another and a higher 
errand than to be-occupied exclusively with the ideal.. This 
is indeed ever to be present to their thoughts, distinct in their 
consciousaess, warm on their hearts. Without this they are 
blind and impotent. Without faith, they can neither please 
‘God, nor bless mankind. . But faith without works—what 
can that avail? It must be for ever fruitless. Our business. 
in this world is, amidst the various relations we sustain, to 
translate the ideal into the actual—to reduce theory to prac- 
tice—to show our faith by our works. It will not do, 
amidst the realities of life, to. set up Justice, Freedom, 
Equity, as candidates for office. These must be embodied 
in human forms. We,must have just, free, magnanimous 
Men, to wield the powers of government, This institution 
must be adapted to. the peg Fi in which we here are 
placed. We must see to it that the ideal live in the actual 
—~that faith be embodied in works. 

But when in the political sphere it ts msisted on, that in 
candidates for office sound principles shall be embodied in 
their characters ; that they shall not only speak eloquently, 
but act wisely; that the logic on their hps shall be made. 
impressive and conclusive by the integrity of their lives; 
that they shall show their love of freedom, not merely by 
impassioned declamation in exposing the wrongs of Greeks 
and Poles, but especially by asserting the rights and promot- 
ing the welfare of the oppressed around. them, what a hue 
and cry is raised! A motley multitude rush around you, 
and shout, some one thing, and some another. Amidst the 
voices which are scattered in confusion on the air, words 
like these fall upon your ear: Your theory may be good, 
but can not be reduced. to practice.. You go too far in as- 
serting the claims of Justice and Humanity. Here,to demand 
too much is to gain nothing,, In such a world as this, where 
selfishness is the proper the. of society, we must be content 
to choose the least of the acknowledged evils to which we 
are exposed. ‘[he meaning. of all this in plain English i 18, 
that this is the Devil’s world, and we must submit to his 
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‘authority, or go to wreck and ruin! Hence pie blind and 
ampotent are chosen to guide and protect ; those who can 
not govern their own passions, to govern the republic; 
knaves, to assert the claims of justice; bad men, to perform 
good actions; oppressors to. defend the cause of freedom. 
To such lengths are matters carried in this direction, that 
integrity, magnanimity, philanthropy, are but too. generally 
regarded as. quite out of place in the sphere of politics. 
am words may be employed to catch the public ear; to 
round off a period in a stump oration ; to cover. up the most 
nefarious designs. But to insist, shat without the imperish- 
able qualities ‘which: these words describe, no man.is quali- 
fied to wield official power; this is generally reckoned the 
height of fanaticism. Indeed, it has come to that, that poli- 
tics, even by those who are’most devoted to such things, are 
regarded as a vulgar and filthy concern. Hence, they. exert ” 
themselves. to dissuade every honest man from attempting 
to maintain sound principles in this sphere of responsibility, 
by cautioning him to beware how he daddles im the dirty: 
waters of politics. . And this they do under the same impulse 
as led the Gadarenes to try to get. rid of, the Savior’s 
presence. How could their. evil-doings bear.the light of 
His countenance ? 

Surely the occasien for a third party in politics is suffi- 
ciently obvious and stirring. The necessities which demand 
it reach down to the very foundations of Human Nature, 
and are as imperious as the authority of Heaven. Unless, 
by some means or other, the claims of truth, justice, free- 
dom, could be clearly explained, strongly asserted, and 
resolutely maintained, we must, as a nation, soon be utterly 
undone. Hence tue Linerry Parry. 

For a eandidate for office, the Liberty Party must. have 
one whose character is formed on the model of their princi- 
ples. .He. must be an incarnation of the truths which are 
the basis of their enterprise. They must.animate, his spirit, 
and shine. through his. countenance. He must give them 
form, and life,and.expression. Through him, their healthful 
influence must be exerted on every fit cecasion. . It is. for 
the Liberty Party within the sphere of politics, to maintain 
the cause of justice, humanity and freedom. He, their can- 
didate, then, must be just, manly, free;—must have acquired 
self-possession, and inward. harmony ;—justice, humanity, 
freedom, with these, as the breath of the Almighty, he must 
be inspired:—they must be the soul of his soul, the life of 
his life, the secret of his strength, or he can do little for the. 
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Liberty Party. True to their responsibilities, the Liberty 
Party have with great wisdom selected Jamus G. Brrney as” 
their candidate for President of the United States. eh 

Mr. Birney is about fifty years of age—in the full maturity 
of his powers. He was born in 1793, in Danville, Kentucky; 
in a country equally beautiful and fertile. His father was a 
native of Ireland, strongly marked by the characteristic quali- 
ties of his countrymen. Prompt, ardent, enterprising; full of 
generous impulses; easily excited; strong in his attachments, 
and quick in his resentments; frank, bold, vehement, he 
rose by wakeful and unwearied industry in the sphere of 
business from one position to another, till he took a high 
place among the men of wealth around him. A deep inter- 
est he took in the institutions and arrangements and pros- 
pects of his adopted country ;—in whatever belongs to the 
sphere of politics. He was an ardent admirer of patriotism, 
of which he thought the name of Washington a striking 
symbol. And the statesmen of the school which maintained 
doctrines and pursued measures in opposition to the opin- 
ions and practice of the Father of his Country, whom he so 
greatly venerated, he regarded with deep-toned antipathy.— 
Mr. Birney’s mother is understood to have been a beautiful 
and accomplished lady, with rich gifts, improved and refined 
by elegant culture. Her maiden name was Reed. Her 
family were remarkable for rare intellectual endowments, 
and for the figure which they made, near the summit of 
society. She died when James was a child. 

In his constitutional endowments, Mr. Birney seems to 
have been greatly blessed. Choice elements were here 
happily combined. His very being was strongly marked 
with the distinctive qualities and characteristic features of 
human nature. His great heart beat vigorously. He was 
full of life. His was a very liberal inheritance in the stuff, 
which MEN, true and strong, are made of. The elements of 
manliness were wrought into the very texture of his being.— 
He was a bright and beautiful boy, vigorous and active; 
upon whom surrounding objects made a deep impression. 
He was alive, in a world instinct with the breath and a-glow 
with the beauty of the Almighty. He early received upon 
him the impress of the truthfulness and dignity of Nature. 
Hence he was frank, truthful, manly. Falsehood, meanness, 
oppression—these things his young heart abhorred. His 
friends remember how valiantly, even when a school-boy, 
he struggled against tyranny, and how boldly he would tell 
the truth, even when it exposed ‘him, as expose him it did 
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repeatedly, to the rod of chastisement.—T or it is not to be 
inferred from the hints now given, descriptive of Mr. Bir- 
ney’s native character, that the blood of fallen Adam did 
not flow in his veins. Generosity, truth, justice, courage ; 
by these things was his very being strongly marked. An 
air of nobleness and grandeur was breathed around his very 
cradle. But these words, as applied to him, describe him not 
as absolutely conformed to the model on which human nature 
was originally constructed, but as compared with mankind at 
large. One perfect Man, and one only, has appeared since 
the great apostasy. When young, Mr. Birney was exposed, 

. Susceptible as he was, to influences which were too well 
adapted to give the animal within him the ascendancy over 
the spiritual. Wealth, fashion, luxury—how without a liv- 
ing faith in the Savior could he withstand their fascinations? 
And he was not yet a Christian. His course was all along 
marked by those freaks and follies and excesses which 
might fairly be expected in a generous youth, well supplied 
with money, in the midst of boon companions, and without 
those powerful restraints and that healthful control, which 
the Gospel only can supply. But what in justice to the 
Hand that fashioned him is to be gratefully recorded, is, that 
his magnanimity, truthfulness, love of justice, courage, 
never, even amidst the irregularities of youth, forsook him. 
And these things were the basis on which Christianity has 
reared the well-proportioned, compact, beautiful structure, 
which it is our privilege now to describe. 

Of the natural courage, resolution and fidelity of Mr. Bir- 
ney, we have astriking instance in his early history. At the 
age of thirteen, he went with two other boys, one a cousin, to 
a piece of deep water, to amuse themselves with swimming. 
Birney was a good swimmer, his cousin merely a beginner. 
At a distance from the moet a rail was set up on end, on 
whose top, a number of feet beneath the surface, one might 
pause and rest. Here Birney took his stand, and invited his 
cousin tocome tohim. That he undertook todo. As he ap- 
proached, Birney left the rail for him to occupy. But, wea- 
ried with the effort, he found it difficult to fasten on the resting 
place. Full of alarm, he seized on Birney, and down they 
went once, and down they went again. ‘Their companion, 
still standing on the shore, shouted to Birney to let his cousin 
go, and take care of himself. Instead of this, he encouraged 
and assisted him, till his feet were planted on the rail. He 
now swam around him, cheering and supporting him, till his 
friend acquired self-possession. He then set off, and swam | 
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ashore. Referring to the advice vid his nan 
earnestly -g gave ihe, to abandon his cousin for the sake of 
saving himself, he quietly observed: Ir NEVER ENTERED! 
INTO MY MIND To po so. The boy, who thus, in despite of 
the solicitations of a cold, calculating prudence, at the haz- 
ard ‘of his life rescued his friend from a watery grave, must 
have had in him the elements of true greatness. 

Mr. Birney early enjoyed the benefit of a liberal educa- 
tion. At Nassau Hall, New Jersey, he was greatly distin- 
guished for the success with which he pursued his studies, 
where he was graduated in 1810, at the age of 17. After 
spending about two years in Kentucky, he went to Phila- 
delphia, where he entered the law office of Mr. Dallas. He 
returned to his native State, in the spring of 1814. Soon 
after, he was chosen a member of the Legislature, where, 
young as he was, he exerted his powers as a public speaker 
with considerable effect. About this time, he married a 
young lady of strong attractions, who was akin to some of 
the most distinguished names in American history. At 
about the age of 25, he removed to Alabama. Here, for 
some five years, he was a planter, surrounded’ by some five 
and thirty slaves. From his plantation he removed ‘to 
Huntsville and resumed the practice of the law. His views 
of slavery at this time did not materially differ from those 
which prevailed around him. The relation which is founded — 
on the chattel principle, he did not then condemn. His 
slaves, a small number excepted, he sold to a neighboring 
planter, who had the reputation of a humane master. After 
fixing his residence at Huntsville, he was presently chosen 

_ solicitor for the Judicial Circuit in which he lived —an 
office full of responsibility, and demanding no common meas- 
ure of integrity, resolution and courage. We have proofs, 
various, and delightful, that he honored his responsibilities— 
that his course was strongly marked by vigor, impartiality 
and magnanimity. His diligence, fidelity and intrepidity 
were crowned with marked results. His exertions in his 
proper sphere were rewarded with success. He rose high» 
in the general estimation. Business beyond the sphere of 
criminal law fiowed in upon him apace. The demands 
which were made upon him in civil processes, were at length 
too numerous and pressing to permit him to retain his office 
as solicitor. From this it may be inferred how lucrative 
and honorable his practice must have been. Near the close . 
of his residence in Alabama, Mr. Birney was one toa 
seat in the Legislature. 
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A single fact from the history of Mr, Birney’s professional : 

career in Alabama, illustrating his integrity, courage, mag- ae 

nanimity and generosity, may be as acceptable to our read- 

ers as it is refreshing to us. The following statement, from 

authority on which the fullest reliance may be placed, we 

give in the language, slightly altered, of our informant. 

Jackson county lay in his circuit. Thtee years’ practice 

there as solicitor had made him acquainted with nearly all 

the people of?the county. He was personally popular, 

though as prosecutor, he had acted rigorously. The making 

of counterfeit coin had become quite a business in that county, 

after he had resigned his office as solicitor. One day, a 

young man of very humble and rough appearance applied 

to him at Huntsville, where his office was, to bring a suit 

for him against some of the most respectable men in the 

county, for having lynched him on suspicion of his having 

aided his father, who was a notorious coiner, and who as 

such had als been lynched. » Between eight and nine hun- 

dred of the people of the county, embracing most of the 

influential men, had associated together as a lynch club; 

and such was their power, that they inflicted punishments 

openly—knowing that no verdict could be had against them 

in Jackson county, where they would be sure to get some 

of their own friends upon the jury, if they failed to intimi- 

date those whom they had injured. It was hinted to him, 

that unless his cause was just, and himself free from the 

stains of a bad character, it must be far from desirable to 

engage for him in a struggle with such an influential corps. 

_ Satisfied in this respect, Mr. Birney undertook for him, and 

issued his writs against the wealthiest and most responsible 

men in'the band, all of whom were personally his friends.— 

Tt had been his custom, in order to avoid traveling on Sun- 

day to the court-house, as was the custom of his brother 

lawyers, to go tothe village where the court was held, the : 

Saturday before. He had, of course, to travel alone. It 

was given out that he durst not go to the court-house—that 

he would be lynched, and so on. He proceeded, however, 

as if nothing unusual had happened. Within afew miles of 

the village, he meta man, who was very anxious that he 

should return and stay‘ with him till Monday, when the 

Judge, and the officers of the court, would be in the village. 

His exposure, then, would be less fearful. He went on, 

however, and put up at the tavern where he usually boarded. 

On the Sabbath he was at church; and on Monday went about 

his business as usual, saluted even those whom he had sued, 
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quietly, and in full self-possession, as if nothing had happen- 
ed. Each wondered that all except himself did not insult 
him. But they were confident that no jury could be found 
in that county, from which he could obtain a verdict. ~This. 
he understood as well as they. He had therefore, made 
provision, through fvhich the cause was to be tried in due 
season at Huntsville, the place of his residence. Before he 
left, however, he hrought the defendants to terms agreeable to 
his client ; pecuniary remuneration was made for the trespass ; 
and an agreement was entered into by them never more to mo- 

lest him. The lynching business was broken up for that time, 
AND THE ASSOCIATION DISSOLVED. 

During his residence at Huntsville, the attention of Mr.. 
Birney was fixed upon the truths of the Gospel, especially 
in their application to himself—to his own condition and. 
prospects. The method of salvation provided in the Gospel, 
he clearly saw his need of—heartily weleomed. He made 
a profession of religion; and with deep sincerity and great 
earnestness entered on a course of Christian activity. How 
he could any longer continue to be a slaveholder, is a fair 
question, on which many things might be offered. In no 
case can such athing be justified. The relation in itself, 
whatever its origin and however continued, and in all its 
bearings, tendencies and effects, involves a manifest and fla- 
grant invasion of the dearest rights of Human Nature. It 
inflicts the deadliest injuries on all who give it their coun- 
tenance and support. What other fruits could it be expect- 
ed to bring forth, opposed as it is to the fundamental princi- 
ples of a sound morality—to the leading maxims and char- 
acteristic truths of the Gospel? And yet the Christianity 
which prevails in our country regards it with great indul- 
gence, if not with secret complacency. Great numbers 
among us, and of these not a few religious teachers, assert 
with one breath that slavery is every way a great evil, and 
in the next that the Bible gives it countenance! Though 
condemned by the laws which are inseribed upon the human 
heart, they alledge that it is consistent with the doctrines 
and precepts of the Savior. Not a few eagerly fasten on 
the inference that they may be true Christians and yet hold 
slaves! Accordingly, in the leading denominations in our 
country, slaveholders are welcomed to the churches, and 
often occupy high positions there. In all this, violence is 
done to the elemental principles of the human constitution. 
The demands of Justice, asserted in the depths of our be- 
ing with a God’s voice, are contemned. Every thing noble, 



generous, manly, within us, is wantonly” sacrificed. How 
can such a matter bear inquiry and discussion? Amidst the 
facts of history, in the light of Reason, it stands exposed, 
condemned, abhorred. Concealment then must be practiced, 
inquiry discouraged, silence enjoined. And if now and then, 
amidst the enormities of slavery, attention should be arrested — 
and speech extorted, every body is expected to look squint- 
eyedly, and speak with a double tongue. The result of all 
this is gross and wide-spread ignorance, whence, as weeds 
from a dunghill, the most noxious errors and hateful habits 
proceed. Trained up in such circumstances, and under 
such influences, what less could be expected than that any 
human being would be the victim of unworthy prejudices— 
would survey the objects around him, through a distorting 
medium — would embrace conclusions equally false and 
hurtful? And could a Christianity which bad adjusted itself 
to slavery be expected to bring deliverance? Now and 
then, as in the case of Mr. Birney, a mutilated Gospel may 
be the occasion of results which it is not adapted to produce. 
It may bring within the range of one’s vision, truths which, 
in despite of the glosses whereby it would neutralize their 
power, may at length produce their appropiate effects: es- 
pecially at a time when influences from abroad, in behalf 
of truth, righteousness and freedom, in opposition to Ameri- 
can slavery, began to be exerted with considerable effect. 

With his great heart, with his. love of truth, with his ex- 
traordinary candor, Mr, Birney might well be expected to 
take the condition and claims of the slave into earnest con- 
sideration. The wrongs which our countrymen inflicted on 
the Indians had deeply affected him. He mourned over the 
violation of public faith, which in its relation to that unhappy 
people, the republic had made itself guilty of. Such wick- 
edness, such folly, such infamy—such plague-spots upon the 
body politic, filled him with sorrow and indignation. In this. 
case, he poured out his heart into the bosoms of his country- 

-men, in behalf of outraged Humanity. 
His views and feelings on this subject may be inferred 

from the following paragraph of his, in which, it will be 
seen, he compares the argument whereby the colored Amer- 
ican was to be persuaded to go #o Africa, with that by which 
the Indian was to be induced to abandon the sepulchres of | 
his fathers for a home beyond the Mississippi. “ I am here 
reminded of the very great resemblance this case bears, in 
its most prominent features, to that of the Indians, who have 
been moved upon, in nearly the same manner, to ‘ consent” 
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to leave their lands. within the limits of several of the States, 
To these unhappy people—unhappy because cruelly treatec 
by those upon whom they, as children, cast themselves for 
protection—it was urged, that the encroachments and law- 
lessness of the weaties would render their situation, whilst 
they remained near them, too grievous to be borne—that 
they would be far happier, when separated from us, in a 
country entirely under their own control—and in conclusion, 
that this advice was dictated by humanity—by a pure regard 
Sor theor welfare. What was the Indian’s reply? ‘’Tis true, 
our situation, owing to the causes you have mentioned, is 
bad enough, but. is it not. made. 80 by your negligence of 
right, and disregard of. the most solemn stipulations? Will 
you, by your injustice—your fraud—your force, create the 
necessity which makes it expedient for us to remove to a 
wilderness, and then, by persuading us to fly from its de- 
structive influence, claim the praises of philanthropy and 
humanity? Strange reasoning this !—since it leads to the 
conclusion that the greater your frauds the louder will be 
the plaudits you will gather for good will to the poor Indian. 
Where are your treaties, by which you are solemnly bound, 
before God and the world, to conduct yourselves towards 
us, at least, with justice? Go tell your countrymen to 
restrain. their avarice, withhold their force, repress their 
injustice—purify and elevate their mor als, and not approach 
us with the disgusting skeleton of policy, decked out with 
the tawdry vestments of humanity. Away with your hu- 
manity that is based on selfishness, we'll none of it!’” 

Compassion, awakened by one object, readily embraces 
others. From the Indian to the Negro, the transition was 
easy and natural. Irom his very boyhood, Mr. Birney had 
felt himself armed against oppression. In their struggles 
with the strong, hae weak had always counted upon his 
countenance and aid. The slave had a commanding place 
in his thoughts and sympathies. He could hardly fail to 
see, when the wrongs of the Indian had thoroughly aroused 
him, that. the sufferings of the Negro flowed from the same 
ee fountain. With renewed and increased earnestness, 
therefore, he applied himself to the subject of slavery. 
We was for a while arrested in his progress towards just. 

conclusions and healthful action, by the scheme of African 
Colonization. It was generally maintained: and that stoutly 
enough, that Immediate Emancipation must be fraught with 
many and frightful perils. Slavery was admitted to be an 
eutrage on Human Nature; but then it would never do at 
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once to restore to the slave the rights. to which he was in- 
alienably entitled!) What mischiefs, what crimes, what 
misery. must be the inevitable consequence!) If slavery was 
a great evil, its immediate abolition, it was asserted, must 
be a greater! And such words were upon the lips, not 
only of the thoughtless and: profane, but also of professed 
saints and reputed prophets. Almost nobody dared to con- 
tradict them... But to expatriate the free negro to Africa :— 
could Benevolence in the name. of Freedom hit, upon a hap- 
pier expedient? In this way, our debt to Africa might be 
liquidated. Her long lost: sons, a nuisance here, would be 
a blessing there! Ignorant and degraded. here, there they 
would be wise and honorable! No power could raise them. 
here to the dignity of manhood; there they would’ sponta- 
neously rise to the: glory of saintship!' Unworthy here to 
be door-keepers in the house of the Lord, there they would 
at once be welcomed to the Holy of Holies, as the anointed 
priests of Heaven! One class of our fellow citizens was 
‘incited to give this enterprise its; countenance, under the 
pretense that it) would facilitate the emancipation of the 
slaves, by providing the means of shipping them off before 
they had time to cut the throats of their masters. The 
cooperation of another was expected, on the ground that 
the removal of the free people of color would set slavery 
free. from a powerfully disturbing force, to which it was 
exposed. And then the missionary tendencies of the 
scheme; could it once succeed, how soon would ‘ [thiopia 
stretch forth her hands unto God!” Vision after vision, 
‘resplendent with all the colors of the rainbow, animated the 

dreams of philanthropy. And James G. Birney, in common 
with many of our truest men, was for a time led astray by 
this glittering ignis-fatuus. And like an earnest. man as he . 
was, he vigorously pursued the phantom which, under the 
guise of an angel of light and love, was beckoning: its fol- 
lowers on to an apparent Paradise, but to areal quagmire, 
gilded by dense fog. 

So much in sardest was Mr. Birney in trying the virtues 
of this scheme for delivering our country from the’ evils of 
slavery, that he abandoned a profession equally lucrative 
‘and honorable, to prosecute an agency in its behalf. He 

exerted: himself with resolution and fidelity to enlist the 
sympathies and codperation of his countrymen, white and 
black, in favor of a design, which, he persuaded himself, 
was full of blessings, both for America and Africa. For | 
this purpose, he visited the ree places in a large dis- 
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trict of country around him, embracing no less than five 
large States, and pursued the object to which he was de- 

- voted, with what was reckoned encouraging success. But 
as the result of more careful observation and deeper reflec- 
tion, he became thoroughly convinced, that the scheme he 
was supporting lacked the basis of sound principle: that it 
was as impracticable in its application as it was hurtful in 
its tendencies. He could no longer lend it his countenance. 
His views on this subject are expressed with great beauty 
and power, in a Letter to the Rev. Mr. Mills, Corresponding 
Secretary of the Kentucky Colonization Society. 
A few extracts here, we are sure, will be acceptable to 

our readers. Inthe following paragraph, he alludes with 
piercing pungency to the methods tried on the colored 
American, to extort his ‘‘consent” to abandon his native 
country for the shores of Africa. ‘If its operations be limit- 
ed to the gratification of an intelligent wish, on the part 
of the free people of color, or any other class of our popula-~ 
tion, to remove to. Africa, with the view of establishing a 
colony for the prosecution of an honest commerce, or 
for any lawful purpose whatever, there could exist, so far ° 
as I can see, no reasonable ground of opposition, any more 
than to the migration, that is now in progress, of crowds of 
our fellow citizens to Texas, or any other part of Mexico. If, 
on the other hand, it is meant, that this ‘consent’ may law- 
fully be obtained by the imposition of civil disabilities, 
disfranchisement, exclusion from sympathy; by making the 
free colored man the victim of a relentless proscription, 
prejudice and scorn; by rejecting altogether his oath im 
courts of justice, thus leaving his property, his person, his 
wife, his children, and all that God has by his very consti- 
tution made dear to him, unprotected from the outrage and 
insult of every unfeeling tyrant, it becomes a solemn farce, 
it is the refinement of inhumanity, a mockery of all mercy, 
it is cruel, unmanly, and meriting the just indignation of 
every American, and the noble nation that bears his name.. 
To say that the expression of ‘consent’ thus extorted is the 
approbation of the mind, is as preposterous as to affirm that 
a man consents to surrender his purse, on the condition that 
you spare his life, or, to be transported to Botany Bay,’ 
when the hand of despotism is ready to stab him to the 
heart.” 

Again. “The influence of these principles is opposed to 
emancipation. I am not unaware that it has been supposed 
to be adjutory to emancipation ; and proof of this is offered 

- 
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in the 800 or 900 slaves that have heen transported to Libe- 
ria. The fact, that about this number have been emancipa- 
ted by transportation to Africa, is admitted. These are all 
the instances of emancipation, that can be attributed to 
the influence of colonization principles—for when they insist 
that emancipation should never be divorced from deportation, 
they can not lay claim to the many thousands who are eman- 
cipated in this country, that they may, if they choose, re- 
main here, and who have remained here. It would be an 
unfair pretension, to ascribe to the influence of certain prin- 
ciples, effects, which they have no natural and inherent ten- 
dency to produce, But it is very confidently believed and 
asserted, that the discussion of colonization throughout 
our country has, zczdentally, brought up the subject of 
slavery to public consideration—and that to this are to be 
set down the numerous emancipations that have been granted, 
where the beneficiaries have not been sent out of the country. 
I grant, it is probable, that in this way many persons may 
have been led to see the duty of emancipation, who would 
not otherwise have been conducted to a knowledge of it. 
But would it not be altogether illogical to ascribe emancipa- 
tions, in the country, to a principle that insisted upon emanci- 
pations, out of the country? Fully as much so, it seems to 
me, as to ascribe the conversion of a man to the Christian 
religion, to his having heard the ingenious arguments of an 
impfidel—when, in truth, it may have been only the occasion 
upon which his mind discovered, for the first time, the weak- 
ness of infidelity, and the strength of the Gospel. 

“But, sir, during all this time—these 16 or 17 years of 
gloom to the slave—what has not been lost to the cause of 
freedom and religion, by the substitution of a cowardly, 
inerdental discussion of slavery, for one which is manly and 
undiseuised? If the sly andincidental presentation of it pro- 
duce the effects with which it is credited, how much more 
rich, blessed and abundant would they have been, had it been 
pressed openly and directly, yet kindly, upon the hearts and 
consciences and patriotism of this community! It is to bé 
feared that we, who have been supporters of colonization, 
have, through ignorance, been instrumental in prolonging, at 
least through one lifetime, the dark reign of slavery on the 
earth, and in sending one generation of our fellow men, 
weeping witnesses of its bitterness, to a comfortless grave ! 

“So thorough has been the inoculation of the public with 
the sentiment, that our slaves, if emancipated, must be re- 
moved from the country, that its effects are of surprising 

a 
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uniformity. Address men in this way—‘ Do you not believe 
that slavery is sinful, and. in direct. opposition to the princi- 
ples of our government ? the reply—almost without excep- 
tion—is, what’ shall we do with our slaves, if we manumit 
them ? Where shall-we send them ? It will never do, in the 
world, for them to remain among us—it is better to retain 
them as they are, indefinitely in slavery, than to liberate: 

them here! This feeling has led to cases of great apparent 
inhumanity and uncharitableness. One of these has come 
to my knowledge im so directa manner, that [ have no ground 
for doubting the truth of it in any particular. A person 
living in a slave State is the owner of a good-looking young 
man, who is permitted, on his parole of ‘honor, to reside im 
Cincinnati—to receive the fire for his own services from the 

gentleman in whose employment he is—not in any part for 
his own use, but to betransmitted according to his [the slave’s| 
discretion to his owner. He has learned to read and write,, 
and has given, im his uniform conduct, the best evidence that 
he is, in truth, as he professes to be, a@ Christian. He has. 
never, in the least degree, violated his integrity toward his. 
owner, by retaining any of the fruits of his own toil, or by 
asserting his liberty, as he might, at any time, do in Ohio. 
His friends and connections are all residents of this country. 
This circumstance, united to a very unfavorable opinion of 
the present condition and future prospects of Liberia, has. 

made him entirely averse to a removal thither. He has a 
strong desire to obtain his freedom, and has offered for it a 
large sum. His offers have been steadily met by a refusal,. 

- at any price—yet he has been promised his liberty gratutous- 
ly, if he will ‘consent’ to emigrate to Liberia. To this: he 
entertains an insurmountable repugnance — preferring to. 
remain in his present condition, although his noble spirit is 
almost worn down with its hopelessness. Now, sir, were it 
not for the prevalent opinion, that the colored man, whatever 
may be his intellectual or moral elevation, can never be 
respectable or happy among us, I doubt whether such a case 
as this, calling for the deepest sympathy, the most earnest 
commiseration, could have been found in the private annals 
of western slavery. There is no country, in its best state, 
that would not suffer loss by the banishment of such a man.’” 

And then: “Colonization principles have in a. great 
degree, paralyzed the power of the truth, and of the ministry 
inthe South. That the messages of the Gospel have com-. 
paratively but little influence upon mind, im the exclusively — 
planting sections of the country, where the number of slaves 
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‘fs great, will not be denied By any ‘impartial and idrisha ete 
observer. This 1 am not inclined to attribute to any defect 
in the inherent power of the great truths—as_ applicable to — 
southern mind—adapted by God so wisely to the internal 
constitution of mau. For there have been, ‘and there are 
yet, daily overturned by them, sins as besetting and as soul- 
destroying, as slavery. When T recollect, too, the condition 
of the Roman Empire, at the time when Pani preached in 
her voluptuous metropolis, and throughout her scarcely 
less voluptuous tetrarchies : the aggravated system of slavery 
that prevailed there—the incontinence—the political corrup- 
tion—the private vice—and that over all these Christianity 
chanted her mild triumphs, [ see no reason for distrusting 
her efficacy, when fairly triedupon any portion of our eoun- 
trymen. But when [ further remember, that he was par- 
taker in no vicious custom of the country, leading him to 
perpetrate injustice and te overlook mercy; that whatever 
impurity might be demanded by social manners, or authoriz- 
ed by municipal institutions, he kept himself pure ; that, when 
thrown into the very midnight of Roman pollution, his 
Christianity was seen, emitting aclearer, purer, and more 
quenchless lustre—the secret of his success is fully revealed. 
Behold, at the present time, a professed follower of Paul 
and of his Master—blessed, perha ps, with a sound éducation 
in letters and seience—versed in Christian lore—brought 
up in the land of the free / with a mind revolting against 
slavery and every form of oppression ; see him, making 
his way to the South, ready with the fervor of a neophyte, 
to declare the messages of God’s: love to all for whom 
they were intended ;—see him, almost as soon as the intro- 
duction to the scene of action is past, beginning his labor 

_of love by utterly neglecting ‘to preach the Gospel to the: 
poor’—by lamenting “the hard lot of mas sters, the evil of - 
slavery—complaining of the wickedness of the slaves— 
excusing every thing in the slaveholder, except acts of 
eruelty that rouse a neighborhood to astonishment ; neat, 
marrying a widow, ora ward, or a ‘fortune,’ witha retinue 
of his parishioners for her dowry § afterward, talking bravely 
of the price of cotton, and of men to make it ; and: at last, 
in desperation, drumming into silence his agonizing and 
wailing conscience by using the very book of God’s love to 
justify man’s oppression ;—seeing all this, the secret of his 
-unsuccessfulness is made as clear as noon-day. Slavery 
has shorn him of his str ength, and his hands are as indolent 

“and uncertain in pointing out the way of life—if they 
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point atall—as are the hands of a chronometer to point out 
the progress of time during the last half hour, previously 
to its running down, ty 

“JT am altogether unconscious of any feeling which would 
. prompt me to utter an unkind word against ministers of the 
Gospel in the South. There are amongst them, I know, 
men of the most sterling principle—who, so far as they are | 
individually concerned, have lived, and are yet living, ele- 
vated far above the pestilential influence of slavery. To 
such, in my apprehension, the most disinterested witnesses— 
I appeal for testimony in the case ; and ask, if the marriages 
of poor ministers with widows rich 7m slaves have not be- 
come so frequent as to take away from them their ‘casual,’ 
or ‘accidental’ character—if they have not brought a deep 
reproach upon the cause of religion,—and if those gentlemen 
who have thus entangled themselves in the meshes of slavery, 
are not looked upon by the very people to whom they were 
sent, and who are in the same condemnation, as ‘blind « 
watchmen, dumb dogs that can not bark, sleeping, lying 
down to slumber?’ And further, whether those gentlemen, 
who, on the rare occasions of their preaching, rebuke 
with all authority the profanation of the Sabbath—the love 
of money, luxury, profanity, intemperance, &c. &c.—who 
have been heard to pray with all fervor for the Poles, the 
Greeks, and all the down-trodden of forergn lands, have ever 
been heard, in any of their public ministrations, to prefer but 
one listless prayer for the conversion of the slaveholder to: 
the doing of justice—his heart to the love of mercy, and that. 
the two millions of his ‘neighbors’ lying in bondage before 
his eyes, might, by the force of Christian principle be enlar- 
ged, and the oppressed among us go free? And, yet further, 
are not such slaveholding ministers somewhat warmer in 
their attachment to colonization, than the majority of other 
men? Do not they insist upon its capacity for the exter- 
mination of slavery, as a reason why they do not themselves. 
act more decisively upon the subject? and do they not in 
frequent instances, become angry and indignant at those 
who attempt to agitate their consciences, by holding up their, 
own duty in reference to slavery, vight before them ?” 
And here again: “ Dr. Finley doubtless intended by his 

scheme, the permanent benefit and exaltation of the whole 
class of free colored people. If so, he was led into the 
error into which, I think, he fell, by contemplating, with 
great intensity of feeling, nothing but the down-trodden state 
of that people among us—throwing altogether out of the 



range of his vision the causes which produced it, and for- 
getting the energy of those great principles, asserted first by 
this nation, and even yet received by a great majority of it as 
undeniable and self-evident, and which might still be plucked 
from their drowning state, for its fuller melioration and 
correction, here. He supposed it was easier to remove from 
the country those who were the subjects of this degradation, 
than to successfully combat and overthrow the prejudices | 
and false principles which produced it. He fell into a simi- 
lar mistake with those who think that slavery can be exter- 
ininated by transporting to another country such of the 
slaves as may be liber ated among us, without having first 
given the death-blow to slavery, ¢self the producing princi- 
ple,—and forgetting that the few who would be emancipated, | 
under such circumstances, would be only the superflucty 
occasioned by the generative power of the principle, and 
their abstraction but lopping off the dead and unsightly 
branches of Upas, and giving to it more comeliness and vigor. 

** Had he been in. Turkey, and seen some chodéands of 
Christians in the same condition as that oceupied by the free 
colored people in the United States, rearing their families 
under all the oppressions of that government, as they are 

exercised upon those who are even nominally Christians, it. 
would have been an act of benevolence to persuade them 
to remove—albeit, to a wild and unsettled coast—and 
of still greater benevolence, to have previded the means 
for their transportation.. Why ? because neither the govern- 
ment of Turkey, nor the moral structure of Turkish society 
contains init any principle acknowledged by all to be ‘un- 
deniable,’ ‘self-evident,’—-which could be held up and urged 
and traced in its consequences, before the people and those 
in power, of sufficient efficacy to condemn their practice. 
They are both constituted upon the principle, that it 1s 72ght 
to persecute a ‘christian doe’—to kick him, spit upon, deny 
him all legal privileges, and if he gives any, the slightest 
provocation, to bowstring him. Under such cir cumstances— 
where neither the peti hem okt nor public sentiment acknowl- 
edge any principle sanitary and corrective of oppression— 
efforts tending to any other object than the removal of the 
oppressed from the scene of their sufferings, would justly be 
deemed enthusiastic and absurd: 

“But how widely different is the case here! Does the 
advocate of slavery assert that it is right.to oppress a fellow 
creature, because God has given him a complexion unlike 
what he has bestowed upon us 1-—to subject him to alliithe . 
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weight of the law, whilst there is wrested from him all its: 
power for his protection? Does the slaveholder say it 1s. 
right that slavery, with all its soul-killing enormities, as well) 
as with its lesser evils, should be continued? To meet this, 
with what powerful armor has God clothed the American 
patriot and Christian! Shall he consent to extinguish 
slavery, by removing its redundancy /—a process that may 
be carried on for a hundred years, and, then, leave our’ ‘last 
state worse than the first.”) Or to compass sea and land, 
that he may find some hole or corner for the thrusting away 
of the free colored man, sad, sick at heart, by reason of 
oppression 1—that the slaveholder may repose mall the 
-voluptuousness of the most undisturbed quiet? Or shall he 
not rather raise the slaveholder’s earth-directed vision to the 
clear arch of the sky, and bid him there read words that are 
eternal in the heavens, ‘whatsoever ye wowd that men should 
do unto you, do you even so unto them,’ with its noble com- 

mentary, ‘all men are created equal, and have rights that aré 
inalienable, to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness ? 
Shall he not rely upon the salutary operation of great prin- 

ciples sanctioned by God, and declared by man to be ‘wnde- 
niable ;? that are of sufficient efiicacy, whereever they are 
ably and honestly urged, for the reformation of every unjust 
and pernicious usage in the land—rather than upon some 
poor shift, some conscience-calming’ expedient for the pres- 
ent exigency, whilst future exigencies—going into eternity, 
it may be—to which it is totally inadequate, are left entizely 
unprovided for.” . . 

“ But it was not long before the benevolent object of Dr. 
Finley was greatly perverted, and the benefit that was 
intended for the free colored. man—his chief aim was made 
secondary to the policy of sending him away. At first, the 
apparent benevolence of the enterprise moved the spirits of 
some of the free people of color, and not a few of them, 
were preparing, doubtless, as true heralds of the cross, to 
bless benighted Africa. Hmigrants offered themselves in 
greater numbers than the means of the Society were ¢om- 
petent to send out. Seeimg this, the philanthropy ef the 
enterprising was thrown somewhat in the background, or 

became, with many, merely auxiliary to the policy of sending 
out of the country the whole ef the free colored population. 

In this way, it was recommended to the most determined 
slaveholder. He was reminded that the free colored man 
was a nuisance to the white—a source, almost the only one, 
of disquiet and discontent to the slave,—that he was bound- 
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lessly degraded and vicious, polluted and polluting all 
around him,—and, that the fact of its being so might always 
remain as strong as it ¢hen was for sustaining such an argu- 
ment, it. was asserted with ceaseless repetition, that in this. 
degraded state he must continue as long as he resided 
among us—that here his condition was irretrievable, hope- 
less, in fine, it was an ordination.of Providence! All this 
was surmounted by peans to our humanity. And the free, 
colored man, for Avs encouragement was told, that the whole 
field of honorable ambition lay open before him; that he 
might, in the land of his fathers, engage in the high effices 
of legislation—in the solemn miuistrations of the altar—and 
in. laying the foundation of a great people, a mighty Christ- 
ian nation, before whose feet the countless idolatries of 
Afvrica’s unnumbered tribes would fall in ruins.to the ground. 

‘« All this sounds well—but it will be found, on examina-. 
tion, to contain principles at variance with each other, and 
mutually destructive. Let us suppose these motives to be 
addressed to an intelligent free man of color, would not his 
train of reflections, most probably be somewhat of this kind? 
‘I belong, then, to a class which the white man declares to 
bea nuisance. If this is true, what has produced it? His 
own conduct. What has this been but a course of system- 
atic neglect, contempt, abuse—withholding from us every 
franchise and immunity of the government, whose tendency, 
he says, is to elevate and ennoble those who exercise them? 
We were thrown out from the charnel-house of slavery, igne- 
rant, unconscious of the want, unable:to appreciate the ad- 
vantages of education—our families cut off from all associ- 
ates, except the degraded slave, or the polluted and polluting 
white:—-and what has been done for us?) Whilst the white 
man has established, at great expense of life-and treasure, 
schools for the Caffre and Hottentots—for the: Indian of 
Ceylon and the negro of New Zealand; whist he has his 
missionary, on the one hand, plying with untiring step his 
course tothe summit of the Rocky Mountains, and, on the 
other, scaling the wall of China, te declare that Truth 
which makes men ‘free indeed’—what has he done, what 
is he doing, for the class, whose ignorance and error must 
be daily witnessed, and whose wants must be fully known ? 
Nothing, nothing, nothing. Whet confidence, then, can I 
properly repose in a benevolence acting only afar off, whilst 
it neglects so much at hand—in that charity which will dis- 
patch a band of missionaries to Afreca, whilst it will not: 
supply one to her: sons here, though fainting—perishing for: 
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the bread of life? In what manner am I to estimate the 
sincerity of men—aye, of Christian men too—who, in one 
breath, tell me, their prejudices against us, whilst here, are 
insurmountable, but that they vanish when we are removed 
from them some six or seven thousand miles—that whilst 
we remain here, religion itself is incompetent to destroy 
them—but that when it acts across an ocean, it possesses 
wondrous, overmastering potency, for their extirpation: 
who say, that fere, under the restraints of wholesome laws, 
with the presence of the whites to check and control us, we 
are utterly unfit, because of our moral and intellectual de- 
pravity, for the enjoyment of the lowest privilege—yet, for- 
sooth, would fling us, with ull our stupidity, our inexperi- 
ence, our vileness and infamy, in one unbroken and reeking 

mass, upon a distant land,—unchecked by wholesome laws, 
or animated by virtuous example—to do what? ‘To carry. 
on a system of piracy !—of robbery !—or to establish a fac- 
tory for conducting a. commerce in the blood and gore, and 
groans of our fellow men? No: it is not in these occupa- 
tions we are to be employed, and fot which, it would seem, 
our benefactors being witnesses, we are well fitted, but it is— 
O wonderful adaptation! to Christianize and civilize one 
hundred millions of heathen ! ! 

“*Again—if we are a nuisance zow, by what necessity 
are we always toremainso? Are we incapable of 1 Improve- 
ment—impenetrable to those great truths by which man’s 
mind is enlightened—his heart purified, and he made a 
Jreeman indeed? This can not be asserted without impugn- 
ing God’s word. What, then, will make up this everlasting 
pressure ? Prejudice, preyudice—so proclaimed ‘before all - 
Israel, and before the Sun!’ We have none against the 
whiner: Deeply injured, neglected, vilified, as we have 
been, we are willing to pass it all by, take a lowly station, 
and cheerfully acknowledge their superiority. But how is 
this temper reciprocated iv By still accumulating abuse. 
They say of us, as a class, we are diseased, sick, ready to 
die, and yet, by emigration to Liberia would they suck from 
us the most healthful blood that circulates in our system. 
They declare by their language—by their laws, an inflexible 
purpose to grant no mitigation of our ills, unless we respond 
harmoniously to their policr y in sending us away. How then 
can we, in a matter so important to: us—so far from our 
homes—so irremediable, if it fail, trust to those whose rigor 
of temper no persuasion can soften—whose selfish policy i 1s 
the substance, our good but the accident ? 
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' “*But further, why are we spoken of as @ class ? why do 
they throw together the good, the bad, the indifferent, and 
make of them one mass, baptized by the name of nuisance, 
when they deal not thus with other men? I do not per- 
ceive that men of black hair and of light-colored hair—of 
black eyes and blue eyes—of low stature and high stature, 
are spoken of in classes, to which any moral or intellectual 
designation is given. No: each one is judged by his own 
merits—nor are they mixed up with the vices and demerits 
of others, to make a foul and unsightly lump. This com- 
mon-sense and common-charity measure of judgment and 
treatment is all that I have a right to ask, it is all I desire, 
and justice can not withhold it. 

“« But more than all, we are especially obnoxious to the 
slaveholder. Here is the spring of all this preparation. 
My fellow man is in bondage—the sight of a freeman of his 
own color released from chains will make the slave more 
restless under his ; and the slaveholder, with his hand on 
the throat of my father, my brother, my sister or my moth- 
er, must, by all means, be kept tranquil and undisturbed— 
his property in man must be untouched, whilst 4e is robbing 
him of the use of the limbs and muscles that God gave, and 
of the daily products of their toil. | And this is the sum and 
substance of this mighty charity! We are to be driven 
from the country as 2 nuisance—we are to be persuaded 
by unceasing reiteration, that such we are now, and so we 
must remain, ¢o all,—but especially to the unrelenting slave- 
holder.’ ‘O my soul, come not thou into their secret—unto 
their assembly, mine honor, be not thou united!” 

“But, sir, has it ever been known that commercial estab- 
lish ments have proved to be sources of religious knowledge 
and improvement to the heathen, among whom they have 
been placed? The colony of Liberia is emphatically one _ 
of this character—there exists in it, according to all accounts, 
a rage for trade. Let us recur for a moment to the history 
of religious efforts among our neighboring Indians. Who, 
amongst us, would ever think of encouraging a trading sta- 
tion, or company of petty shop-keepers, (such as could be in- ~ 
duced to emigrate for gain) and upholding them, as the best 
means of diffusing a knowledge of Christianity among the 
Indians, as missionary stations! ! J will venture to say that 
among the greatest obstacles the true missionary has to en- 
counter in recommending ‘Christ’ to our aboriginal natives, 
is the influence, direct and indirect, of such establishments. 
When we consider their object, we can not be at a loss, for 
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an instant, to arrive at this conclusion, It is éo supply the 
wants of savage life, but more especially the PECULIAR WANTS 
of savage life. bis 

‘These peculiar wants are trinkets, baubles, beads, to- 
bacco, ardent spirits, fire-arms, powder and ball. «It is the 
gratification of these wants that gives vitality, and their 
growth that gives encouragement to the trading stations. 
Now, so long as these peculiar wants exist, savageism must 
continue—so long as they grow, it must also be growing 
more rude and untameable. So superficial is this truth, that 
no missionary station, so far as I am informed, has ever been 
supplied with any of the articles mentioned above, caleula- 
ted to keep alive savage customs. What is the first work 
of the missionary? Is it not to allure to peace, to stationa- 
ry life, and habits of settled industry ? If he succeed, he 
puts an end, in proportion to his success, to the sale of arms, 
powder and ball, whether they be intended to kill men, or 
for hunting. If he inculcate abstinence from the use of 
ardent spirits, he is brought directly in collision with the 
interest. of the trader. Should he be blessed in his honest 
labors for the amelioration of savage life, it must be almost 
entirely by the annihilation of the trader’s occupation. It 
would seem strange, then, that with experienced persons, 
there should, after twelve years’ disastrous trial, too, at Li- 
beria, exist such pertinacity in insisting upon the practica- 
bility of uniting the trader and missionary—and that there 
should still be indulged such bloated expectations of good 
to the heathen of Africa, from the instrumentality of men 
who go out, [if preachers, so much the worse,| with fire- 
arms, powder and ball, and rum, in one hand, and the Bible 
in the other.” 

Thus beautifully and impressively Mr. Birney concludes 
this letter ; ‘‘ Permit me, in conclusion to say, that the views 
submitted in this communication, are entertained after long 
and very circumspect examination of the main subject to 
which they apply. Born in the midst of a slaveholding 
community—accustomed to the services of slaves from my 
infancy—reared under an exposure to all the prejudices that 
slavery begets—and being myself, heretofore, from early 
life, a slaveholder—my efforts at mental liberation were 
commenced in the very lowest and grossest atmosphere. 
Fearing the reality, as well as the imputation of enthusiasm 
—each ascent that my mind made to a higher and purer 
moral and intellectual region, I used as a stand-point to sur- 
vey deliberately all the tract I had left. When I remember 

a 
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how calmly and dispassionately my mind has proceeded 
from one truth connected with this subject, to another still 
higher—that the epinions [ have embraced, are those to 
which such minds and hearts as Wilberforce’s and Clark- 
son’s yielded their full assent—that they are the opinions of 
the disinterested and excellent of our own country; I feel 
well satisfied that my conclusions are not the fruits, of en- 
thusiasm. , When I recurto my own observation, through a 
life already of more than forty years—of the anti-republi- 
can tendencies. of slavery—and take up our most solemn 
State paper, and.there see that ‘ all men are created equal, 
and have a right that is inalienable to life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness;’ I feel a settled conviction of mind 
that. slavery,.as it exists among us, is opposed to the very 
essence of our government—and that by prolonging it, we 
are living down the foundation-principles of our happy insti- 
tutions. When I take up the Book of God’s love, and there 
read, ‘whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, 
do ye even so to them,’—my conviction is not less thorough, 
that slavery mow is sinful in his sight. 

“But one word more.  The-views contained in this let- 
ter are my own, and they have been the result of my own 
reading, observation and thought. I ama member of no 
anti-slavery society—nor have I any acquaintance, either 
personally or by literary correspondence, with any of the 
northern abolitionists.—No one, besides myself, is committed 

' by any thing I have said.” 
After breaking through the meshes of this popular delu- 

sion, the attention of Mr. Birney was fixed more earnestly 
than ever. on the subject of emancipation. His mind was 
for some time occupied with some plan for gradually restoring 
to the slaves the freedom of which they had been so cruelly 
deprived. . With this, however, he was not long embarrass- 
ed. He saw clearly enough, that in this way the oppressor 
could not be led to repentance—could not be induced to 
break the. yoke he had fastened upon the neck of his unof- 
fending. brother. 

In a paper containing “the reply of Mr. Birney to queries 
of some Friends” in 1835, appears the following paragraph 
on this subject: ‘“ I consider all schemes of gradual eman- 
cipation as utterly unfit to meet the present evils, and to 
avert the dangers which threaten from the continued exist- 
ence of slavery. They are all, in the first place, imperative 
on the master—they let go his conscience, by not insisting 
on immediate repentance for present sin. In the second 

* 
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place, they produce no good effect on the heart and mind of 
the slave. Founded on expediency, or policy, as all such 
plans must be, from their very nature, the slave will feel no 
respect for the'motive which originates them. He will con- 
sider that nothing has been done from a regard to dis rights, 
or his interests, but all for the advantage and benefit of the 
master. The master, uninfluenced by Christian principle, 
in the act of emancipation, would not, in all probability, 
follow his freedman with Christian effort for his moral and 
intellectual improvement—the freedman, feeling no respect 

for the motives of the master in giving him his liberty, would 
naturally, as it appears to me, reject his influence. Thus 
they would be left unbound by any tie that would lead to, 
continued kindness on the one side, and respect and grateful 
recollections on the other. Any plan of emancipation, how- 
ever gradual it might be, would be better than perpetual- 
slavery ; but surely it is the great desideratum of any plan, 
that it leave the parties friends, as freemen. None will 
effect this, which is not founded on Christian principle—and 
there can be none, so far as | am enabled to see, which so 
fully recognizes Christian principle as its basis, as that which ° 
urees unmediate emancipation.” 

So deeply at this time, which was about ten years ago, 
was his mind interested in the whole subject of slavery, that, 
to use his own words, “ he read almost every work he could 
lay his hands on; talked much of it in public and in private. 
In the month of May, 1834, he became so fully convinced 
of the right of his slaves to their freedom, and of his duty as 
a Christian to give it them, that he prepared, say‘on the first 
day of June, a deed of emancipation for the six that he 
brought with him from Alabama, and had it duly entered 
on record in the office of the County Court of the county in 
which he lived. They all remained with him, receiving such 
wages—with the exception of a little girl—as were custom- 
ary in the country.” Tor this ‘‘deed of emancipation,” 
beautifully evincing his. deep sincerity and thorough hon- | 
esty, Mr. Birney was far enongh from claiming applause. 
it was in his view a simple act of justice. . 

Just here, a few words from a paper of Mr. Birney al- | 
ready referred to, will be read with profit and delight. : 

-“ There would be no danger of personal violence to the 
“master from emancipation, brought about by Christian be-* 
“nevolence. Such an apprehension is the refuge of'consctous 
guilt. Emancipation, brought about on the principle above 
mentioned, I hesitate not to say, would, in most instances, D 
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where the superior intellrgence of the master was acknowl- 
edged, produce on the part of the beneficiaries, the most 
entire and cordial reliance on his counsel and friendship. 
I do not believe that Ihave any warmer friends than my man- 
umitted slaves—none, Iam sure, if sacrifices were called for, 
who would not freely make them, to promote my happiness. 

“‘ The injustice which the slave feels as done him in taking 
the avails of his labor, leads him to take clandestinely what 
he persuades himself he is entitled to. He has comparative- 
ly no character to lose, no ultimate object for the attainment 
of which the building up of a good character would contri, 
bute. Asa freeman, character would be essential—his earn- 
ings would be his—his wife, his children would be his; the 
apprehension of forcible separation would depart, and he 
would have every motive that ordinarily influences men to 
build up a good name for worth and honesty. The depre- 
dations on the master’s property by slaves, I should suppose, 
are tenfold what they would be by the same slaves made 
freemen. 

“The slaves, if emancipated on any terms, would be able 
to provide for themselves and their families. If they should 

- be kondly treated by their former masters, and Christian be- 
nevolence should make the same efforts for their improve- 
ment, that are made in many places for the improvement of 
the distant heathen—they would not only provide for them- 
selves, but with such opportunities become good citizens. 
‘l have made frequent inquiry as to the number of paupers 
among the colored people of Kentucky, amounting to nearly 
five thoasand—lI have, as yet, heard of but one. I think it 
is a rare thing, so far as I have had opportunity of observ- 
ing, in slave States, to see free colored persons arraigned in 
courts, to answer to criminal aecusations. My own manu- 
mitted slaves, at the end of the first year of their employment 
on wages, will have used but half the amount they are to receive. 
They have not fallen into disorderly or vagrant habits ; but 
have manifested-—at least the younger ones-—an increased de- 
sire for knowledge, and for attendance on the Sabbath-schools, 
and the common ministrations of the sanctuary. To delay 
emancipation, in order to attain the greatest good it is be- 

- lieved will result from it, is, in my judgment, “but to accu 
mulate the difficulties now in the way, and to delay toa 
remoter period its full consummation. 

“< Having emancipated my shaves from a full conviction thet 
the bondage in which Iwas holding them was stnruu, I con- 
ceive I have no greater right to ask Jor COMPENSATION from 
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- any quarter, than I would have in any other case, where @ sim-~ 
ilar conviction would lead me to return to my neighbor any 
property to which he had an unquestionable right, and which 
I by superior power had withheld from him... The claim of 
“ compensation,’ it seems to me, can be fairly sustained, only 
on the ground that slaveholding is not sinful. Would not 
the Ephesian converts, who at once abandoned their ‘curious 
arts,’ and burned the ‘ books’ which contained instructions 
in them, have been as equitably entitled to compensation as 
the slaveholder, who abandons a property equally condemned 
by God’s law, and commits to the flames the ‘charter by 
which he kas hitherto supported his groundless claims ?’, 

Mr. Birney had now reached ground where he could stand 
erect, and speak with a man’s voice. He could not be in- 
active. The doctrine of Immediate Emancipation, cordial- 
ly embraced, and decisively acted on, had. shed light and 
peace and joy through his spirit. Its influence upon him 
and upon his slaves was equally renovating and refreshing. 
Both them and him it raised to the dignity and power of 
genuine manhood. And the benefits he had thus received 
he would freely. impart—imypart to all within the sphere of 
his influence. His exertions were vigorous and untiring to 
convince his fellow citizens, on the right hand. and on the 
left, of the sin of slaveholding—to persuade them to ‘unite 
with him in subserving the cause of Holy Freedom. He 
went from place to place—he visited family after family, to 
collect fit materials for an anti-slavery society. A. few lis- 
tened to his voice. A Buchanan and a Munsell, bravely 
came to his assistance; and claimed a share in thg privile- 
ges he enjoyed, and the sufferings he endured. At length, 
a small anti-slavery society was organized. 

To bring the Press, moreover, into the service of enslaved 
Humanity, Mr. Birney exerted himself promptly and reso- 
lutely. He made arrangements for publishing the. Philan- 
thropist in Kentucky... About this time, the affair at Vicks- 
burg occurred, with its wide-spread alarm and horrible atro- 
cities. The fear of a servile insurrection agitated the com- 
munity where Mr. Birney resided. The slaveholders there 
were intent on preventing the publication of the Philanthro- 

pist. They employed persuasion—they ‘“ breathed out 
threatenings.’ But Mr. Birney was not to be deterred by 
the one, or dissuaded by the other. The rights to which he 
was entitled, he calmly assented... For the discharge of the 
duties to which he was Heaven-summoned, he cheerfully 
and resolutely girded up his loins. His kindred and friends 
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marked with deep apprehension the perils which were thick- 
ening around. With “many entreaties they besought him” 
to abandon the position he had undertaken to maintain. 
But “ deadly imminent breach” though it was, he could not 
retire. Nor did he relinquish the design, till he found that 
his printer could not be persuaded to fulfill his engagements. 
And he could not, in the circumstances he was placed in, 
persuade another to come to his assistance. And as he was 
resolved on publishing the Philanthropist, he must, of course, 
as he did, leave Kentucky.: So far as the welfare of the 
slave was concerned, it made indeed no great difference on 
which side of the Ohio river the press went into operation. 

Just at this point, a strong light is shed upon the Man 
and his position, by the following statements, taken from a 
paper which we can not help ascribing to the powerful, pol- 

ished and faithful pen of Prof. Wright.” “Inthe prospectus 
he said: * Those who have investigated it (slavery) with one 
consent declare, if something effectual be not done without 
any delay, it will become in a short time unmanageable, and 
in the end overwhelming. In our condition, to do nothing 

would show an unpardonable lack of manhood. Something 
effectual ought to be—for as yet it caw be done. | With the 
sin of slavery, its evils may be terminated ; our land may be 
blessed of God; raised “Up; cleansed frivin defilement, and, 
without a single remaining blood-spot, stand clothed in the 
majesty of her free principles, the rebuke of tyrants, the 
refuge of the oppressed.’ 

“ The paper wasto maintain the duty of immediate eman- 
cipationy among other reasons, ‘ Because it (slavery) is the 
mighty barrier—resisting the progress of pure religion i in 
the slaveholding States : 

“ «Because Slavery, the institution of man, is opposed to 
Lnberty, the institution of God. Ina contest with the Al- 
mighty, we must be overthrown. ‘ Who hath hardened 
himself against Him, and hath prospered 1 ’ 

“On the 12th of July, thirty-three of the citizens of Dian 
ville addressed a letter to Mr. Birney, remonstrating against 
the proposed establishment of the paper. They said: 

“«* We address you now in the calmness and candor that 
should characterize law-abiding men, as willing to avoid 
violence as they are determined to meet extremity, and ad- 
vise you of the peril that must, and inevitably will attend the 
execution of your purpose. .... We propose to you to 

postpone the setting up of your press, and the publication 
of your paper, until application can be had to the Legisla- 
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ture, who will by a positive law set rules for your obsery- 
ance, or by a refusal to act, admonish us of our duty. We 
admonish you, sir, as citizens of the same neighborhood, as 
members of the same society in which you live and move, 
and for whose harmony and quiet we feel the most sincere 
solicitude—to beware how you make an experiment here, 
which no American slaveholding community has found itself 
able to bear.’ 

“Mr. Birney returned a reply, refusing, in respectful, yet 
dignified and decided terms, to comply with their request. 
He suggested that it would have been far more becoming, 
and more like the spirit of ‘ law-abiding men,’ had they ‘ ad- 

— stained entirely from the threat that a resort might be had to 
violence, to prevent the exercise of one of the most precious 
rights of an American—a right which however it might be 
violated in the destruction of his property, or cloven down 
in the abuse of his person, can never for a moment be sur- 
rendered.’ He, therefore, after giving his reasons, conclu- 
ded, ‘ However desirous I may be of obliging you, as citi- 
zens and neighbors, I can not accede to your proposition.’ 

Before leaving Kentucky, however, Mr. Birney prepared, 
in a “ Letter to Ministers and Elders,” a compact, strong 
and beautiful argument “on the sin of holding slaves, and 
the duty of immediate emancipation.” Irom this, extracts 
will now be given. ! | 

The following is the plan of Mr. Birney’s argument, with 
the particulars under the first division: ‘‘ I mean rather to 
present: 1. Some of the most prominent. characteristics of 
slavery. 2. Some of the excuses of our church for not pu- 
rifying herself from this sin, with answers to them; and 

3. The consequences to the church and the State at large, 
if she should at once enter upon her duty. The character- 
istics to which I now ask your attention, are— eth 

“1. It originated, has always been, and is at this day, 
maintained by a violence that is utterly at variance with the 
mild spirit of the Gospel. 

‘“« 2. It wrests from one set of men, without crime on their 
part, the fruits of their bodily toils, for the support and ease 
of another. . 

‘3. Its effects upon its subjects are to. stupify and benumb 
the mind, to violate the conscience, to multiply the sins of 
the grossest character, to exclude the knowledge of God and 
Christ, as well as of the necessity of any preparation for the 
world to come, and, of course, to prepare them for hell. 

“4. Its effects upon those who maintain it, and in some 

ee Oe 
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measure upon those who witness and consent to it, are indo- 
lence, diabolical passions, deadness to the claims of justice 
and the calls of mercy, a worldly spirit, and contempt for a 
large portion of our fellow creatures: therefore, as far as 
their qualifications for an eternal state are modified by slave- 
ry, it rather prepares them for the sentence of the damned 
than for the invitation of the blessed. 

“‘ That the above are some, but by no means all of the char- 
acteristics of slavery, no one, with our opportunities of wit- 
nessing the thing itself, willdeny. Now, does it not seem 
passing strange, that a ‘monster of such hideous mien,’ 
should have been received within the very midst of the 
church of God—that it should find in its bosom its surest 
and softest resting-place—that it should be fondled, sleeked 
and cherished there ? and. that if any one attempt to tear 
him from his lodgement, with one consent all cry out, ‘ Let 
him alone! let him alone! we have become so accustomed 
to his presence, that much of his deformity has been taken 
away, and we can not do without him; we are preparing 
him for his discharge, which, as he is slow to learn, he will 
probably be ready for, in some hundred or two years ; then 
he can be dismissed without injury to any one concerned ; 
but don’t disturb him now ; he is very quiet, all things are 
going.on well. Make what preparation you please for his 
Suture dismission ; but by no means touch him at this tame. 
The church! the church / you'll endanger the church, and 

« make it more unpopular than it now is. I charge you, wait 
for a ‘more convenient season.’ God is opening the way 
for his discharge in his own good time. If you attempt it 
now, you will not only utterly fail, because all the church 
will be against you; and besides, they will call you, and 
join with those who are without in calling you, a madman 
and a fanatic—and your influence will be destroyed.’ This 
is no caricature; it is solemn, serious truth; should it be 
denied, there are ‘ clouds of witnesses’ to prove it. But to 
return.” : 

Under the second division, how impressive and refreshing 
is the following answer to the allegation that “ Paul and 
Peter establish, or recognize as established, the relation of 
master and servant, (slave,) when they give admonition to 
beth as.to their reciprocal behavior. It is very certain that 
this would not have been done; they being holy and inspired 
men, if the relation itself was sinful; or if there was any 
thing in the subjection of one human being to the will and 
caprice of another, that was forbidden by God’s law. Now 
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if the word ‘servant’ be used by Peter and Paul to mean 

« slaves’ exclusively—a meaning admit only that the excuse 

may have all the force it can claim—their exhortation to 

persons in this condition amounts to no more than what had 

been impressed before upon all who were, or might become, 

the victims of injustice or oppression, to bear u patiently. 

It was given with the same object, and in the same spirit,. 

as the command of the Savior himself, that the persecuted 

should pray for their persecutors. Tad it been a common evil; 

during the ministry of Paul and Peter to which Christians: 

were exposed, to, be cast into prison. by the lawless power 

of individual persecutors, would the exhortations of these 

apostles to them to bear their sufferings with resignation 

and meekness, establish or recognize as established, the re- 

lation of persecutor and persecuted 4 or authorize. Chris- 

tians to exercise grievous oppressions upon one another, or 

. upon such of the heathen as they might be able to circum- 

vent and bring into their power? Or when Paul, through 

a Si Loki 
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Titus, admonishes his brethren to be ‘subject to. principal-_ 

ities and powers, and to obey magistretes,’ does. he m the 

slightest manner sanction the imperial atrocitiesof a Nero, 

a Domitian, or any of their legitimate successors until now ? 

I know you.will say he does not ; and that he would have 

condemned in the conduct of those tyrants towards their 

obscurest subjects, whatever was inconsistent with the great 

and universally binding law, ‘ Thou shalt do unto others as 

ye would that they should do unto you.’ lf then Nero, for 

example, had submitted to the Gospel that Paul proclaimed 

in his capital, and become an obedient disciple of the apos- 

tles—although he might have retained the power and author- 

ity of an emperor, yet his oppressions, his cruelties, would 

have ceased, the very temper that prompted them would 

have been suppressed, his power would have been put forth 

for good, not for evil, and he would have been seen a prince 

dispensing justice in mercy, and finding his own happiness 
in that which he daily scattered over a grateful people. 
Would he under Paul’s discipline have seized upon the 

poor, the weak, the defenceless of his empire, that he might 

exact from them toil unrequited during their whole lives, 

and consign them, and their innocent children after them, 

to social and civil degradation in the midst of happy mil- 

lions—to personal bondage—to meutal darkness—to the 

power of vice and the dominion of sin—to hopelessness in 

this world—to shame and everlasting contempt in that which, 
is tecome? Or had the. converting grace of God found: 
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him acting the bloody and relentless tyrant, and thus fulfill- 
ing his relation to the oppressed, would he, Paul being his. 
teacher, have continued it during his life? And not con- 
tent with this, would he—calling upon Paul to indite his 
last will and testament—have perpetuated by legacy to his 
issue this continually erowing mass of blood and groans—of 
misery and tears? But let us come down from the tyrant 
over millions to his miniature—brandishing the sceptre of 
his authority over some half dozen of his tellow creatures, 
and see how the matter stands. You insist that Paul. re- 
cognized—that is acknowledged to be right--the relation 
of master and servant among his cotemporaries ; of course, 
that it could not have been wrong then, when tested by the 
great principles of man’s duty to his fellow man, preached 
by him in his own time, and which we consider as. preached 
to all persons since. ‘The inference you would deduce from 
these premises—one which is unavoidable-—is, that as these 
principles can never change, as they were intended for the 
direction of men in all time, (to say nothing of eternity, ) this 
relation, then right, must be sv now. ‘This T believe is a fair 
statement of the position assumed, on this passage, by the 
seriptural advocate for continued slavery. Admitting all 

the premises to be true, the conclusion to which you have 
come, would be altogether undeniable ; and we would. be 
authorized now to inflict on our fellow men, white or black, 
who might be reduced into our power, all the enormities of 
Roman or Grecian slavery. 

“But there is an essential part of your premises—the ap- 
probation of Paul of the injustice and cruelty of the master, 
covered up under the very comprehensive word relation, 
that 1 apprehend, ts very far from being maintainable : For 
if it can be maintained, it must be by making him nullify all 
those principles ef moral action which he had been unceas- 
ingly inculcating upon his fellow men, and of which he had 
been giving in his own conduct a bright example. For if 
this relation, {in which are to be included all *the atrocious 
powers conferred by the Roman laws in the time of Paul, 
as well as the. powers, not much less atrocious, exercised 

in some parts of our own country now,] be right; it follows 
consequentially, that to do any thing fairly necessary in the 
estimation of the superior in the relation, to maintain it, can” 
not be wrong. Thus, among the Romans, masters could 
put their slaves to death at pleasure; and it was done with 
great cruelty and frequency ; they kept their slaves chained: 

' te the deer-posts as janitors, they branded them in the fore~ 
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head, and, if the master was slain at his own house, and the _ 
murderer undiscovered, all his domestic slaves were liable 
to be put to death. Under this power, four hundred were: 
put to death on asingle occasion. Will “i drive the apostle 
to a recognition of such horrible deeds? To an acknowl- 
edgment that they were right? ‘That there was in them no 
violation of the great law of love? No: yeu reply; this is 
too horrible. I rejoin and say, that you ‘can not then, on: 
your own priuciple, charge him with the recognition of any 
violation, how small soever it may seem, of this law. For 
the same purpose, (the maintenance of the relation,) it may 
be thought necessary by masters among us, to keep back 
the hire of the laborers who reap down thei fields, (this. is 
injusti¢e)—that if a slave, in obedience to the very consti- 
tution of man’s nature, when self-interest, the mainspring 
ef action, is taken from him, become indolent;—if he. be 
reluctant to spend gratuitously for another that property 
which the great Author of his being has given him in his 
ewn physical powers, in his own bots and museles and 
sinews+-he may be beaten and scourged to any extent, 
however cruel, till this indolence, this reluctance to an un- 
requited transfer. of his labor to another, this natural ten- 
dency to self-indulgence, be overcome. (This is oppres- 

sion.) ‘To the same end it may be necessary, in the opin- 
ion of the master, in order to derive that profit from the 
relation which only makes it worthy to be maintained, that 
marriages among his slaves be discouraged, and a: gross 
state of concubinage permitted; that the wife be torn at 
midnight from the man of ber love, and her screaming chil+ 
dren wrung from her frantic grasp; that the husband find 
his manly arms, intended for the protection of his helpless 
offspring, bound in the weighty and sure fetters of the south= 
ern slaver's and the last, the sole atom of earthly happiness 
they were all enjoying, cast upon the winds, ‘This is cruel- 
ty unmixed—and to justify it, you bring the noble-minded 
apostle who suffered persecutions without number, distress 
and death, that he might bring men to love one another!!! 

“Further: It might be that the whole hfe of a master 
would be passed in the perpetration of injustice, the exer- 
cise of cruelty and oppression; that a relation might be 
perpetuated whose substance is the aliment of the most 
overbearing despotism on the one part, and the vilest ab- 
jectness on the other. If the sins that may be said to be 
inherent in slavery—if injustice, cruelty and oppression 
were habitually committed against persons not im the rela- 

5 
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tion, and unrepented of, the perpetrator, by the judgment 
of all men, would be damned for ever—if they were com- 
mitted against our whzte ‘ neighbors,’ a furnace as hot as Ne- 
buchadnezzar’s would be too cool forthem. Yet, notwith- 
standing his character may, by the indulgence of the worst 
passions against his slaves, have become as mean, as vicious, 
as degraded, and as unfit for the society of the just made 
perfect, as if he had indulged them against free persons, and 
his equals in society ; because, forsooth, his slaves are in the 
relation, there seems to be -no harm done, and at his death 
he is taken up to heaven, where all this treatment of his 
slaves, they being in the relaten, goes for nothing. Thus it 
would appear that Paul and Peter, after exhorting men to 
do all—even to their eating and drinking—for the glory of 
God—to be holy.in all manner of conversation, are found 
supporting a velatzon whose sole object is, on the one side 
temperary convenience, at the expense of personal degrada- 
tion on the other, and the moral pollution of both—whose 
universal tendencies upon the parties concerned, and upon 
society at large, have been mischievous, polluting and unholy. 
To these apostles I do not think can fairly be attributed such 
miserable logic to suppert such miserable morals. 

“ For further illustration: suppose that during the minis- 
try of Paul, a Christian slave at Colosse, thinking himself 
treated in an unchristian manner by his Christian master, 
had brought his case before the church whilst Paul was on 

a visit to that city. He would alledge against his master, 
that instead of giving him, as Paul had directed, what was 
just and equal for his services, he gave him nothing but his 
food and clothing, and these in many instances adjusted to 
his wants with the most scrupulous nicety: that his ‘threat- 
enings’ were many, and his scourgings not afew. The mas- 
ter may be’ supposed to have admitted all the facts of the 
case, and to have justified himself in such words as these : 
‘As to the command to give my slave what is just and equal, 
I have never interpreted it to mean what the standard of 
justice among equals would require ; but rather that I should 
give him just what suited my convenience; and as to giving 
him what is equal, or, as he understands it, a fair equivalent 
for his services, it never once entered my head—for I might 
as well have no slave at all as to do this; indeed he would, 
if this be the meaning of it, soon be as free as] am. And as. 
to the threatenings and scourgings that 1 have bestowed upon 
him, his own insolent claims, now reiterated—have justly 
provoked them: they are absolutely necessary to keep him 
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humble and obedient, make him know his place, and to per- 
petuate | the relation whch you yourself have recognized, and 
know, ought by all means to be maintained.’ What now do 
you think Paul would have done, after. hearing such a ha- 
rangue as this! Would he have sent for the Phrygian slave 
code, have collated the Jaws, and heard testimony as to all 
the recognized and approved customs of oppression? Or 
would he have taken up the word of God, the perfect law 
of liberty, and quoted to him, ‘7m all things whatsoever ye 
would that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them? 
Brethren, if such a case were brought before you, how would 
you decide !—By the laws and customs of slavery, as they 
exist in Kentucky, or by the dook of God? If by the latter, 
what becomes of slavery! It is shivered to atoms.” 

In dwelling on the natural consequences of immediate 
emancipation, Mr. Birney uttered words, to which one de- 
lights to listen. ‘Take the following as a specimen. “ But 
if we set our slaves free among us, they will turn round and 
cut our throats. This would be bad enough truly. But do 
you entertain any serious apprehension of such a result? 
For if you do, I shall be compelled to attribute it either to 
conscious guilt for bad treatment of your slaves, or to a total | 
want of manhood. We have sueceeded thus far in keeping 
in subjection this people, whilst committing against them the - 
greatest trespass that man can commit against his fellow, 
whilst withholding from them rights for ‘which men in all 
ages have hazarded life, fortune and honor; and yet, when 
we restore those rights peaceably and kindly, it 1s most 
stoutly maintained that they to whom they are restored will . 
turn and rend us. This is surely unsound philosophy—alto- 
gether at variance with the laws of mind, as well as with 
historical facts. For I am very sure that those who insist 
upon the objection may safely be challenged to ‘produce a 
single well-authenticated instance to show, that dangerous 
or even inconvenient consequences have followed the sudden 
emancipation of large bodies of slaves. Now Iam by no- 1 
means so sanguine as to indulge the belief that in emanci- : 
pation will be found a panacea for all the ills that flesh is 
heir to; but that they will ultimately be immeasurably di- 
minished by it, I can not for one moment doubt. And I 
wish it always borne in mind, whilst we are discussing that’ 
part of the subject which relates to the expediency of eman- 
cipation, that it is not the introduction of a new and untried 4 
evil, where none of kindred character existed previously ; i 
but that it is the substitution of an evil, in the opinion of its 
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advocates, light and transient when compared with the evil. 
of slavery, whose ultimate tendency, in the judgment of all. 
considerate men, who have weighed it, is to crush. us. 

“ Now to every one of you who is a slaveholder, and in 
whose mind exists an apprehension of the danger predicted 
in the objection, I am bold to offer some means of defense 
from all harm. Say, you have become convinced that slave- 
ry, as it exists among us, is a sew before God; that you have 
repented of your own guilt in this matter, and are now anx- 
ious to show fruits that consist with repentance; you sum- 
mon before you your servants—the fathers and mothers, and 
such others of them as may be old enough to understand an 
explanation of the principles on which you are about to act: 
you say to them, you have become convinced that the bonds 
in. which you have held them are inconsistent. with the law 
of love to our neighbor, enjoined by God upon every man, 
and that moved by the sacred authority of the religion you 
profess, you have determined to continue the sin no longer. 
With this you read and. then deliver to them, accurately au- 
thenticated. deeds of manumission for themselves and their 
children. You further say to them, ‘ As I have already given 
to you the most convincing proof I,can \furnish’of my friend- 
ship, it is not my intantion to push you out of my doors, 
desiring never to see you again—exposed to the impositions 
of a world with whose business you are in a great measure 
unacquainted, or to the prejudices: and scorn of such as 
cherish for you ne kind. sympathy; no, if you choose to re- 
main in my employment, 1 will pay you what is just and 
equal, a fair equivalent for, your services. I will continue 
to feel for you the love, and extend to you the conduct of a 
Christian; I will assist you in providing the means of edu- 
cating your children for usefulness in life, and should you 
so choose, in binding them out to profitable trades and em- 
ployments; and. J will be your sure and. steadfast friend, and 
your protector so long as your conduet shall not. render it 
improper for me to be so.’ 1 ask you, now, if after doing 
this, and kneeling down with them at the footstool of God’s 
throne to thank him for the Christian courage he has bestow- | 
ed upon you, and to implore his blessing upon the down 
trodden and the. poor, in their new estate, you would fear 
the flames of the incendiary, or the knife of the assassin ? 
Hateful as is to many the very name of abolition, here it is 
in its essence—and_ its safety is sure, because it is the off- 
spring and the exhibition of benevolence. 

“Well, after all this you say, ‘What can we do? I 
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answer, you can rise up to-morrow and liberate all you hold 
in bondage. ‘ But,’ you reply, ‘ what effect would this have 
upon the great body of slaveholders in the State? I will 
undertake to affirm, that by such a course, small as is your 
number, you have crucified the giant sin of our land; his 
dying struggles may be fierce and long protracted, but his 
dissolution will be certain, because the death-blow will have 
been given. The ministers and rulers of any of the larger 
denominations of Christians have it in their power to-morrow 
to give the fafal wound to slavery in Kentucky—and if in 
Kentucky, throughout the slaveholding region of the Union 
for how would the congregations over whom God has placed 
them, and upon whom they would then be ‘authorized to 
press this subject with all its overpowering weight, upon 
sound consciences and Christian hearts, stand in the blaze 
of such virtuous action, and not be consumed or won by it? 
If it were to prevail among Presbyterians alone, how long 
could the other denominations hold their fellow men in bond- 
age? Not twelve months, as I honestly believe. If then 
you will come up to the next Synod, after having ‘loosed 
the bands of wickedness, undone the heavy burdens, let the 
oppressed go free, and broken every yoke,’ so far as you are 
concerned, you have the promise of the Lord that ‘ your 

’ light shall break forth as the morning, and your health spring 
forth speedily; that your righteousness shall go before you, 
and the glory of the Lord be your rereward.’ You may, it is 
true, be called madmen; but Paul was so called before you. 
You may be called fanatics, fools and knaves ; but Sharpe, 
Clarkson and Wilberforce were so baptized by the enemies 
of humanity; you may at first obtain but little honor from 
men; but you will win an eternal weight of glory from God. 
That you may be influenced by Him so to act, is the earnest 
desire of your friend and brother.” 

About this time, the spirit and movements of Mr. Birney, 
as the friend of Freedom, began to attract the attention and 
rouse the animosity of his old neighbors and acquaintance 
in Alabama. They held a public meeting, described as 
“large and respectable,” in which, as a basis for a number 
of feolish and wicked resolutions, they adopted a preamble - 
drenched in falsehood and absurdity. They affect to look | 
with a kind ef horror upon those who “ live upon the labor 
of others,” as if this were not a prominent feature of their 
own character! With unblushing effrontery, such as only 
the adroit villain could exhibit, they associate the name of 
Mr. Birney and his coadjutors with those of certain black- 
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legs and gamblers, whom they proposed to visit with terrible 
inflictions. ‘ The sole and avowepn object of Mr. Birney and 
his friends, they declare, is to sow the seed of discord, rapine 
and murder among the slaves of the South.” These fervent 
and determined patriots, therefore, appoint a vigilance com- 
mittee, to inflict blows and death upon the objects of their 
vengeance, whenever they may lay their lawless hands 
upon them. Of this committee, more than one-third were 
described as professed Christians, belonging to three of the 
leading denominations in our country, one of whom was a: 
Baptist minister. It is very difficult in the way of riot to do 
mischief with a desperate hand, and on a large scale, espe- 
cially in opposing the cause of Freedom, without the coun- 
tenance and assistance of some baptized mountebank, of 
some heartless religionists. And such can easily be found 
almost any where in our country, where’a Christianity pre- 
vails, which can apologize for slavery. 

The assault thus made on him, Mr. Birney repelled 
with manly indignation and conscious power, which it does 
one good to peruse. There he stands, calm, erect, self- 
possessed. Hear him. ‘‘ Gentlemen,—A number of the 
Alabama Watchman, containing the foregoing account of 
the proceedings of a ‘ public meeting,’ lately held at Athens, 
has reached me, enveloped as newspapers usually are, when 
sent by mail. An extra of that journal, containing a dupli- 
cate account of the same proceedings, carefully enclosed in 
a blank wrapper, sealed, and charged with a double rate of 
postage, (unpaid,) has also been sent to me and received. 
All this care, to convey speedy and authentic information of 
the notice you have been pleased to take of one who had 
little reason to expect such conspicuity as you have given 
him, it is to be presumed, has been exercised by your agen- 
¢y and direction. In this reply, which, after no hurried re- 
flection, | have thought proper to make to your proceedings, 
I shall take but little time in noticmg what was done that is 
strictly personal to myself. I will stop only long enough to 
remind you—especially that portion of you who profess to 
be followers of Christ—of the wajust impression you have 
attempted to make on those to whom | am a stranger, by 
associating me, in your proceedings, with ‘gamblers, -black- 
legs, and suspicious persons.” It is well known to you all, 
that with laborious diligence I prosecuted in your county, 
and with no mean success, a profession, arduous in its duties, 
and, to a conscientious mind, beset with difficulties and 
temptations. To the generousness of my practice, the bar 
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owill testify, and, with partics and witnesses, bear record of 
‘my exemption from the petty tricks and advantages which 
bring the profession into disrepute. Knowing me, by an 
acquaintance of many years, as you did—in my profession— 
as a member of the church—as a citizen—you have tried to 
produce an impression that you knewto be unjust and injurious. 
As Christians and as gentlemen—now that you have had 
time for reflection—you should be sorry for it, and ashamed : 
of it.” 

Again, “ Nor, do I believe, hateful as is the very name of 
abolitionists to slaveholders, that you would refuse to mingle 
your sympathies with theirs, for the oppressed of other lands. 
In all our South, the tyrant Nicholas had not a friend, while 
he was drenching his hands in the blood of his Polish sub- 
jects, goaded by oppression to revolt. No: the faintest ray 
of hope for their success in vindicating their liberty, warmed 
your every heart; the clang of the Polish falchion on the 
invader’s casque, made music delightful to your ears; whilst 
for every blade that was raised by an arm that struck for 
liberty, your silent orisons went up, that it might descend 
with resistless energy upon the strongest of the oppressor’s 
bands. Your prayers ascended not for the staying of the 
pestilence, that was sweeping off the thousands of the foe— 
and when, at last, after the struggle of despair, the sun of 
Poland’s hope went down in tears of blood, it was followed 
by your tears of sorrow—whilst in mournful sympathy with 
the poet, you exclaimed— 

‘ Hope for a season bids the world farewell, 
‘: And Freedom shrieked when Shrejeneski fell,’ 

‘‘ But stay—not so fast: Is it not ‘ fanatical, thus to suffer 
the honest feelings of your nature to go out for the oppressed 
—and is it not ‘incendiary’ for you here, to reprobate the 
cruelty of the tyrant, or to commiserate the afflictions of such 
contemptible ‘disturbers of the peace ? There are two sides 
to every question. You have not yet heard the high-souled 
and chivalrous Emperor’s account of this matter. “You 
have not heard from his own lips of the great ‘ delicacy of 
the subject’—nor have you properly appreciated his ‘ pecu- 
liar circumstances.’ To your furious zeal we may suppose 
him to reply, ‘ You have forgotten altogether, that however 
wrong might have been the dismemberment of Poland, and 
the first reduction of its inhabitants to political servitude, 

that, now, they had become accustomed to it—that they were 
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exceedingly degraded*—totally unqualified for liberty, many _ 
of them being Jews, who will neither amalgamate with 
Christians, nor Christians with them—that, therefore, they 
never can be free in their native land—the only way to ele- 
vate them to a proper sense and enjoyment of freedom, being 
either to transport them to the hospitable and healthy shores 
of Palestine, (which is impossible,) or for me to retain the 
power I now possess over them, using it of course with a 
merciful discretion, as I have always done, and solely for 
their good; making them, as it were, candidates for freedom, 
till, some how or other, in the lapse of time, they may be 
inducted into its full fruition.’ May it not be, too, you have 
overlooked that most manly and satisfactory of excuses for 
inveterate habits of oppression—that they were introduced 
by his very worthy autocratical ancestors, who, themselves 
being oppressors, had transmitted the fashion to their de- 
scendants, and now, without any agency of his, he had it 
‘entailed on him. Beside, nay he not well have urged, that 
his power would be curtailed, his wealth diminished, and his 
princely ease broken in upon, by removing the weight of 
his oppression? And still more fiercely, that the oppressed 
were his ‘ property’—that it was his own concern—that no 
other people knew any thing about it, or had any interest 
in it—and that, if any canting sympathy for his subjects 
(contented and happy he knew they were, if meddlers would 
jet them alone) should be felt and expressed any where; or, 
if a misguided philanthropy should attempt to convince him, 
that in the stores of heaven there is laid up wrath for the op- 
pressor—or that it is better, safer, happier, to be served by 
willing subjects than reluctant slaves; or if his neighbors 
should permit any discussion of the wrongs of tyrants and 
the rights of men, he should regard it as a hostile interfer- 
ence with his own peculiar despotical interests, calling, at 
least, for a withdrawal of his friendship, if not for open war 
upon the guilty. Now, in what light would you look upon 

such pleas. as these? Not, l am sure, as the candid reasons 
of an intelligent and honest mind, desiring te show mercy 
and do justice—but, rather, as the guilty subterfuges of a 
base, and selfish, and cowardly despot, who has the mean- 
ness to back with threats, his feigned excuses for practising 
an iniquity, he has not the magnanimity to forsake. 

“Thus far, you and the abolitionist ‘walk. together,’ in 
admiring the beauty and comeliness of liberty... But at this 

* «The peasantry are in a wretched condition, dirty, imprevident, indolent, addicted 
‘to intoxication, and, of course, poor.’ . 
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point you separate. He doves her as a substantial good for 
himself, his neighbor, his country, the world: you admire 
her as good in the ‘ abstract’—or, as having her habitation 
at a distance—in Ireland—in Poland—or in Greece. But 
let her blazing beacon begin to sweep over the Atlantic and 
approach our shores, and its warmth begin to be felt near 
your cotton-bales, your rice-tierces, and your sugar-hogs- 
heads—let but 

England’s flag,— , 

Proclaim that all around is free, 

From ‘ farthest Ind’ to each blue crag, 

That beetles o’er the western sea 5-— 

and, oh, how fanatical! how visionary! how suicidal to her 
own interests, how destructive to thuse of the oppressed ! 
and how injurious to her neighbors ! : i 

‘‘ Now, what a shame is this! Lovers of freedom, are 
ye 1—and well content that her fires should blaze, and warm 
and purify abroad—whilst at home, they must be extinguish- 
ed, and your own house left desolate and dark! Lovers of 
liberty, are ye’—and yet, whilst the abolitionist is striving 
to uprear her fallen standard in our country, that all the world 
may see its broad folds, waving in the purest air of heaven, 
representing in letters of sunlight, that ALL MEN are entotled 
to Liserty—with myrmidon bands you rush to seize, that 
you may consume it in the furnace of a sugar-house, or bury 
it forever in the marshes of a rice-field. 

“The importance of the object is by no means diminished, 
when it is seen how rapidly slavery is msinuating itself into 
the very religion of the American church. ‘Time was—and 
it ended but a little while ago—when slavery was deplored 
in the south, not only as an evil of large dimensions, but as 
a transgression of the great law of love; whieh, whilst it 
could not be justified, yet some palliation was found for it, 
in the peculiar circumstances of that portion of the country 
—and a hope often expressed, that, in some way or other, 
it might terminate. No section of the church was then 
found so besotted as to become its advocate and supporter 
on principle, and boldly take God’s book of love as their 
warrant for holding their brethren in a bondage, unequalled 
for its enormities even among Mahomedans or Pagans of 
modern times ; nor so reckless of all decent regard to their 
character, as to challenge the praise of men for the meliora- 
ted condition of the enslaved here, as to morals and physical 
comforts, above what it would have been had they remained 
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in Africa; or to set off against their iniquity the few instan- 
ces.of-conversion to Christ, by which God, in the greatness 
of his mercy, had chosen to exalt his name, and make it 
glorious, among the down trodden and perishing of a Chris- 
tian land. Yet, all this has been done—not by a few igno- 
rant and iron-hearted slave-driving professors of religion, but 
by the accredited organs of different churches in the South, 
claiming high stations on the scale of general intelligence, 
biblical knowledge and spiritual purity.” 

What a terrible rebuke is implied in this pointed de- 
mand; *‘ What has slavery, acting through the South, done 
for the freedom of speech and of the press, those great con- 
servatives of our government? I will tell you: She has 
used the refinements of metaphysics and the delusions of 
sophistry: to explain away the obvious meaning of constitu- 
tional provisions enacted for their preservation; she has 
claimed for herself the peculiar favoritism of the Constitu- 
tion of the United States ; she has reared herself aloft on a 
bloody throne, demanding, with lash in hand, of States sove- 
reign as herself, that all their rights should bow in submis- 
sion to her and ‘do her reverence ;’ that her dignity must 
be regarded as a thing too holy to be handled; and that 
these common rights of the people be restrained lest her 
sacred mysteries be profaned by men of ‘ unclean lips;’ and 
the secret things of her penetralia be exposed by freemen to 
the rude gaze of a vulgar world. 

“ Whet has it done for the security of the citizens under 
the Constitution and laws of the land? You shall hear: 
She has mocked at Constitutions and laws; she has raised 
up tribunals unknown and opposed to them both; she has 
instituted inquisitions and invested them with power to exe- 
cute punishments, not only of disgrace, but even unto death ; 
she has set aside the trial by jury, and freemen of our coun- 
try have been apprehended on suspicion, and without any 
charge of crime known to the laws, they have been shame- 
fully treated ; they have been ignominiously scourged, as 
slaves are scourged; and they have been executed on the 
boughs of your trees, whilst the once sacred appeal, ‘ J am 
an American citizen,’ has been drowned by the deafening 
shouts of a law-contemning rabble.” 

The charge of hurling ‘denaneiadtions against the ‘slave- 
holders, so often urged against the abolitionists, is thus hap- 
pily disposed of: “ But ¢ again: the abolitionists call hard 
names that can not be borne. Now, it is very true, and we 
all are witnesses how difficult it is to bear theiy application 
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‘to ourselves. Yet they ought not to throw off its centre 
any well-regulated mind. If charged falsely, we should 
most generally disregard it, and dive down the falsehood. | ~ 
If truly, we should be admonished (fas est ab hoste doceri) 
‘to reform that part of our life which has brought the bad 
name upon us. Sure it is, if the balance be struck between 
abolitionists and their opposers, the latter will be found to 
have overpaid them, in an amount so great, and in a coin so 
pure, and so thoroughly unadulterated with the alloy of mod- 
eration, or respect, or restraint, that its repayment must be 
utterly and forever despaired of. However, to a brief an- 
swer to the objection. 
_* There were, doubtless, in the days of Paul, a class of men 

well described as ‘men-stealérs.’. The Mediterranean, and 
the smaller seas connected with it, were greatly infested by 
prwates, an important branch of whose business was man- 
stealmg. Whenever they were able to overpower a village 
or settlement, and near the coast, they seized on the inhab- 

itants, reduced them to bonds, and sold them in other lands 
for slaves. So formidable had they become in the time of » 
Pompey the great, that his eulogist, Cicero, in one of his 
most labored and eloquent orations, makes it ground of high 
praise, in recounting Pompey’s merits as a commander, that 
he had conducted to a fortunate conclusion the peratical war. 
It may have been to such piratical man-stealers that the 

apostle especially referred. It is true, he does not mention 
as a class, distinct from the actual kidnappers, those who be- 
came the purchasers, and the holders, and. users, through 
life, of their fellow men thus reduced to bondage. We are 
left to conjecture as to the probability that his bold and hon- 
est mind did not discern any real difference, and that he had 
not penetrated to the prevailing distinction of our more en- 
lightened age, which makes such wide discrimination ‘be- 
tween the euilt of the original captors and that of the very 
unfortunate gentlemen on whom the ‘ envatt’ has fallen. 
He may have thought as you would, in a case where one of 
your half-fed negroes breaks ito your meat-house at mid- 
night, and after satisfying -his present hunger, sells the sur- 
plus spoil to an unworthy white neighbor—the latter knowing 
that the meat was stolen. Here, you hesitate not to stigma~ 
tize the purchaser, by the same name you would use in de- 
scribing the actual rogue, and to assign to him, as worthy of 
it, disgrace and punishment proportioned to the elevation of 
his intelligence above that of the slave. Yet, he was not the 
thief—he only took, retained, and used—and this; in all preb- 
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ability, too, after having paid for it—property stolen from 
its rightful owner. But no one would be thought unchari- 
table under any code of ethics with which I am acquainted, 
who should, in speaking of the purchaser, as connected with 
this transaction, describe him as a thief, or his children as 
thieves, if they were to permit the stolen property to be 
‘entailed’ on them, or to use it as their own with a full 
knowledge of the circumstances under which it was intro- 
duced into the family. And for this very simple reason— 
the moral turpitude contracted is as great in the one case as’ 
in the other; the circumstances of their offences differ, but 
the subject-matter, the substance of them is the same. How- 
ever necessary it may be for the purposes of judicial inves- 
tigation to make a distinction in describing the two offences 
—in morals there is none called for; they are both thzeves of 
the same grade. 

“ Will you not find it difficult on applying the same moral 
code to the man-stealer and the man-buyer, to arrive at a 
different conclusion as to their comparative guilt? I will 
merely state the case, leaving you to make the application. 
A poor sans culotte heathen prince, on the coast of Africa— 
say for instance,‘ King Joe Harris,’ or ‘ Long Peter,’ with 
some fifty or sixty followers in the same trim with their liege 
lords, as to their outward man, inflamed with rum, bedazzled 
by a few beads and trinkets ; equipped with musket, powder 
and ball, pike and cutlass, purchased by the slaver at a 
neighboring colony, sets upon his unsuspecting neighbors in 
the dead of night—kills the old and the resisting; over- 
powers the weak, and delivers them in chains to their insti- 
gator; he, to the civilized, the educated, the enlightened 
American, who, within the sound of the bell that calls him 
to hear Ged’s messages of woe—if they were but preached 
—against the oppressor of his brother—buys, retains, and 
uses for his own advantage, well knowing the manner in 
which the spoil came into the slaver’s hands. Now, tell me, 
where, in morals, is the difference in amount of guilt? Does 
the greater lie on the untaught African, or on the refined 
American !—Shall the heathen be denounced as the man- 
stealer—the intermediate agents have heaped on him all the 
foul names that language can forge, whilst he who consum- 
mates the whole transaction, without whom the plunder of 
his fellow-man could not be continued a single year, is look- 
ed upon as entitled to our most delicate regards, our tender- 
est sympathies; in fine, as a very unfortunate, yet as a very 
interesting and Christian gentleman? Is this the judgment 
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according to God’s standard? I speak as unto wise men— ~~ 
judge ye.” : ore 

On the reluctance of the South to discuss the subjeet of 
slavery, Mr. Birney suggests the following thoughts, well 
worthy of the attention of the thousands whom they so vital- 
ly concern: ‘A few words more, and 1 have done. ‘he 
South say, they will have no. argument on the subject of 
slavery. Why not? Does it not. concern them? Do they 
not understand it? Have they nothing to lose by a wrong, 
and nothing to save by a right decision? Has a dogged sul- 
lenness beset them—and do they suppose that this will arrest 
the inquisition now making by the people of this nation into 
this abuse inveterated by two hundred years of. disgraceful 
duration? Strange resolve! Strange expectation! Per- 
sisted in, nothing could furnish stronger evidence of that 
dementation in a community, which, it is said, is the forerun- 
ner of its destruction. Already is the subject of slavery 
infixed on the minds of the American people. Heret lethalis 
arundo—you might as well command the lungs not to inhale 
the surrounding atmosphere for which nature made them, 
and by whose inspirations they perform their functions, as 
the public mind not to welcome a discussion, so well fitted 
to call forth its energies and engage its noblest powers. 
Neither Southern legislation, dictated by passion and written 
in blood—nor yet its most faithful execution—any more than 
the brickbats and bludgeons and city mobs of the North, can 
exclude it. A decision will be made—it is. with you to make 
it one of tremendous calamity—to yourselves ; or one which 
shall raise this whole nation from her dishonorable dust, and 
show her to the world clothed in the garments of love, and 
honor, and mercy, and truth. Come, then, and like men, 
gird yourselves for the contest, and let it be one of reason 
and of mind—not of passion and abuse. On you, especially, 
devolves the duty of aiding in the investigation. You have 
an inexhaustible store of facts—you profess, alone, to under- 
stand it, and make light of the pretensions of others. You 
can not escape the guilt of a refusal. I invite you, without 
cost, to the use of the Philanthropist. Through its columns 
your voice may be raised, and your arguments carfied to the 
remotest corner of the land.” 

After finding it impracticable to. publish the Philanthropist 
in Kentucky, Mr. Birney went for that purpose to Cincin- 
nati. He might well presume that in a free State, the voice 
of Freedom would be welcomed—would be responded to 
by a thousand faithful echoes. But how greatly was he not 
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mistaken! ‘“ Judge,” he exclaims, “of our astonishment, 
when,’on the occurrence of a very trivial circumstance, in 
which we had no agency, and almost before we had made 
an orderly adjustment of our domicil, we were waited on by 
an official gentleman, and assured that the issue in Cincin- 
nati, of a paper favorable to emancipation, would produce 
an explosion of mobocratic elements, more violent and des- 
tructive than had been known before ; so much so, that any 
attempt on the part of the city authority to suppress or res- 
train it, would be altogether useless and unavailing; for, 
that respectable and influential men, such as might be relied - 
-on to aid in arresting a riotous outbreak from any other 
cause, would in this case, encourage it by their silence and 
acquiescence, if respect for themselves should prevent them 
from actual codperation with the mob.” Without entire 
confidence in this assurance, he thought there might be 
something in it; and as a sacrifice to peace, he concluded 
to issue the Philanthropist for a time at New Richmond, 
some twenty miles from Cincinnati. He ought not, howev- 
er,'to have expected any benefit from such a movement. 
The ‘spirit of slavery had pervaded the whole body politic 
and poisoned every drop of blood in its veins. It was every 
where easily aroused and full of rancor and malignity. The 
triple headed dog, that guards the gate of Hell, could not 
bark more furiously or bite more virulently. The sympa- 
thy, which binds a gang of dark and bloody conspirators to- 
gether, has always united in a dreadful league the tools of 
tyranny. These in the game, in which they have staked 
their all, play into each other’s hands, eagerly and desper- 
ately. Ina struggle with creatures, who are so dead to all 
the claims of decency and manliness; who trample so ruth- 
lessly upon the rights of others ; who have “sold themselves 
to work iniquity,” no compromise on the part of true men 
can be of the least avail. You must come down to their 
low level; and become as vicious and degraded and misera- 
ble as themselves, or they will continue to hate and persecute 
you. You must, therefore, give up the contest or beard the 
monster in his den. Noman had a better right to live in 
Cincinnati than Mr. Birney, and to live there as editor of the 
Philanthropist. Of this, his adversaries were well aware. 
A hair of his head they knew they could not touch, without 
playing the tyrant. And this they had resolved to do, come 
what might; and Mr. Birney could not well hope long to 
escape the threatened onset by yielding to their violence so 
far as to issue the Philanthropist at New Richmond. So far. 
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as the habit-of basely bowing to Southern domination was. 
concerned, Cincinnati was much like the rest of Ohio; 
and whereever it might ring its appalling toesin, it might, 
reckon on sympathy and aid in putting down the spirit of. 
Freedom. No svoner had the Philanthropist made its ap- 
pearance, than a Kentucky editor through his journal ex- 
claimed: ‘‘ We have no doubt that his office will be torn, 
down, but we trust that Mr. B. will receive no personal 
harm. Notwithstanding his mad notions, we consider him 

an honest and benevolent man. He is resolute too.” Ay, 
resolute, undoubtedly. And this noble trait of character a 
Kentuckian could hardly help respecting, however it might 
be regarded by the craven spirit of Ohio. 

Presently a great meeting was. drawn together in Cincin- 
nati, to prevent the friends of Freedom from wielding either 
there or in the vicinity the energies of the press in its ser- 
vice. The editor of the Philanthropist must be taught to 
bow his neck to the yoke which the insolence of the South 
had fastened on his unresisting neighbors... But the follow- 
ing words of Mr. Birney, uttered at this time, show that he 
was not quite prepared to receive the lesson which they 
stood ready impudently to force upon him. ‘“ The contin- 
ued indisposition of Mrs. B., and the management of the Phi- 

-lanthropist, keep me near home. But, sir, I have enough 
to do here. The war is raging—the pro-slavery spirit here 
feels as if it had been struck, and is girding itself for the 
strife. An anti-abolition meeting is to be held this evening, 

called by ‘gentlemen of property and standing.’ The hand 
- of the South has almost benumbed the spirit of freedom here. 

---- Ecan not print my paper fere; I lectured here one; 
evening, to a small audience, in a private manner, no notice 
having been given of it in the papers, This is the exciting 
cause of the meeting this evening. It was but yesterday 
that a wealthy slaveholder, of Kentucky, called to let me 
know that my press in Ohio would be destroyed. by a band 
of his fellow-citizens, who had determined wpon it; that 
almost the whole county would be summoned to the service, 
and that my life was im eontinual danger. A few days be- 
fore, a citizen of Cincinnati, a high commissioned officer of 
the militia, called to inform me that I would be disgracefully 
punished and abused, and my property destroyed, if I per- 
sisted in my anti-slavery movements. .... E pray you press. 
on. It is not a time to be indolent. If we-are, our children. 
may wear the livery of the slave. If I fallin this cause, £ 
trust it will bring hundreds. to supply my place.” - 
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At the meeting just alluded, to, the Mayor in the chair, 
Mr. Birney obtained liberty to defend himself against the | 
attacks which were there made upon him. But before he 
had proceeded far, a tumult arose ; and the voice of Wisdom 
was lost in the clamor of fools. Determined, like the devils 
of old, to be let alone, the meeting resolved to trample on 
the rights of every American citizen by suppressing the: 
ublication of any abolition paper in the city or neighbor- 

hood. The Philanthropist, however, continued from week. 
to week to cheer the hearts of its readers, until after some 
three months it was removed to.:Cincinnati. Here it was 

published without interruption or embarrassment for about 
the same period—In the mean time, Mr. Birney was more. 
or less oceupied with lectures on the all-engrossing subject, 
which he delivered in one place and another, as he had 

strength and opportunity. But every where he was resist- 
ed, often with frightful violence, by the “dark spirit of 
slavery.” The following paragraph illustrates the opposi- 
tion he met with, and the spirit he cherished on such occa- 

sions. He had been lecturing at Columbus. “During the 
hour I spoke,” he said, “the mob, having crowded about 
the door, were engaged in discharging at me their lighted 
missiles. When I had finished, and was returning to my 

lodgings a mile distant, I was attended by them a greater 
part of the way, they breaking in on the stillness of the 
night with their fierce aud demoniac shouts. But why, you 

may ask, do I dwell on such things, of late by no means of. 
uncommon occurrence? I recall them, that our friends, the 
friends of Freedom to the slave, of freedom to the white 
man, of protecting law, of inalienable rights, of constitution- 
al liberty, may be more and more animated to the conflict. 

Every day is disclosing to us more evidently the dangerous 
condition of our country, and how a God of justice is bring- 
ing on an impenitent nation retribution, in the loss of our 
own liberty, for having plundered and violated the liberty 
of others. Let us then still more industriously gird up our- 
selves to the work before us, of bringing our country to 
penitence, as the best, nay, the only means of saving her. 

‘We, who are now in the field may all perish. But what of 
this! Our faithfulness unto death, if we be called thus far 
to suffer, will animate others to fill our places, whilst we go 

home to reap our reward, and be forever with the Lord. 
We fight, not with the courage of despair, but with the 
calmness of certain victory—with the strength of those who 
feel that their power is from the Almighty.” 
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After the Philanthropist had been published in Cincinnati 
about three months, and when the city was “filled with its 
usual summer influx of slaveholders,” an onset was made 
upon the Press. In the first place, at midnight and stealth- 
ily, dark figures worked their way into the printing-office, 
and there committed various depredations. ‘They evidently 
expected to intimidate. But the damages were at once re- 
paired ; and all went on as usual. The air was now filled 
with angry voices. More fearful things were threatened, un- 
less the friends of Freedom would abandon their position, and 
submit to the authority of the minions of slavery. Mr. Birney 
was continually exposed to every kind of insult. He had oc- 
casion to stop for awhile at a public house. The boarders 
were at,once assembled to devise ways and means to protect 
themselves from his presence! For this purpose, a little 
Jess than a score of them, other modes of redress having 
been tried in vain, actually abandoned the table! A hand- 
bill, moreover, ‘‘ was posted about the city, offering a reward 
for the delivery of one James G. Birney, a fugitive from 
justice,” to “Old Kentucky.” About this time, Mr, Birney, 
for himself and his companions in the struggle for #reedom, 
published an address to their fellow-citizens, in which the 
following weighty words impress themselves deeply upon 
the reader: ‘A band of lawless men array themselves 
against the constitution, declaring that their will, and not 
that of the people, is paramount. What, fellow-citizens, 
ought we to do in sucha case? Ought we to yield to fear? 
..-- We have now, in some degree, from the force of cir- 
cumstances, committed to our custody, the rights of every 
freeman in Ohio, of their offspring, of our own. Shall we, 

as crayens, voluntarily offer them up, sacrifices to the spirit 
of misrule and oppression, or as American citizens contend 

for them, till a force which we can not withstand shall wrest 
them from our hands? ‘The latter part of the alternative 
we have embraced, with a full determination, by the help of 
God, to maintain unimpaired the freedom of speech and the 
liberty of the Press—tHe PALLADIUM OF OUR RIGHTS.” 

During the “ Reign of Terror” at Cincinnati, Mr. Birney 
had reason to expect that on a given night an attack would 
be made upon his house. His wife was thrown into great 
distress. After soothing her in the best way he could, he 
proceeded, like a man as he was, to put his castle into a 
state of defense. Arms were there, and heroes. But, proba- 
bly aware of the danger to which any such attack would ex- 
pose them, his adversaries forebore, and kept their distance. 
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Matters were fast coming to a crisis. To this result a 
‘thousand things contributed. The leading impulse, how- 
‘ever, had its origin in the lust of lucre. No sacrifice was 
‘too costly for the altar of Mammon. The trade of Cincin- 
nati-—the prosperity of the city ;—-compared with these, 
what was I'reedom—what was Humanity? In trampling 
‘on the most sacred rights to which Human Nature is entitled, 
such as were clothed with the gravest responsibilities were 
not ashamed to prostitute their powers and influence. The 
dignified judge, supported by the solemn priest, and sur- 
rounded by men of wealth and influence, not a few of whom 
were members of different churches ;—these were the heart 
of a conspiracy, to which on every side the ill-bred, the pro- 

_fane, the profligate, the reckless attached themselves, to 
work the will of a knot of the most desperate tyrants that 
ever brandished a knife in the face of the republic. No ex- 
pedient was left untried which might reduce the resolution 
of Mr. Birney and his co-adjutors.. The Press was plied ; 
large meetings were held; speeches were made; resolutions 
adopted ; committees organized—every thing was put in 
motion to reduce or destroy the little band of philanthropists, 
who had pledged their all to the cause in which they were 
enlisted. At length the assault was made. The printing- 
office of the Philanthropist was broken open, the type was 
scattered in the streets, the presses torn down ;—the office, 
in a word, was completely dismantled. The crowd then 
rushed to the houses, one after another, of well-known abo- 
litionists, whose absence saved them from the hand of vio- 
lence. But Mr. Birney was the special object of the Bedlam- 
vengeance which had now breken loose. Hands, as cowardly 
as cruel, were eager to seize upon him, and drag him away 
to the tribunal where Lynch Law, with its gallows-ropes and: 
bowie-knives, clamors for the best blood in the veins of the 
republic. He was, however, as a gracious Providence would 
have it, at a considerable distance from the city, aiding the 
friends of Freedom in their philanthropic exertions. Before 
he returned, the wrath of the multitude had in gome measure 
subsided. He at once prepared for the’ public a “ Narrative 
of the Riotous Proceedings against the Liberty of the Press 
in Cincinnati.”’ This done, he was at his post again, assist- 
ing his fellow-laborers in making arrangements for re-issuing 
the Philanthropist... In less than two months, every thing 
was ready; and the voice of Mercy, through the Press, was 
heard again in behalf of the victims of oppression. At the 

“ 
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present time, Cincinnati gives the cause of Freedom ‘not 
merely a weekly but a daily paper. ' + Leecemaneallt 
Those who were active in the riot at Ginpianell to crush 

the Freedom of the Press, doubtless professed. to be “as much 
opposed to slavery as any body.” They would by no means: 
be regardedas in league with oppression. They were, on 
one occasion and another, loud. and eager in praise of the 
largest liberty which the laws of the republic allow. And 
yet they rushed ferociously on James G. Birney, as if nothing 
but his blood could quench their thirst for vengeance. And z 
why?) What evil had he done? He had wncdontrial tests the 
use of his vigorous and well-trained powers, and with singu- 
lar wisdom and magnanimity, to do his part towards the de- 
liverance of his country from an evil which, according to the 
admission of all, threatened its destruction. He was him- 
self from the land of whips and fetters, had been himself a 
slaveholder, and was familiar with the chattel principle, in 
all its applications. Decisive proofs\he had given of deep- 
toned sincerity, of a thorough acquaintance with the work 
to which he applied himself, and of a resolution which could 
not easily be shaken. He was, moreover, candid, courteous, 
affable: every way a gentleman. His rare fitness for the 
work evinced, that of all men he ozght to attempt the deliv- 
erance of his country from the-.plague of slavery. The 
judges, and priests, and jurists, and editors, and merchants,  - 
and artisans, who employed the wild powers of riot tocrush — 
the Philanthropist, had mamtestly sold. themselves, no mat- 

ter at what price, to the slaveholding power. They were 
under the control of the chattel principle. That they werel_ 
voluntary slaves—putting their necks of their own accord 
under the yoke, made their servitude all the more degrad- 
in¢.— What, then, could Mr. Birney do, when they required 

him also to sacrifice his manhood on the altar of slavery ? 
He must maintain: his position, or sink to a level with his 
assailants—into the very depting| of infamy. With this alter- 
native before him, he made his choice, promptly,. wisely,’ 
manfully. 

The following paragraphs illustrate the spirit’ which 
amidst lawless tumults and fierce threatening, he was ena- 

bled to maintain: ‘The enemies of law,” said Mr. Birney, 
‘will adopt a new course—they will hereafter operate: pri- 
vately—their aim will be against the persons of abolitionists. 
This is now the course. We fear it not. Threats of per- 
sonal violence, to ourself especially—of seizure and depor- 
tation—are common as the air we breathe; nor have they 

, 
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been withheld which contemplated a still more disgraceful, 
if not more fatal violence. .... But law has been prostrated 
—vidlence exults over its downfall; the Constitution lies in 
dishonorable dust, whilst bloody treason flourishes over it. 

Men are struck dumb, and speech is useless for the reforma- 
tion of abuses that threaten to load with the fetters of the 
slave themselves and their children.—All this is here—al- 
most upon us, now—and shall it be said, LwE and FoRTUNE 
and HoNnoR should not be hazarded, that the ConstrruTion 
and taw and Lisertry may be restored to their lost thrones, 
and sway their mild sceptre without a rival? No: this 
must be done by those who would rather themselves die 
freemen than live slaves, or our country, glorious as has 
been her hope, is gone forever.” 

Again. “ rieeoud threats have been made for some 
time, chiefly against me personally. I know not whether 
the ferocity of the slaveholders and their confederates here, 
will lead them to attempt the seizure and deportation to the 
South of my person—or whether they will attempt a sudden 
and still more effectual removal of me. If such a thing 
should be permitted, | must of course look on it as the way 
in which an infinitely wise God has appointed for me, as 
the part [ am to act in the great revolution which he has set 
on foot for the liberation of the oppressed of our land,” 

The paper already alluded to, in which a narrative is giv- 
en of the riotous proceedings against the Liberty of the Press 
in Cincinnati; is a historical document of inestimable value. 
A new edition of it ought to be published, amd a copy put 
within the reach of each of our fellow citizens. , It.can not 
fail to awaken in every upright and generous reader a vari- 
ety of conflicting sentiments ;—indignation, disgust, abhor- 
rence, at the unbridled insolence of the slaveholding oligar- 
chy ; shame, sorrow, and alarm, at the wide-spread and un- 
questioning servility which prevails among us ; admiration, 
love and confidence, at the magnanimity, wisdom, and high- 
souled heroism of the few like James G.. Birney, whose 
hearts God had touched, and who were nobly prepared for 
the dreadful crisis on which they were thrown. We need 
make no. apology for introducing here a few extracts from 
this invaluable paper. The following array of facts well de- 
serve the earnest eye of every student in American history : 
“« During our colonial dependence, the States were all slave- 
holding States. They did not, as colonies, possess the pow- 
er of legislation independently of the control of the mother 
country, exerted either directly or indirectly. Had they 

/ 
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desired, ever so much, to abolish slavery, they could not 
have done so, by their own independent legislative act. 
But, it is believed, that prior to the enlightened discussion, 
and the full*establishment of the great principles which led 
to the American Revolution—principles which are embodied 
in the Declaration of Independence—the desire was but 
feeble, in most of the colonies, to see slavery extinguished. 
It is true, that petitions were presented to the competent 
authorities of the mother country to restrain the further im- 
portation into the colonies of slaves from Africa — but 
none, to abolish, or to mitigate slavery, as it already existed 
among the petitioners themselves. ‘The history of the times 

- will show, that it was not repugnance to slaveholding, as a vi- 
olation of the great principles of natural justice or of reveal- 
ed religion, which constituted the true grounds for urging 
the petitions ;—but, rather, that a few, who held in their 
hands the political power of the country, and who had al- 
ready become possessed of a large amount of slave-labor, 
might secure to themselves and their families and connec- 
tions, in perpetuity, a monopoly of such labor. The contin- 
ued importation of slaves from Africa would put it in the 
power of such citizens as owned none, to become purchasers, 
and thus interfere with the present and prospective benefits 
of the monopoly. The criminality in a moral and religious 
point of view, of slaveholding, exerted but a feeble influence, 
a century ago, on the public mind of the civilized world. 
What is so often alledged now, as ‘fanaticism’ against the 
abolitionists, would have been more remarkable then. The 
F’Rienps were the only sect to whom the criminality of op- 
pression, in the form of slaveholding appeared, even sixty 
or seventy years ago, as it is now beginning to be seen by 
others. By treating it as a violation of religious duty, they 
succeeded in banishing it entirely from their connection. 

“The able moral and political discussion to which the 
disagreements of the colonies with the mother country gave 
rise, for many years previous to the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence, brought into general recognition thoughout this 
country, the doctrines of ealienable rights, as they have 
been distinctively termed. Their influence on the most in- 
telligent and patriotic minds, is shown in the fact, that the 
first Congress, held in 1774, Resolved, That they would nei- 
wher import, nor purchase any slave imported after the first day 
of the next December ; after which time they would discontinue 
the slave-trade, and neither be concerned in it themselves, nor 
hire their vessels, nor sell their commodities to such as should 
be concerned in tt. 
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“In the Congress of 1776, the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence was published — commending itself to the liberal 
minded every where, by asserting, in opposition to the theo- 
ry and practice of all existing governments, that all men 
were created free, and entitled to li ufe, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness. 

“ And afterwerds, when forming the Articles of Confeder- 
ation, 1778, they refused to insert any provision for protec- 
ting the power of masters over their slaves, or authorising a 
master to follow a runaway slave into another State. In 
the debates, it was said, that ‘the slaves ought to be dismiss- 
ed, that freemen might fill their places.’ 

*“‘ As soon as the colonies had thrown off the British yoke, 
their legislative assemblies began their efforts to remove this 
odious institution. In the northern States, general acts of 
emancipation were passed—in the southern, acts authorizing 
individuals to manumit. Massachusetts had asserted in her 
Declaration of Rights, that a/l men were created free and 
equal. ‘This was constructed by her courts as putting an end 
—and it did, in fact, put an immediate end to slavery within 
her limits. The other New England States with New 
York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, pursued more ities she 
measures for ifs extinction. 

{wea sirong and rapid had been the influence of the dees 
trine of ‘inalienable rights,’ as set forth in the. Declaration 
of Independence, that Pennsylvania and all the States north 
of it—making more than half the whole number—prior to 
1787, when the present Constitution was formed, had entered 
on measures leading to the entire extermination of slaver 
from among themselves. It was this state of things that (at 
was erroneously supposed) rendered it expedient to adopt the 
provision, that has been construed to authorize the slaye- 
holder to recapture his slave who has escaped into a free 
State.. Whilst this provision was admitted, shame prevent- 
ed the framers of the Constitution from expressing the odi- 
ous grant of power in direct terms. It is conveyed* under 
an ambiguous form of expression, whilst. the word slave is 
not to be found in that instrument. Neither is slavery, the 
subject matter of the guaranty, by which it is so often, yet 
so erroneously asserted, that the ‘system’ of the South is 
secured to her, to be found in the Constitution. No ‘ guar- 
anty’ by the general government could have been thought, 
necessary to the slaveholders—because the validity of the 
tenure by which they held their slaves had never been 
drawn in question, and they themselves looked. on. it as 
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equally strong, and as unassailable, as the title by which 
they held any other property. Besides the Southern politi- 
cians, who, especially, have. regarded the general govern- 
ment as secondary to the State | governments, and derivative 
from them, would not, on this account, have asked from the 
former a guaranty which the latter were more competent 
to give. From these considerations, itis believed, that at 
the formation of the present government, no guaranty of 
southern ‘slavery,’ either constitutional or implied, was once 
seriously thought of—none was demanded—none was offer- 
ed. And itis not at all improbable, had any such guaranty . 
been offered, in the structure of the general government, it 
would have been looked upon by the South as not only in- 
efficacious, but insulting, and calling for the haughtiest 
rejection. 

“Soon after the adoption of the present national Union. 
abolition societies were formed in several of the States 
Their avowed object was the total extinction of slavery in 
the United States. The leaders in those societies were the 
same men whose hands had just laid the foundations of our 
national institutions. ‘Their principles coincided entirely 
with the principles adopted by the abolitionists of the pres- 
ent day. They denounced slavery as an unjust and wicked 
system—one that all good men should endeavor to overturn. 
Their acts agreed with their principles. They wrote tracts 
against slavery—they petitioned Congress to go to the very 
‘verge’ of its Constitutional powers for its final extinction. 
On these petitions, Congress in the first session, held under-. 
the present Constitution, acted, and a series of resolutions 
was adopted, in which the Constitutional powers of Con- 
gress in relation to slavery were accurately defined. The 
doctrines contained in these resolutions are the doctrines of 
the abolitionists of the present day, namely :—That until 
1808, the importation of slaves could not be prohibited by 
Congress. ‘That the States possess individually the sole 
power to emancipate their slaves—That Congress possesses 
the authority to regulate the slave-trade, and the authority 
to prohibit it, even prior to 1808, in regard to the supply of 
foreign nations ;—and during the discussion of these resolu- 
tions, the right and the duty “of Congress to use all means 
for the abolition of slavery, not expressly prohibited by the 
Constitution, was strongly urged by the leading members of 
Congress, (particularly by Messrs, Madison and Gerry,) who 
had taken part in the formation of the Constitution, : 

“‘ Now if the institution of slavery was, by mutual ‘com- 
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promise, to remain inviolate and immevable,. abaila these 
illustrious men, such as Jay, Franklin, Rush, Madison, and 
Gerry,’ have conducted in this manner? Could a compact 
like the one in question have been formed, without John 
Jay being informed of it? Had such been the under- 
standing of a compromise between the different States, is it 
possible, that the sagacious Franklin, who assisted in mak- 
ing the compromise, should never have understood it? Yet 
Jay and Franklin, in their day, were as undoubted abolition- 
ists, and as active in the formation of abolition societies, as 
any that can be found in modern times; and it was not 
owing to any lack of zeal on their part, that their labors were 
not equally as efficacious as those of abolitionists now, in 
awakening public attention to this momentous subject. John 
Jay, during the war of the Revolution, held this memorable 
language—‘ Till America comes into this measure, (the ab- 
olition of slavery) her prayers to heaven for liberty will be 
impious.’ When addressing the Legislature of New York, 
then a slave State, he told them, that ‘the slaves, though 
held in bondage by the laws of man were free by the laws 
of God.’ Franklin and Jay and Rush, in 1787, united in 
an abolition society, ‘to extend the blessings of freedom to 
every part of our race,’ The writings published by this 
society and which contain the identical doctrines of ‘modern 
abolitionism’ are still circulated by the Anti-Slavery Socie- 
ties, and forma prominent part of the publications now pro- 
scribed as ‘incendiary.’. Through their influence, slavery 
was abolished in many of the present non-slaveholding States. 
The foreign slave-trade was prospectively abolished. Wash- 
ington, previous to his manumission of his own slaves, ex- 
pressed his conviction that slavery ought to be abolished by 
the legislative power—a sentiment, the expression of which 
is now thought a sufficient provocation for dissolving the 
Union. , William Pinkney of Maryland, in the House of 
Delegates of that State, forty-seven years ago, predicted the 
very crisis to which we are now arrived. Ifslavery»was to 
be continued, the principles of liberty, he said, would be 

. corrupted and undermined. ‘The resistance of freemen 
against oppression,’ said he, ‘will become astruggle of pride 
and selfishness, not of principle.’: ‘ The stream of general 
liberty will, have flown so long through the mire of partial 
-bondage, that it will have become polluted.’ ‘The habit of 
thinking, that the great rights of human nature are not so 
sacred but that they may with impunity be trampled upon, 
will have prepared men for usurpation ; and those who have 
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been habituated to lord it over others, will become base enough: 
to let others lord it over them.’ 
“From these facts, and from. all the examination we have 

had it in our power to make, we have no hesitation in pro- 
nouncing the supposed ‘ compact,’ or ‘compromise,’ to be a 
groundless fiction, and one, too, of no ordinary malignity. 
It is nothing less than a libel on the illustrious dead, invent- 
ed to deprive the living of their dearest and most invaluable 
rights. Itrepresents the founders of our republican empire, 
but recently engaged in a most severe conflict for the pre- 
servation of those rights which they claimed under the laws 
ef God and nature, im common with all mankind, in assum- 
ing their rank among nations, forming a government for a 
free people, according to the principles of freedom, and for 
the preservation of those principles, as solemnly eontracting 
that the institution of slavery, every where odious and de- 
testable, should forever remain sacred and inviolable. For 
the honor of these great and good men—for the honor of 
human nature itself—we are happy in believing, that a charge 
involving such gross inconsistency, is ‘utterly groundless. On 
the contrary, if there is any relianee'to’ be ‘placed on past 
history, it is certain, at the commencement of our present 
political system, there was a general belief and-expectation, 
that slavery in these United States would:be abolished; and 
that speedily.” 

Whose cheek does not barn—who does not féel within 
him a relentless and exterminating hostility to slavery, while 
he reads such words as these: ‘It is thought necessary to 
recur to circumstances, which, in the order of time, preceded 
our appointment as members of the Executive Committee. 
When the Reren or Terror was introduced into the-‘South, 
last summer, by the sudden and public execution, without 
trial, of five American e¢itizens, charged with being ‘pro-. 
fessional’ gamblers—whilst it was kept up ‘by the open plun- 
dering of the national mail—by the pretense of slave insur- 
rections—by the most degrading inflietions—by numberless. 
cruel and unauthorized scourgings of such as had either re- 
moved from the free States to the South, or were tempora- - 
rily called thither on business—by the offering of Rewarps 
for the forcible abduction of peaceable and inoffensive citi- 
zens, with the avowed purpose of handing them over to the 
tender mercies of infuriated slaveholders—by the uncon- 
eealed, the open and illegal hangings of many of our coun- 
trymen in the South, on whom popular suspicion had fast- 
ened:the obnoxious. sentiment, that they were opposed to 
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the system of slavery as it existed there ;—whilst, we say, 
this thirst for blood, and for the demolition of every safe- 
guard heretofore established for the protection of individual 
right, was raging among our southern neighbors, the city 
of Cincinnati was not altogether exempt from the disgrace- 
ful infection. Our principal daily newspapers, with, it is 
believed, but a single exception, sympathized with the flagel- 
lators, and tormentors, and murderers of the South, and by 
their loud shouts cheered them on to further deeds of cruelty 
and blood. Whilst one of them was bestowing unqualified 
applause on the public scourging of our fellow citizen, 
young Mr. Dresser, although the perpetrators of the outrage 
themselves, acknowledged he had violated no law of the 
State where he suffered—another, as if to render forever 
unnecessary any further proof of plenary consecration to 
the interests of slaveholders, exultingly advised, that the 
Reign of Terror—more technically known as ‘ Lynch Law’ 
—be set up here in Cincinnati. 
-“ One of our number, who, before the explosion of south- 

ern violenee, had projected the establishment of a journal 
in Kentucky, his native State, to: be devoted to a full and 
impartial discussion of the whole subject of slavery as con- 
nected with emancipation, was thwarted in his object by the 
devices of the neighboring slaveholders, and ultimately com 
pelled, by their persecutions, to remove with his family from 
the State. Looking at the Constitution of Ohio, he there 
saw the fullest, the most honorable, and at the same time,. 
the most solemn condemnation that men who love liberty 
could pass upon «sides reap that to every one! was secured 
the right—pronounced ‘ indisputable’ —of speaking, writing, 
er printing on any subject, to the investigation of which he 
might choose to apply the powers of his mind. With this. 
view of vigits intended to be secured to him, in common 
with every other citizen, by you, the PEOPLE OF OHIO; 
and this, too, by the solemn sanction of the highest, the very 
erganic law, which constitutes you a PEOPLE, it was not to: 
be supposed that any one—especially such as were using 
the same rights in their most wanton latitude—would be: 
found of a temper so unjust, so treasonable, as to deny hiny 
also the enjoyment of them. Tn this he was mistaken; for 
before he had himself come to the conclusion to transfer the 
publication of his paper to this city, the newspapers before: 
alluded to, were roused’ to opposition—were encouraged in 
their outrageous menaces, and animated to their work of 
yillification and abuse; and this,, too, as it was said, and as. 

7 
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subsequent events have proved, by persons who are reckon- 
ed as of ‘the most respectable. class in society, —owning 
large real estate in the city—speculators in property, stocks, 
&c.—merchants, who have commercial connections with 
southern slaveholders—and artisans, who are mostly employ- 
ed in.manufacturing household furniture, or steamboat, su- 
gar-louse, or other heavy machinery, for the, South. So 
highly excited had the several descriptions of people just 
mentioned become against the proposed publication, and so 
effectually had they plied their efforts to alarm the great 
mass of peaceable and law- -abiding citizens, who otherwise, 
would have felt but little concern on the subject; and so 
desirous was the intended editor to remove even the occasion 
of any disgraceful popular explosion, that he determined to 
commence the publication owt of the city, and to continue it 
there till a fair, and impartial, and generous character could 
be established for the paper. 

“To establish such a character was considered desirable, 
not only because it is right in itself—but because it would 
tend to allay an objection often made to the discussion of 
the slavery question—¢kat it was conducted in a frerce and 
uncharitable spirit. With this object in view—and further, 
that all occasion of exciting the disorderly of whatever 
standing and condition, to any illegal outburst might be taken 
away, the Philanthropist (the paper alluded to) was com- 
menced at the village of New Richmond, twenty miles above 

. Cincinnati. But this concession, made at no small sacrifice 
of convenience and pecuniary means, to the spirit of misrule, 
was followed by but small mitigation of its fury. . Although 
the editor, in the temper of conciliation that he felt, and in 
the most respectful language he could use, offered to slave- 
holders the use of his columns for the defense of slavery, 
and gave, in his own manner of treating the subject, satis- 
factory proof of moderation and fairness—still this did not 
shield him from a deliberately concerted attempt, set on 
foot and prosecuted chiefly by the description .of persons 
before mentioned, to put down his press. On the first appear- 
ance of the Philanthropist, the editor, and those who con- 
curred with him in sentiment, were assailed in terms. signal- 
ly abusive, through two of the business papers of this place, 
(the Republican and Whig) although they differed widely 
in their views as political partisans. These journals were, 
on that occasion, as they have been on a more recent and 
more remarkable one, the instruments busily set to work by 
the ‘ wealthy and respectable,’ to excite the ignorant and 
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disorderly to such dobde of mischief. as the sali aia neces- 
sities of the case might call for.” 

Here we have, what is beyond all price, a fair specimen 
of the arguments by which our gentlemen of property and 
standing, in different parts of the country, have been accus- 
tomed to justify themselves in trampling under. swinish 
hoofs the authority of God and the rights of mankind. The 
thing is so instructive; we can not afford to lose a syllable. 
“The note of the day before addressed to James G. Birney, 
Was not received until an answer had been almost. prepared 
to be sent to that addressed to the Corresponding Secretary. 
It was then concluded, as the time had nearly arrived, for 
the afternoon meeting of the Market House Committee to 
send by Christian Donaldson, amessage, that we would hold 
the desired ‘ conference’ with them that evening, at the 
house of Dr. Colby. At the time appointed all the mem- 
bers of the Executive Committee who lived in the city, with 
the exception of Dr. Colby who was called off by a profes- 
sional emergency, met, itis believed, twelve out of thirteen 
who composed the Market House Committee. Judge Bur- 
net, the chairman, commenced by giving a long explanation 
of the manner in which he bad been brought into the posi- 
tion he at present occupied. This being disposed of, he 

spoke of the high degree of excitement which pervaded a 
large portion—nineteen-twentieths we believe—of the inhab- 
itants of the city. In proof of it he related a conversation 
he had held with a man apparently of lew condition in life, 
who had accosted him in the street—though altogether un- 
known to the judge—in tone and phrase dark and mysteri- 
ous. We will not undertake to give it in the graphic man- 
ner in which it was related by the chairman who seemed still 
to feel the impression, that the mysterious stranger had made 
on him. We will give only the result—which was that the 
stranger on parting with the judge said in reference to the 
destruction of the Philanthropist press, as it was understood, 
make haste—(we)—or Lam ready to help you. Judge Burnet 
professed himself alarmed at the excitement which he be- 
lieved was in the city—and we do not in the least call] in 
question the sincerity of the declaration, for his whole man- 
ner and language gave proof of it. He further stated, that 
by report, the Suiahriveans pervaded not only the city, but 
that it had gone some distance into the neighborhood; that 
there were, between Cincinnati and Columbia (6 mules 
above on the river) 160 men who were banded together, to 
destroy the Philanthropist establishment—who had_ their 
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officers appointed—were fully drilled, and ready, at the 
first signal, to make the onset. He also stated that for four 
or five miles the excitement had passed into Kentucky, and that 
the three towns (Covington, Newpori, and Cincinnati) were 
ready, at any moment, to rise for the same purpose. He 
further represented that the mob were becoming impatient 
—were beginning, from what they supposed was the dila- 
tory conduct of the Committee, to lose confidence in that 
‘body, and to suspect them of rather a favorable leaning to- 
wards the object of their hate. Other gentlemen of the 
Market House Committee ‘were called on to give their 
views as to the state of the public mind. There was. no 
material difference among them. One, or more of them 
spoke of the excitement, already nearly irrepressible, that 
prevailed, among the workmen employed in the iron foun- 
dries and boat yards situated generally near the river—of 
one of which, with a large number of hands, he himself was 
the proprietor. Judge Burke said the abolitionists, were 
beginning to be regarded as intending to efiect their object 
by revolution and inno other way—all other ways being set 
down as utterly impracticable.—Rev. Mr. Spencer rose from 
his seat, when he made his speech—apparently a set one :— 
He commenced by saying, there were those present. in 
whose veins flowed the blood of our revolutionary patriots, 
and who were as desirous as any other men, to see no longer 
in our country the track of a slave. He then recited.a stan- 
za of poetry condemning slavery,—winding up with taunt- 
ing the abolitionists for not going to the South, and preach- 
ing their doctrines: where they might have an opportunity of 
closing the scene with a glorious martyrdom. Much more 
was said, in relation to the excitement than we ean take 
room to narrate. 
“The next point mooted was the business of the erty. It 

was on this ground—and on this solely—that the merzts of 
the question seemed to be placed. It was asked by us, if 
rents were not high—houses to rent scarce, real property 
on the adyance—-commercial business brisk for the season 
of the year, and every body—artisan or common laborer— 
who would work, employed at high wages? All this was 
admitted—and it did appear to our plain judgments to be 
evidence of at least as much prosperity as ought. to satisfy 
reasonable men. But it was insisted on the other hand, that 
this state of things (in which all were employed at good wages, ) 
was not the true criterion ef prosperity. All this might be 
true—yet if abolitionism in Cincinnati had prevented the 
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South from sending her orders for even more work than 
could be executed by the mechanics now here, it had injured 
the city,—because these very orders would be the means of 
introducing among us more artisans from other places. In 
the solidity of this reasoning the gentlemen on the other side, 
no doubt had entire confidence—but it seemed to us not 
more conclusive, than that of the Kentucky farmer who un- 
dertook to prove to a neighbor that he had lost a hundred » 
calves that spring, by not having, as he night have had, a 
hundred cows to produce them. 

“Tt was asked by us, what evidence there was, that the 
South was withdrawing her business from us because of the 
existence of abolitionism here? To this it was replied, that 
it was to be found in various communications and letters from 
the South. One of the Market House Committee, (Mr. Bu- 
chanan) an extensive and prosperous merchant, who has 
large connections, in the way of business, with the South, 
said the subject had been frequently mentioned to him by 
his southern correspondents, and that they were now begin- 
ning to present the alternative to this city, either to suppress 
the abolition discussion, or to be content te lose their south- 
ern business. He was asked if the Philanthropist or its edi- 
tor had ever been specified, as items in the complaint. Mr, 
B. said they had not—he did not know that either of them 
was particularly known at the South—but the complaint was 
one of general character, that the anti-slavery discussion was 
entertained in Cincinnati. 

“On Judge Burnet’s remarking, that abolitionists were 
injuring the property-holders of Cincinnati, he was asked to 
specify how he was injured. He stated, in reply, that four 
or five years ago—I|this was between two and three years be- 
Sore the commencement of the abolition question in this place] 
it was customary for thirty or forty families from the South, 
attended by their servants who were. indispensable to them 
in their excursions, to spend a great part of the summer in 
Cincinnati. That, since the abolitionists had commenced 
their operations, the people of color had become so bold in 
enticing away the servants of the southern visiters that they 
would no longer venture among us; [Compare this with the 
following from the Cincinnati Republican of August 2. ‘Our 
hotels and boarding houses are always crowded, and hun- 
dreds of southern families who contemplate a sojournment 
of some weeks in the Queen City of the West, have been 
compelled to relinquish their intentions for want of accom- 
modations,’| and that the abolitionists had contributed to 
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make the people of color much more impudent to the whites 
than formerly. Now, if a man was wise, when he saw four 
or five of them on the: pavement, he would diverge into the 
street to pass around them to avoid their insolence in not 
giving the way—and that he had been jostled by them on 
the side-walks. ‘This was the account, the chairman gave 
of the injury, Ze was suffering from abolitionists. 
“The chairman having professed satisfactory knowledge. 

of the measures and objects of the anti-slavery societies— 
and stated. that there was no one who was more a friend of 
emancipation than he was, and after alledging that African — 
colonization was the only feasible way of accomplishing the 
extirpation of slavery mongst us, and having uttered sen- 
timents in reference to the principles and results of abo- 
litionism that seemed unusually crude for one of his station 
in society—and being seconded in his opinion by another 
of the Market House Committee,—it was remarked by 
one of our number, that the entertainment of such sentiments 
by such men convinced him more forcibly than he had yet 
been, of having the whole subject discugsed. He then pro- 
posed, that, if the members of the Market House Committee 
would give the influence of their recommendation to a meet- 
ing, to be held in some church of the city for that purpose, 
he [the member alluded to] would give an exposition of anti- 
slavery principles, and be willing to hear any arguments that 
might be offered against them. It was at once replied, that 
such a meeting could not be held in the eity, that the people 
would hear no public discusston on slavery, and that the 
speaker would lose his life in attempting to discuss it. No 
change was produced on the Market House Committee by 
the assurance of the member that with their sanction for the 
call of such a meeting, he was willing to hazard. all personal 
peril to himself. 

“ The conversation was at length turned to the main ob- 
ject of the meeting—the discontinuance of the Philanthropist. 
The first suggestions were, that it should be ‘ postponed,’ or 
‘suspended for a time.’ All such modified propositions, 
however, were at length, put aside as useless—and the de- 
mand made, of an absolute discontinuance, with the certain 
alternative in case of refusal, of a mob unusual in its num- 
bers, determined in its purpose, and desolating in its rava- 
ges. The chairman expressed it as his opinion, that it would, 
be one of* unprecedented character—that it would consist. 
of four or five thousand persons, bent on the wide destruction 
of property, and that two-thirds of the property-holders of the 
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city would join it. That it would be utterly vain for any 
man or set of men to attempt to restrain it—it would destroy 
any one who would set himself in opposition to it. 

“In order to ascertain what was the temper of the Mar- 
ket House Committee gentlemen, themselves, they were 
asked, whether 7f @ mob could be averted THEY would be con- 
tent that the publication of the Philanthroyist should be con- 
tinued ? ‘The qitestion was scarcely uttered, when the ehair- 
man and several of the other members replied unhesitatingly, 
they would not. One of them qualified what he said, by 
saying he would be content, if he could be satisfied that it 
would produce no injury to the city in any way. It was next 
asked, if they had read the Philanthropist, and if they had, 
whether the objection to its continuance was made on the 
ground of there being any thing exceptionable in the manner 
and spirit of conducting it. The answer on the part of one 
of the Committee was, that he had read several of the latter 
numbers—another said that he had read portions of the last 
three or four numbers—another, that he had read a column 
or two, or-an article or two, in some one of the first numbers. 
This was the whole amount of knowledge, on the part of the 
Committee, as to the manner in which the Philanthropist 
conducted the slavery discussion. But it was further added 
on their part—that the manner and ‘spirit of the paper had 
nothing to do with. the question—it was the diseussion of 
slavery here, that was thought to be injuring the business of 
the city. That the paper was believed to be a prominent 
instrument in carrymeg on this discussion—that therefore, its 
absolute discontinuance was called for—that the public senti- 
ment would be satisfied with nothing short of this, and that 
it was in such a condition that it could not be reasoned with.” 

Lhe reply which Mr. Birney and his friends returned, 
must not be withheld. ‘“‘ Whilst we feel ourselves constrain- 
ed altogether to decline complying with your request, as 

submitted last evening, 20 discontinue the Philanthropist, we 
think it but just to ourselves, and re spectful to our fellow citi- 
zens generally, to offer a brief exposition of the reasons that 
persuade us to this course. 

“1. We decline complying—not so much from the fear 
that the particular cause in which our press is employed may 
be injured—but because compliance involves a tame surren- 
der of the Freepom ov tut Press—rue Rient ro Discuss. 

“2. The Philanthropist is the acknowledged organ of 
some twelve thousand, or more, of our fellow citizens of 
Ohio, who believe that slavery, as it exists in our country, is 
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altogether incompatible with the permanency of her institu- 
tions ; who believe that the slavery of the South or the liberty 
of the North must cease to exist; and who intend to do, what 
in them lies, to bring about a happy and a peaceful termina- 
tion of the former—and this as speedily as facts, and argu- 
ments, and appeals to the consciences and understandings of 
the slaveholders can be made instrumental to effect it. 

«3. The Philanthropist is the only journal in this city 
or neighborhood, through which these facts, and arguments, 
and appeals can be fully addressed to the community. | It 
has been conducted with fairness and moderation, as may be 
abundantly proved by the acknowledgements of those who 
are opposed te its objects. It has mvited the slaveholders 
themselves to the use of its columns for the defense of slave- 
ry, and has given up to a republication of their arguments a 
large share of its space. 

“To discontinue sucha paper under existing circumstances, 
would be a tacit submissien to the exorbitant demand of the 
South, that slavery shall never more be mentioned among us. 

‘4. We decline complying with your request—because 
if it has originated among our own citizens, it is an officious 
and Tdaakied for intrusion on the business of others—If 
among the citizens of other States, it is an attempt, at dicta- 
tion as insolent and high-handed on their part, as a tame sub- 
mission to it would be base and unmanly on ours. 

“5. We decline complying with your request—because 
we would not preclude ourselves, and others, from discuss- 
ing in the most advantageous manner a subject, which, by 
the acknowledgement of all is of momentous consequence, 
and which is now occupying the minds of the whole nation. 

“6. We decline complying—because the demand is vir- 
tually the demand of slaveholders, who, having broken down 
all the safeguards of liberty in their own States, in order 
that slavery may be perpetuated, are now, for the fuller at- , 
tainment of the same object, making the demand of us to 
follow their example. 
“The two remaining reasons were omitted—uninten- 

tionally, we have no doubt—in the published report of the 
Market House Committee. They were part of the letter sent 
to the Market House Committee, and are here supplied.| 

“7, We decline complying—because the attempt is now 
first made in our case, formally and deliberately to put down 
the freedom of speech and of the Press. We are, to be sure, 
the object of the attack—but there is not a freeman in the 
State whose rights are not invaded, in any assault which 
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may be made upon us, for refusing to succumb to an impe- 
‘rious demand to surrender our rights. 

“8, We believe that a large portion of the people of 
Cincinnati ere utterly opposed to the prostration of the lib- 
erty of the Press—and that there is emong us—whatever 
may be said to the contrary—enough of correct and sober 
feeling to uphold the laws, if our public officers faithfully 
discharge their duty. 

“¢ With these reasons—to which many more might be add- 
ed, did time permit—we leave the case with you ;—express- 
ing, however, our firm conviction, should any disturbance of 
the peace occur, that you, gentlemen, must be deeply, if 
not almost entirely, responsible for i it, before the bar of sober 
and enlightened public opinion.” 

The following is a truly striking and impressive view of 
this negotiation : : “ Thus terminated one of the most singu- 
lar negotiations—whether we regard the subject matter— 
the causes leading to it—or the partres—that has yet been re- 
corded in the annals of our country. 1. The subject matter 
was, the right to investigate and discuss truth—a right be- 
stowed by the Creator on man as his intelligent creature, 
to use as freely as he walks the earth, or breathes the air— 
the exercise of which is required of him.as a duty—a right 
which, as an accountable being, he has no power voluntarily 
to relinquish, any more than he has voluntarily to sell his 
liberty, or to part with his life—a right so clear that the 
people of Ohio have, in their Constitution, pronounced it 
“‘ INDISPUTABLE’’+-so inestimable, they have adopted it as 
one of the ELEMENTs of their government, and so liable to 
be invaded by power, that they have attempted to secure its 
freest exercise by the most stable, the most solemn sanctions. 
2. The reasons for demanding its surrender—slaveholders 
called for it—oppression in the South having prostrated there, 
all legal barriers of individual right and personal safety ; 
having overthrown within her own limits the freedom of 
the Press and of speech—the right to discuss—in order that 
her reign might be perpetuated, demanded it; a mob of . 
three or four hundred—a mere fragment of our population 
—the very feculence of the city, countenanced and encour- 
aged to the deed by leading and influential men among us, 
to whom the exercise of the right of discussion was dis- 
pleasing, demanded it.) 3. The parties to it—on the one 
hand, ten thousand of our fellow citizens, not, to be sure 
[with but few exceptions] /eading and influential, but yet of 
the freemen, the plain and honest yeomanry of Ohio, who 

F « 
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within the limits of the Gobeainitinl are contending for its 
very citadel—who are fighting, only with the weapons” of 
truth, for that liberty which becomes the more precious the’ 
more it is endangered by the assaults of its enemies. On 
the other—there are merchants and manufacturers, closely 
united with the slaveholder—lawyers and judges—officers 
of the government, and ministers of the: gospel-—there are 
wealth and influence, slaveholding servility and aristocratie 
pride—all, marshaling into their service for the'work, a band 
fearless of God and regardless of man. Surely, such an at- 
tempt to trample under foot the liberties. of ‘our-people—so 
deliberate—so. carefully matured, and backed by such an 
amount of moral, intellectual, and pecuniary asi has 
rarely been made in this country !’’ 
What a beautiful specimen have we here of those RULERS, 

who are such “a terror to evil-doers,”’ and such “a praise to 
them that do well!’ The following, taken down by a 
gentleman who was present, has been furnished as an, accu+ 
rate report of the Mayor’s speech. 

‘“‘ Gentlemen—It is now late at night, and time we were 
all in. bed—by continuing Jonger, you will disturb the citi- 
zens, or deprive them of their rest, besides robbing your- 
selves of rest. No doubt, it is your intention to punish the 
euilty, and leave.the mnocent. But if you continue longer,, 
you are in danger of punishing. the innocent with the guilty, 
which Tam convinced ‘no one in Cincinnati: would: wish to: 
do. We have done enough for one night. [‘ Three cheers. 
for the: Mayor.’|. The abolitionists themselves, must be con-' 
vinced themselves by this time, what public sentiment is; 

and that it will not do any longer to disregard, or set it at 
naught. [Three cheers again} As you can not’ punish 
the guilty without endangering the innocent, I advise’ you: 
all to go home. . [Cries of home! home+ from the crowd: 
drowned the balance. of: his:-harangue,”’ 

The narrative coneludes with the. following weighty vesniee - 
Surely “the inspiration of the Almighty” is not yet with- 

drawn from mankind; ‘“ In the foregoing pages:we have en-. 
deavored to present'to you an impartial account of an attack,) 
the most formidable—becauseof the character of the persons: 
concerned, and of the deliberation, with: whichit was planned 
——that has yet beeu made on, our-common liberties. | A few: 
words more, and we have done. Notwithstanding the 7g. oht 
to discuss belon gs to Man, as indisputably as the right to use. 
his senses, or uae organs of his body 1 in. their: appropriate. 

functions—and the exercise of it is, as it ought, ever to be, 
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free from all foreign control, save that high makes us re- 
sponsible for the use of it in invading other’s rights no less 
sacred than our own—yet have we been, again fll again, 

held up by the slavery presses of this city as obstinate, contu- 
macious, for not at once surrendering it on the demand of 
the Market House Committee. This charge has been so 
confidently preferred, and: so often reiterated, that, we be- 
lieve, the impression is made on many, that our conduct has: 
been actuated by the spirit to which it is ascribed. They 
have been led to judge of our course, rather by the fury of 
the onset to which we have been exposed, than by the calm 
steadfastness with which it has been met. We ask, if any 
property can be more rightfully ours, than that which the 
Market House Committee demanded of us to lay down ? 
The right to discuss is granted to us by God, and secured to. 
us by fing highest law of the land. Had the Market House © 
Committee seen proper to demand, in the name of their con- 
stituents, the absolute surrender of our houses and our goods 
—backing their demand by the menace, that if they were 
not voluntarily yielded, they-would be forcibly taken—would 
their demand been less unreasonable! Have we any higher 
title to these subjects of property, than the gift of God and 
the security of the Constitution ?. Ought we, then, to have 
rendered aservile compliance? Or ought we not rather (as 
we did) to,have firmly repelled the unjust demand, choosing to. 
suffer the consequences, however disastrous to ourselves, in, 
erder that you, the proper correstors, by legal modes, of all: 
public wrongs, might be made fully acquainted with the dis-. 
honor in which the majesty of the Law was held, and the dan- 
gers with which our most precious rights were threatened, 
by a lawless and fierce aristocracy ? 

“These same organs of the South charge: the.undersigned 
-with answering the Market House Committee in terms of 
‘insult and defiance.’ Whilst we fully. believe that no Com- 
mittee ever came on an errand more-suveharged with wrong, 
and one which furnished on its very face stronger grounds 
of palliation for the treatment complained of, yet are we 
persuaded, on a review of our communications addressed 
to. them, that they contain. nothin g but a firm and. respectful 
expression of a lawful and patriotic determination. The — 
controversy to which. we were called, was too high—the. 
principles for which we contended were of a dignity too. 
lofty, to be stained by any: resort to. insult or abuse. And 
that our plainness of speech: should, be-construed into ‘ensudé 
and defiance’ shows, that. our editorial upholders of slavery 
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begin already to demand from us that servility to their aris- 
tocratic instigators which, as republicans yet free, we can 
render to no man or set of men, however influential, and 
which ought no where in this country to be looked for, ex- 
cept it be in the South, and under that ‘ system,’ to the sup- 
port of which they would seem so entirely to have conse- 
crated their labors. 

*« Notwithstanding the unusual outburst of lawless aristo- 
cratic violence to which our peaceful, yet decided support 
of the freedom of the Press—of liberty of speech—of the right 
to discuss—has exposed us, we have lost no confidence in 
the rectitude of our principles, nor in the judgment which 
you, and those which may succeed us, will pass on our con- 
duct. Unconvinced by the force with which our arguments 
have been replied to, we shall still continue fearlessly to 
maintain, and publicly to inculcate, the great principles of ' 
liberty incorporated in the Constitutions of our State and 
general governments—believing, that if ever there was a 
time, it is now come, when our republic, and with her the 
cause of universal freedom, is in a strait, where every thing 
that ought to be periled by the patriot should be freely haz- 
arded for her relief.”’ 
_ The strong and elevated character—the genial and pow- 
erful influence of the Philanthropist may easily be inferred 
from the paragraphs from the pen of Mr. Birney, with which 
these pages are enriched. It is enough to say, that his image 
shone upon his editorial articles. And how well the paper 

i has been conducted by the present editor, and what service 
it has rendered to the cause of Freedom, its readers are 
ready gratefully to acknowledge. 

From Cincinnati, Mr. Birney removed, in the fall of 1837, 
to New York. He was most cordially welcomed by his 
brethren there, to whom the anti-slavery public confided: 
special responsibilities. He was a member of the Executive 
Committee of the American Anti-Slavery Society, and one 
of its Corresponding Secretaries. Here his wisdom was 
brought into full requisition; here his powers had free play. 
He occupied a commanding position, and did it honor. 

While in New York, he held a correspondence in which 
thousands took a deep and lively interest—by which thous- 
ands were greatly instructed and refreshed—with the Hon. 
Mr. Elmore, member of Congress from South Carolina. 
The occasion is clearly described in the following words of 
Mr. Birney: “In January, (1838) a tract entitled * Why 
work for the slave ? was issued from this office by the agent 
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for the Cent-a-week-Societies. A copy of it was pervect 
to the Hon. John C. Calhoun;—to him, because he has 
seemed, from the first, more solicitous than the generality 
of southern politicians, to possess himself of accurate infor-. 
mation about the anti-slavery movement. A. note written 
by me accompanied the tract, informing Mr. Calhoun why 
it was sent to him. 

Not long afterwards, the following letter was received 
from the Hon. F’. H. Elmore, of the House of Representa- 
tives in Congress. [From this and another of his letters just 
now received, it seems, that the slaveholding representatives 
in Congress, after conferring together, appointed a commit- 
tee, of their own number, to obtain authentic information of 
the intentions and progress of the anti-slavery associations, 
~—and that Mr. Elmore was selected, as the South Carolina 
member of the Committee. 
The inquiries of the Committee were reduced to fourteén 

patticulars, bearing directly upon the designs, methods, 
hopes and resources of the American Anti-Slavery Society.. 
To these, one by one, Mr. Birney returned particular and 
full replies... The following paragraph, adapted to the ques- 
tion, ‘‘ Do your or similar societies exist in the colleges and 
other literary institutions of the non-slaveholding States, 
and to what extent ?’”’ awakens in the reader painful reflec- 
tions. What an illustration of the éxtent to which the pub- 
lic mind had become infected with the spirit of slavery! 
“ Strenuous efforts have been made and they are still being 
made, by those who have the direction of most of the literary 
and theological institutions in the free States, to bar out our 
principles and doctrines, and prevent the formation of socie- 
ties among the students. To this course they have been 
prompted by various, and. possibly, in their view, good mo- 
tives. One of them, I think it not uncharitable to say, is to 
conciliate the wealthy of the South, that they may send their 
sons to the North, to swell the college catalogues. . Neither 
do I think it uncharitable to say, that in this we have a mani- 
festation of that aristocratic pride,- which, feeling itself 
honored by having entrusted to its charge the sons of dis- 
tant, opulent, and distinguished planters, fails not to dull 
every thing like sympathy for those whose unpaid toil sup- 
plies the means so lavishly expended in educating southern 
youth at northern colleges. _ These efforts at suppression or 
restraint, on the part of Faculties and Boards of Trustees, 
have heretofore succeeded to a considerable extent. Anti- 
slavery societies, notwithstanding, have been formed in a 
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few of our most distinguished colleges and theological semi- 
naries» Public opinion is beginning to call for a relaxation 
of restraints and impositions; they are yielding to its de- 
mands; and ow, for the most part, sympathy for the slave 
may be manifested by our generous colleye youth, in the 
institution of anti-slavery societies, without any downright 
prohibition by their more politic teachers. College socie- 
ties will probably i increase more rapidly hereafter; as, in 
addition to the removal or relaxation of former restraints, 
just referred to, the murder of Mr. Lovejoy, the assaults on 
the freedom of speech and of the Press, the prostration of 
the right of petition in Congress, &c. &c., all believed to 
have been perpetrated to secure slavery from the scrutiny 
that the intelligent world is demanding, have greatly aug- 
mented the number of college abolitionists. They are, for 
the most part, the diligent, the intellectual, the religious of 
the students, United in societies, their influence is gener- 
ally extensively felt in the surrounding region ; dispersed, 
it seems scarcely less effective.”’ 

In illustrating the “means and the power,” by which the 
‘friends of Freedom “ proposed to carry their views into ef- 
fect,” the following words of Mr. inhireest can hardly fail te 
impress the reader deeply. ‘Our ‘means’ are the Truth— 
the ‘ Power’ under whose guidance we propose to carry our 
views into effect, is, the Almighty. Confiding in these means, 
when directed by the spirit and wisdom of Him, who has so 
made them as to act on the hearts of men, and so constitut- 
ed the hearts of men as to be affected by them, we expect, . 
1. To bring the Cuurcn of this country to repentance for-the 
sin of oppression. Not only the southern portion of it that 
has been the oppressor—but the northern, that has stood by, 
consenting for half a century, to the wrong. 2. To bring 
our countrymen to see, that for a nation to persist in injustice, 
is but to rush on its own ruin; that to do justice is the high- 
est expediency—to love mercy its noblest ornament. In 
other countries, slavery has sometimes yielded to fortuitous 
circumstances, or been extinguished by physical force. We 
strive to win for truth the victory over error, and on the 
broken fragments of slavery to rear for her a temple, that 
shall reach to the heavens, and toward which all enc 
shall worship. 

_ “Tt has been said, that the slaveholders of the South will 
not yield, nor hearken to the influence of the truth on this 
subject.. We believe it not—nor give we entertainment to 
the slander that such an unworthy defense of them implies. 
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We believe them men,—that they have understandings that 
arguments will convince—consciences to which the appeals 
of justice and mercy will not bé made in vain. If our prin- 
ciples. be true—our arguments right—if slaveholders be 
men—and Ged have not delivered over our guilty country 
te the retributions of the oppressor, not only of the STRANGER 
but of the Native—our success is certain.” | 

And when the demand is made: ‘Are your hopes and 
expectations of success increased er lessened by the events 
of the last year, and especially by the action of this Con- 
gress? And will your exertions be relaxed or increased 
The fellowing reply is urged.. We hardly need ask our 
readers to weigh it well. Where shall we look for'words 
more alive with significance? “The events. of the: last 
year, including the action of the present. Congress, are of 
the same character with the events of the eighteen months 
which immediately preceded it.. In the question before us, 
they may be regarded as one series. I would say, answer- 
ing your interregatory generally, that none of them, however 
unpropitious to the cause of the abolitionists they may ap- 
pear to those who look at the subject from an opposite point 
to the one they occupy, seem, thus far, in any degree to 
have lessened their hopes and expectations.—The. events 
alluded te have not come altogether unexpected. They 
are regarded as the legitimate manifestations of slavery— 
necessary, perhaps, in the present dull and unapprehensive 
state of the public mind as to human rights, to be brought 
out and spread before the people, before they will sufficiently 

revolt against slavery itself. : 
“1... They are seen in the cuurcu, and in the practice of 

its individual members. The Southern portion of the Ameri- 
can church may now be regarded as having admitted the dog- 
ma, that slavery is a divine institution... She has been forced 
by the anti-slavery discussion into this position—either to 
cease from slaveholding, or, formally to adept the only al- 
ternative, that slaveholding is right... She has chosen the 
alternative—reluctantly, to be sure, but substantially, and 
within the last year almost unequivocally. In defending 
what was dear to her, she has been forced to cast away her 
garments, and thus to. reveal a deformity, of which she:her- 
self before was scarcely aware, and the existence of which 
others did not credit. So much for the action of the South- 
ern church, as a body. On the part of her Mempers, the 
revelation of a time-serving spirit, that not only yielded to 
the ferocity of the multitude, but fell in with it, may be 
reckoned among the events of the last three years. In- 
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stances of this may be found in the attendance of the ‘clergy 
of all denominations,’ at a tumultous meeting of the citizens 
of Charleston, S. C., held im August, 1835, for the purpose 
of reducing to system their unlawful surveillance and con- - 
trol of the post-office and mail; and im the alacrity with 
which they obeyed the popular call to dissolve the Sunday 
schools for the instruction of the colored people. Com- 
mittees, (tribunals organized in opposition to the laws of 
the States where they exist,) are uniting with the merci- 
less and profligate in passing sentence consigning to infa- 
mous and excruciating, if not extreme punishment, persons, 
by their own acknowledgement, innocent of any unlawful 
act. Out of sixty persons that composed the Vigilance 
Committee which condemned Mr. Dresser to be scourged, 
TWENTY-SEVEN were members of churches, and one of them 
a professed teacher of Christianity. A member of the Com- 
mittee stated afterwards, in a newspaper of which he was 
the editor, that Mr. D. had not laid himself lable to any pun- 
ashment known to the laws. Another instance is to be found 
in the conduct of the Rev. W. 8S. Plumer, of Virginia. Hav- 

ing been absent from Richmond, when the ministers of the 
gospel assembled together, formally to testify their abhor- 
rence of the abolitionists, he addressed the chairman of the 
Committee of Correspondence a note in which he uses this 
language :—‘ If abolitionists will set the country in a blaze, 
it is but fair that they should have the first warming at the 
fire. Let them understand that they will be caught, if they 
come among us, and they will take good heed to keep out 
of our way.’ Mr. P. has no doubtful standing in the Pres- 
byterian church with which he is connected. He has been 
regarded as one of its brightest ornaments. To drive the 
slaveholding church and its ymembers from the equivocal, the 
neutral position from which they had so long defended slave- 
ry—to compel them to elevate their practice to an even 
height with their avowed principles, or to degrade ‘their 
principles to the level of their known practice, was a pre- 
liminary, necessary in the view of abolitionists either for 
bringing that part of the church into the common action 
against slavery, or as a ground for treating it as confederate 
with oppressors. So far, then, as the action of the church, 
or of its individual members, is to be reckoned among the 
events of the last two or three years, the abolitionists find 
in it nothing to lessen their hopes or expectations. | 

“2. The abolitionists believed from the beginning, that 
tis slaves of tine South were (as slaves are oneny — 
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unhappy, because of their condition. Their adversaries de- 
nied it, asserting that as a class they were ‘contented and 
happy.’ The abolitionists thought that the arguments against 
slavery could be made good ‘so far as this point was con- 
cerned, by either admitting or denying the assertion. 
»“ Admitting it, they insisted that nothing could demon- 

strate the turpitude of any system more surely than the 
fact that mAN—made in the image of God—but a little lower 
than’ the angels—crowned with glory and honor, and set 
over the works of God’s hands—his mind sweeping in an 
instant from planet to planet, from the sun of one system to 
the sun of another, even to the great centre sun of them all 
—contemplating the machinery of the universe ‘ wheeling 
unshaken’ in the awful mysterious grandeur of its move- 
ments ‘through the void immense’—with a spirit delighting 
in upward aspiration—bounding from earth to heaven—that 
seats itself fast by the throne of God, to drink in the instrue- 
tions of Infinite Wisdom, or flies to execute the commands 
of Infinite Goodness—that such a being could be made 
“contented and happy’ with ‘ enough to eat, and drink, and 
wear,’ and'shelter from the weather—with the bare provis-. 
ion that satisfies the brutes, is (say the abolitionists) enough 
to render superfluous all other arguments for the zstant 
abandonment of a system whose appropriate work is such 
infinite wrong. : 

* Denying that ‘the slaves are contented and happy,’ the 
abolitionists have argued, that, from the structure of his 
moral nature—the laws of his mind—man can not be happy 
in the fact, that he is enslaved. True, he may be happy in 
slavery, but it is not slavery that makes him so—it is virtue 
and faith, elevating him above the afflictions of his lot. The 
slave has a will, leading him to seek those things which the 
Author of his nature has made conducive to its happiness. 
In these things, the will of the master comes in collision with 
his will, The slave desires to receive the rewards of his 
own labor; the power of the master wrests them from him, 
The slave desires to possess his wife, to whom God has join- 
ed him, in affection ; to have the superintendence, and enjoy 
the services, of the children whom God has confided to him, 
as a parent to train them by the habits of the filial relation, 
for the yet higher relation that they may sustain to him as 
their heavenly Father. But here he is met by the opposing 
will of the master, pressing 47s claims with irresistible power. 
The ties that heaven has sanctioned and blessed—of husband 
and wife; of parent and child—are all sundered in a moment 
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by the master, at the prompting of avarice, or luxury, or lust; 
and there is none that can stay his ruthless hand, or say unto 
him, ‘ What doest thou 2’. The slave thirsts for i pleasures 
of refined and elevated intellect; the master denies to him 
the humblest literary acquisition. The slave pants to know 
something of that still higher nature that he feels burning 
within him; of his present state, his future destiny, of) the 
Being who made him, to whose judgment-seat he is. going. 
The master’s. interests cry, ‘No! Such knowledge \is too 
wonderful for you; it is high; you can not attain unto it,’ 
To predicate happiness of a class of beings, placed in cir- 
cumstances where their will is everlastingly defeated by an 
irresistible power, the abolitionists say, is to prove them des- 
titute of the sympathies of our nature—not human. It is to 
declare with the atheist, that man is independent of the good- 
ness of his Creator for his enjoyments; that human happi- 
ness calls not for any of the appliances of his bounty; that 
God’s throne is a nullity, himseif a superfluity. 

‘ But, independently of any abstract reasoning drawn from 
the nature of moral and intellectual beings, racts have been 
elicited in the discussion of the point before us, proving 
slavery every where, (especially southern slavery, maintained 
by enlightened Protestants of the nineteenth century,) re- 
plete with torments and horrors; the direst form of eppres- 
sion that upheaves itself before the sun. These facts have 
been so successfully impressed on a large pertion of the in- 
telligent mind of the country, that the slaves of the South are 
beginning to be considered as those whom God emphatically 
regards as the ‘ poor,’ the ‘needy,’ the ‘afflicted,’ the ‘op- 
pressed, ’ the ‘ bowed down;;’ and for whose consolation he 
said, ‘ Now will I arise; I will, set him in safety from him 
that puffeth at him.’ 

“This state of the public mind has been brought about 
within the last two or three years; and it is an event which, 
so far from lessening, greatly animates, the hopes and ex- 
pectations of abolitionists. 

“‘ 3. The abolitionists believed from the: first, that the 
tendency of slavery is to produce, on the part of the whites, 
looseness of morals, disdain of the wholesome restraints of 
law, and a ferocity of temper, found, only in solitary instan- 
ces, in those countries where slavery is unknown. .They 
were not ignorant of the fact that this was disputed ; nor 
that the ‘CutvaLry oF THE SoutH’ had become a cant phrase, 
including all that is high-minded.and honorable among men ; 
‘nor, that it had been. formerly asserted in our national legis- 

~ 
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lature, that slavery, as it exists in the South, ‘ produces the 
highest toned, the purest, best organization of society, that 
has ever existed on the face of the earth.’ Nor were the 
abolitionists unaware that these pretensions, proving any 
thing else but their own solidity, had been echoed and re- 
echoed so long by the unthinking and the interested at the 
North, that the character ef the South had been injuriously 
affected by them, till she began boldly to attribute her pecu- 
har superiority to her peculiar institution, and thus to strength- 
en it. All this the abolitionists saw and knew. But few 
others saw and understood it as they did. The revelations 
of the last three years are fast dissipating the old notion, and 
bringing multitudes in the North to see the subject as the 
abelitionists see it. When southern chivalry, and the purity of 
southern society are spoken of now, it is at once replied, thata 
large number of the slaves show, by their color, their indisputa- 
ble claim to white paternity ;. that, notwithstanding their near 
consanguineous relation tothe whites, they are still held and 
treated in all respects as slaves. Nor is it forgotten now, when 
the claims of the South to ‘ hospitality’ are pressed, to object, 
because they are grounded on the unpaid wages of the labor- 
er; onthe rebbery of the poor. When ‘southern gener- 
osity’ is mentioned, the old adage, ‘be just before you are 
generous,’ furnishes the,reply. It is no proof of generosity, 
(say the objectors,) to take the bread of the laborer to lavish 
it in banquetings on the rich. When ‘southern chivalry’ is 
the theme of its admirers, the hard-handed but intelligent 
working men of the North asks, if the espionage of southern 
hotels, and of ships and steamboats, on their arrival at south- 
ern ports; ifthe prowl, by day and by night, for the solitary 
stranger, suspected of sympathizing with the enslaved, that 

he may be delivered over to the mercies of a vigilance com- 
mittee, furnishes the proof of its existence; if the unlawful 
importation of slaves from Africa, furnished the proof; if 
the abuse, the scourging, the hanging on suspicion, without 
law, of friendless strangers, furnish the proof; if the sum- 
mary execution of slaves and of colored freemen, almost by 
the score, without legal trial, furnish the proof; if the cru- 
elties and tortures to which cztizens have been exposed, and 
the burning to death of slaves by slow fires, furnish the proof. 
All these things, says he, furnish any thing but proof of true 
hospitality, or generosity, or gallantry, or purity, or chivalry. 

“‘ Certain it is, that the time when southern slavery derived 
countenance at the North, from its supposed connection with 
‘chivalry,’ is rapidly passing away. ‘Southern chivalry’ will 
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soon be regarded as one of the by-gone fooleries of a less 
virtuous age. It will soon be cast out—giving place to the 
more reasonable idea, that the denial of wages to the laborer, 
the selling of men and women, the whipping of husbands and. 
wives in each other’s presence, to compel them to unrequited 

' toil, the deliberate attempt to extinguish mind, and conse- 
quently to destroy the soul—is among the highest offenses 
against God and man—unspeakably mean, despicable and 
ungentlemanly. 

“ The impression made on the minds of the people as to 
this matter, is one of the events of the last two or three years 
that does not contribute to lessen the hopes or expectations 
of abolitionists. . 

“4, The ascendancy that slavery has acquired and exer- 
cises in the administration of the government, and the appre- 
hension now prevailing among the sober and intelligent, 
irrespective of party, that it will soon overmaster the Con- 
stitution itself, may be ranked among the events of the last 
two or three years that affect the course of abolitionists. 
The abolitionists regard the Constitution with unabated af- 
fection. They hold inno common veneration the memory 
of those who made it. They would be the last to brand 
Franklin and King and Morris and Wilton and. Sherman 
and Hamilton with the ineffaceable infamy of attempting to 
engraft on the Constitution, and therefore to perpetuate, a 
system of oppression in absolute antagonism to its high and 
professed objects, one of which their own. practice condem- 
ned,—and this, too, when they had scarcely Wiped away the 
dust and sweat of the Revolution from their brows. Whilst. 
abolitionists feel and speak thus for our Constitutional 
fathers, they do not justify the dereliction of principles into 
which they were betrayed, when they imparted to the work 
of their hands any power to contribute to the continuance 
of such a system. ‘hey can only palliate it, by supposing 
that they thought slavery was already a waning institution, 
destined soon to pass away. In their time, (1787,) slaves 
were_ comparatively of little value—there being then no 
great slave labor staple (as cotton is now) to make them pro- 
fitable to the holders. | 
_ “ Had the circumstances of the country remained as they 
then were, slave labor,—always and every where the-most 
ex pensive—would have disappeared before the competition 
of free labor. They had seen too, the principles of liberty 
embodied in most of the State Constitutions; they had seen. 
slavery utterly forbidden in that of Vermont—instantaneous- 



ly abolished in that of Massachusetts—and Jaws enacted in 
the other New England States and in Pennsylvania, for its 
gradual abolition. Well might they have anticipated, that 
Justice and Humanity, now starting forth with fresh vigor, 
would, in their march sweep away the whole system; more 
especially, as freedom of speech and the Press—the legiti- 
mate abolisher not only of the acknowledged vice of slavery, - 
but of every other that time should reveal in our institutions 
or practices—had been fully secured to the people. Again; 
power was conferred on Congress to put a stop to the Afri- 
can slave trade, without which it was thought at that time, 
to be impossible to maintain slavery, as a system, on this 
continent—so great was the havoc it committed on human 
life. Authority was also granted to Congress to prevent the 
transfer of slaves @s articles of commerce, from one State to 
another; and the introduction of slavery into the territories. 
All this was crowned by the power of refusing admission 
into the Union, to any new State, whose form of government 
was repugnant to the principles of liberty set forth in that 
of the United States. The faithful execution, by Congress, 
of these powers, it was reasonably enough supposed, would, 
at least, prevent the growth of slavery, if it did not entirely 
remove it. Congress did, at the set time, execute one of 
them—deemed, then, the most effectual of the whole; but 
as it has turned out, the least so. | 

“ The effect of the interdiction of the African slave trade 
was, not to diminish the trade itself, or greatly to mitigate 
its horrors; it only changed its name from African to Amer- 
ican—transferred the seat of commerce from Africa to 
America—its profits from African princes to American far- 
mers. Indeed, it is almost certain, 1f the African slave trade 
had been left unrestrained, that slavery would not have cov- 
ered so large a portion of our country as it now does. The 
cheap rate at which slaves might have been imported by 
the planters of the South, would have prevented the rear- 
ing of them for sale, by the farmers of Maryland, Virginia, 
and the other slave-selling States. If these States could be 
restrained from the commerce in slaves, slavery could not be 
supported by them for any length of time, or to any consid- 
erable extent. They could not maintain it, as an economi- 
cal system, under the competition of free labor. It is owing 
to the non-user by Congress, or rather to their unfaithful ap- 
plication of their power to the other points, on which it was 
expected to act for the limitation or extermination of slave- 
ry, that the hopes of our fathers have not been realized; and 
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that slavery has, at length, become so audacious, as openly . 
to challenge the principles of 1776—to trample on the most 
precious rights secured to the citizen—to menace the integ- 
rity of the Union and the very existence of the government 
itself. . 

, “Slavery has advanced to its present position by steps 
that were, at first gradual, and,.for a long time, almost unno- 
ticed; afterwards, it made its way by intimidating or corrupt- 
ing those who ought to have been forward to resist its pre- 
tensions. Up tothe time of the ‘ Missouri Compromise,’ 
by which the nation was defrauded out of its honor, slavery 
was looked on as ap evil that was finally to yield to the ex-. 
panding and ripening influences of our Constitutional prin- 
ciples and regulations. Why it has not yielded, we may 
easily see, by even a slight glance at some of the incidents. 
in our history. 

“It has already been said, that we have been brought into. 
our present condition by the unfaithfulness of Congress, in. 
not exerting the power vested in it, to stop the domestic 
slave trade, and in the abuse of the power of admitting ‘ new 
States’ into the Union. Kentucky made application in 1792, 
with a slaveholding Constitution in her hard. With what 
a mere technicality Congress suffered itself to be dragged 
into torpor :—She was part of one of the ‘ original States’— 
and therefore entitled to all their provileges.. 

“One precedent established, it was easy to make another. 
Tennessee was admitted in 1796, without gcruple, on the 
same ground. . 
_“ The next triumph of slavery was in 1808, in: the purchase 

of Louisiana, acknowledged. afterwards, even. by Mr. Jeffer- 
son who made it, to be unauthorized by the Constitution 
and in the establishment of slavery throughout its vast limits, 
actually and substantially under the- auspices of that instru- 
ment which declares its only object to be—‘ to:form a more 
perfect union, establish susTIcE, insure DOMESTIC TRANQUIL- 
LiTy, provide for the common defense, promote the general 
welfare, and secure the blessings of LEBERTY to ourselves and 
eur posterity.’ 

‘In this case, the violation of the Constitution was suffer- 
ed to pass with: but little opposition, except from Massachu- 
setts, because. we were content to receive im exchange, mul. 

tiplied commercial benefits and enlarged territorial limits. 
_.'The-next stride that slavery made: over the Constitutiom 
was in the admission of the State of Louisiana into the 
Union.. She could: claim no faxor as a part of an. ‘ origina 
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State” At this point, it might have been supposed, the 
friends of Freedom and of the Constitution according to its 
original intent would have made a stand. But no: with the 
exception of Massachusetts, they hesitated and were per- 
suaded to acquiesce, because the country were just about 
entering into a war with England, and the crisis was unpro- 
pitious for discussing questions that would create divisions 
between different sections of the Union. ‘We must wait till 
the country was at peace.’ ‘Thus it was that Louisiana was: 
admitted without a controversy. 

“ Next followed, in 1817 and 1820, Mississippi and Ala-. 
bama—admitted after the example of Kentucky and Ten- 
nessee, without any contest. 

““Meantime, Florida had given some uneasiness to the: 
slaveholders of the neighboring States ; and for their accom- 
modation chiefly, a negotiation was set on foot by the goy- 
ernment to purchase it. 

‘Missouri was next in order in 1828. She could plead’ 
no: privilege, on the score of being part of one of the original 
States ; the country too, was relieved from the pressure of” 
her late conflict with England ; it was prosperous and quiet ; 
every thing seemed propitious to a calm and dispassionate 
consideration of the claim of slaveholders: to add props to 
their system, by admitting indefinitely new slave States to, 
the Union. Up to this time, the ‘ evit’ of slavery had been: 
almost universally acknowledged and deplored by the South, 
and its termination (apparently) sincerely hoped for. By 
this management its friends succeeded in blinding the con-. 
fiding people of the North. ‘They thought for the most part, 
that the slaveholders were: acting’ in good faith. It is not 
intended by this remark to make the rmmpression, that the- 
South: had’ all along pressed the admission of new slave. 
States, simply with a view to the inerease of its own relative 
power. By no means: slavery had’ insinuated: itself imto 
favor because of its being mixed up with (other) supposed 
benefits—and because its ‘ultimate influence on the: govern- 
ment was neither suspected nor dreaded. But on the Mis- 
souri question, there was @ fair trial of strength between the 
friends of*slavery and the friends of the Constitution. The- 
former triumphed; and by the prime ageney of one: whose 
raiment, the remainder: of his days, ought to be sackcloth 
and aslies,~-because of the disgrace he has continued on the. 
name of his country, and’ the consequent injury he has in~ 
flicted on the cause: of Freedom throughout the world. Al+ 

o 

though all the differeat administrations, from the first organe- 
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ization of the government, had, in the indirect manner 
already mentioned, favored slavery,—there had not been on 
any previous occasion, a direct struggle between its preten- 

sions and the principles of liberty engrafted on the, Consti- 
tution. The friends of the latter were induced. to believe, 
whenever they should be arrayed against each other, that 

theirs would be the triumph. Tremendous'error! . Mistake 
almost fatal! The battle was fought. Slavery emerged 
from it unhurt—her hands made gory—her bloody plume 
still floating in the air—exultingly br andishing her dripping 
sword over her prostrate and vanquished enemy. She had 
won all for which she fought. Her victory was complete— 
‘THE SANCTION OF THE NATION WAS GIVEN TO SLAVERY, 

“ Immediately after this achievement, the slaveholding in- 
terest was still more strongly fortified by the acquisition of 
Florida, and the establishment of slavery there, as it had. 
already been in the territory of Louisiana. The Missouri 
triumph, however, seems to have extinguished every thing 
like a systematic or spirited opposition, on the part of the 
free States, to the pretensions of the slaveholding South. 

‘“« Arkansas was admitted but the other day, raiahs nothing 
that deserves to be called an effort to prevent it—although 
her Constitution attempts to perpetuate slavery, by forbidding 
the master to emancipate his bondmen without the consent 
of the Legislature, and the Legislature without the consent 
of the raiekey. Emboldened, but not satisfied, with their 
success in every political contest with the people of the free 
States, the slaveholders are, beginning now to throw off their 
disguise—to brand their former notions about. the ‘ evil, po- 
litical and moral’ of slavery, as ‘folly and delusion, and as if 
to ‘make assurance doubly sure,’ and defend themselves for- 
ever, by territorial power, against the progress of free. prin- 
ciples and the renovation of the Constitution, they now de- 
mand openly—scorning to conceal that their object.is, to 
advance and establish their political power in, the country,;— 
that Texas, a foreign State, five or six times as large as-all 
New England, with a Constitution dyed as deep in slavery 
as that of Arkansas, shall be added to the Union. 

“ The abolitionists feela deep regard for, the integrity of 
the union of the government on the. principles. of the Consti- 
tution. Therefore it is, that they look with earnest concern 
on the attempt now making by the South, to do, what, in 
the views of multitudes of our citizens, would amount. to 
good cause for the separation of the free from, the slave 
States. Their concern’is not mingled with any feelings of 
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despair. The alarm they sounded on the ‘annexation’ ques- 
tion has penetrated the free States; it will, in all probability, 
be favorably responded to by every one of them; thus giv- 
ing encouragement to our faith, that the admission of Texas 
will be successfully resisted; that this additional stain will 
not be impressed on our national escutcheon, nor this addi- 
tional peril brought on the South. 

“ This, the present condition of the country, induced by a 
long train of usurpations on the part of the South, and by 
unworthy concessions to it by the North, may justly be re- 
garded as one of the events of the last few years affecting in 
some degree the measures of the abolitionists. It has cer- 
tainly done so,. And whilst it is not to be denied that many 
abolitionists fee] painful apprehensions for the result, it has 
only roused them up to make more strenuous efforts for the 
preservation of the country. 

‘It may be. replied—if the abolitionists are such firm 
friends of the Union, why do they persist in what must end 
in its rupture and dissolution? The abolitionists, let it be 
repeated, are friends of the Union that was intended by the 
Constitution; but not of a Union from which is eviscerated, 
to be trodden under foot, the right to sPpEAK—to PRINT—to 
PETITION=—the rights of ConscreNcE; not of a Union whose 
ligaments are whips, where the interest of the oppressor is 
the great interest—the right to oppress the paramount right. 
It is against this distortion of the glorious: Union our fathers 
left us—into one bound with despotic bands—that the aboli- 
tionists are contending. In the political aspect of the ques- . 
tion, they have nothing to ask, except what the Constitution 
authorizes; no change to desire, but that the Constitution 
may be restored to its pristine republican purity. 

“ But they have well considered the ‘ dissolution of the 
Union.’ There is no just ground for apprehending that such 
a measure will ever be resorted to by the South. It is by 
no means intended by this, to affirm that the South, like a 
spoiled child, for the first time denied some favorite object, 
may not fall into sudden frenzy, and do herself some great 
harm. But knowing, as I do, the intelligence and forecast 
of the leading men of the South—and believing that they 
will, if ever such a crisis should come, be judiciously influ- 
enced by the existing state of the case, and by the consequen- 
ces that would inevitably flow from an act of dissolution— 
they would not, [am sure, deem it desirable or politic. They 
would be brought, in their calmer moments, to coincide with 
one who has facetiously, but not the less truly remarked, 
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that it would be as indiscreet in the slave South to separate 
from the free North, as for the poor to separate fromthe par: — 
ish that supported them, In. support of this opinion, I 
would say: | 

“ First—A dissolution of the Union by the South would, 
in no manner, secure to her the object she has in view. The 
leaders at the South, both in the church and: in the: State, 
must, by this time, be too well informed as to the nature of 
the anti-slavery movement, and the character of those: enga- 
ged in it, to entertain fears that violence of any kind will be 
resorted to, directly or indirectly. The whole complaint of 
the South is neither more nor less than: this—tTHE Norrn 
TALKS. ABOUT SLAVERY.. Now, of all the means or appliances 
that could be devised, to give greater life and publicity to 
the discussion of slavery, none could be half so effectual as 
the dissolution of the Union because of the discussion. It 
would astonish the civilized world—they would inquire into 
the cause of such a remarkable event in its history: the re- 
sult would be not only enlarged discussion ef the whole sub- 
ject, but it would bring such a measure of contempt on the 
guilty movers of the deed,. that even with all the advantages 
of ‘ their education, their polish, their munificence, their high 
honor, their undaunted spirit,’ so eloquently set forth by the 
Hon. Mr. Hammond, they would find it hard to withstand 
its influence. It is difficult for men ina good cause, to main- 
tain their steadfastness in opposition: to an extensively cor- 
rupt public sentiment; in a bad one, against public senti- 
ment purified and enlightened, next to impossible, if not 
quite so. 

‘¢ Another result would follow the dissolution : Now, the 
abolitionists find it difficult, by reason of the odium which 
the principal slaveholders and their friends have succeeded 
in attaching to their name, to introduce a knowledge of their 
principles and measures into the great mass of southern 
mind, There are multitudes at the Seuth who would coép- 
erate with us, if they could be informed-of our aim. Now, 
we can not reach them ; then, it would be otherwise. The 
united power of the large slaveholders would not be able 
longer to keep them in ignorance. If the Union were dis: 
Saivad, they would know the cause, and discuss it, and con-. 
demn it. F 
_“ A second reason why the South will not dissdieb pes 
Union, is, that she would be exposed to the visitation of reat 
incendiaries, exciting her slaves to revolt. Now, it would 
cover any one with infamy, who would stir them up to vin- 
dicate their rights by the massacreof their masters. Dissolve 
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the Union, and the candidates for ‘ cuorY’ would find in the 
plains of Carolina and Louisiana as inviting a theatre for 
their enterprise, as their prototypes, the Houstons, the Van 
Rensselaers, and the Sutherlands did, in the prairies of 
Texas, or the forests of Canada. 

‘A third reason why the South will not dissolve is, that the - 
slaves would leave their masters, and take refuge in the free 
States. The South would not be able to establish a cordon. 
along her wide frontier sufficiently strong to prevent it. 
Then, the slaves would not be reclaimed, as they now are, 
under the Constitution. Some may say, the free States would 
not permit them to come in and dwellamong them. Believe 
it not. The fact of separation on the ground supposed, 
would abolitionize the whole North. Besides this, in an 
economical point of view, the demand for labor in the west- 
ern States would make their presence welcome. At all 
events, a passage through the northern States to Canada 
would not be denied them. | 

‘““ A fourth reason why the South will not dissolve is, that 
2 large number of her most steady and effective population 
would emigrate to the free States. In the slave-selling 
States especially, there has always been a class who have 
consented to remain there with their families, only in the 
hope that slavery would, in some way or other, be termina- 
ted. Ido not say they are abolitionists, for many of them 
are slaveholders. It may be, too, that such would expect 
compensation for their slaves, should they be emancipated, 
and also that they should be sent out of the country. The 
particular mode of emancipation, however crude it may be, 
that has occupied their minds, has nothing to do with the 
point before us. They look for emancipation ; in this hope 
they have remained, and now remain where they are. Take 
away this hope, by making slavery the destincteve bond of 
union of a new government, and you drive them to the North. 
These persons are not among the rich, the voluptuous, the 
effeminate, nor are they the despised, the indigent, the thrift- 
less—they are men of moderate property, of intelligence, of 
conscience —in every way the ‘bone and sinew’ of the 
South. 

“ A fifth reason why the South will not dissolve, is her 
weakness. It isaremarkable fact, that in modern times, and 
in the Christian world, aJ] slaveholding countries have been 
united with countries that are free. Thus, the West Indian 
and Mexican and South American slaveholding colonies. 
were united to England, France, Spain, Portugal, and other 
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States of Europe. If England (before her emancipation 
act) and the others had at any time withdrawn the protection 
of their power from their colonies, slavery would have been 
extinguished almost simultaneously with the knowledge of 
the fact. -In the West Indies there could have been no 
doubt of this, from the disparity in numbers between the 
whites and the »slaves, from the multiplied attempts made 
from time to time by the latter to vindicate their rights by 
insurrection, and. from the fact, that all their insurrections 
had to be suppressed by the force of the mother country. 
As soon as Mexico and the South American colonies dis- 
solved their connection with Spain, slavery was abolished in 
every one of them. This may, I know, be attributed to the 
necessity imposed on these States, by the wars in which 
they engaged to establish their independence. However 
this may be—the fact still remains. The free States of this 
Union are to the slave, so far as the maintenance of slavery 
is concerned, substantially, in the relation of the European 
States to their slaveholding colonies. Slavery, in all proba- 
bility, could not be maintained. by the South disjoined from 
the North, a single year. So far from there existing any - 
reason for making the South an exception, in this particular, 
to other slave countries, there are circumstances in her con- 
dition that seem to make her dependence more complete. 
Two of them are, the superior intelligence of her slaves on 
the subject of human rights, and the geographical connection 
of the slave region in the United States. In the West In- 
dies, in Mexico and South America the great body of slaves 
were far below the slaves of this country in their intellectu- 
al and moral condition—and (in the former) their power 
to act in concert was weakened by the insular fragments into 
which they were divided. 

‘“‘ Again, the depopulation of the South of large numbers 
of its white inhabitants, from the cause mentioned under the 
fourth head, would, it is apprehended, bring the two classes 
to something like a numerical equality. Now, consider the 
present. state of the moral sentiment of the Christianized 
and commercial world in relation to slavery ; add to it the 
impulse that this sentiment acknowledged by the South al- 
ready to be wholly opposed to her, would naturally acquire 
by an act of separation on her part, with a single view to 
the perpetuation of slavery; bring this sentiment in all its 
accumulation and intensity to act upon a nation where one 
half are enslavers, the other the enslaved—and what must 
be the effect? From the nature of mind; from the laws of 
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moral influence, (which are as sure in their operation, if not 
so well understood, as the law of physical influence,) the 
party ‘whose conscience with injustice is oppressed,’ must 
become dispirited, weakened in courage, and in the end 
unnerved and contemptible. On the other hand, the sym- 
pathy that would be felt for the oppressed—the comfort 
they would receive—the encouragement that would be given 
them to assert their rights, would make it an impossibility 
to keep them in slavish ] peace and submission. 

“ This state of things would be greatly aggravated by the 
peculiarly morbid sensitiveness of the South to every thing 
that is supposed to touch her character. Her highest dis- 
tinction would then become her most troublesome one. 

. How, for instance, could her chivalrous sons bear to be 
taunted, whereever they went, on business or for pleasure 
out of their own limits, with the cry, ‘The knights of the 
lash !? ‘Go home and pay your laborers!’ ‘Cease from 
the scourging of husbands and wives in each other’s pres- 
ence—from attending the shambles, to sell or buy as slaves 
those whom God has made of the same blood as yourselves 
—your brethren—your sisters! Cease, high-minded sons 
of the Ancient Dominion, from estimating your revenue by 
the number of children you rear, to sell in the flesh market !’ 
‘Go home and pay your laborers!’ ‘Go home and pay 
your laborers!’ This would ‘be a trial to which ‘southern 
chivalry! could not patiently submit. Their ‘high honor,’ 
their ‘undaunted spirit’ would impel them to the field—only 
to prove that the ‘last resort’ requires something more sub- 
stantial than mere ‘honor’ and ‘spirit’ to maintain it. Sup- 
pose there should be a disagreement—as in all likelihood 
there soon would, leading to war between the North and 
the South ? The North would scarcely have occasion to 
march a squadron to the field. She would have an army 
that could be raised up by the million, at the fireside of her 
enemy. It has been said, that during the late war with 
England, it was proposed to her cabinet, by some enterpris- 
ing officer, to land five thousand men on the coast of South 
Carolina and proclaim liberty to the slaves. The success of 
the scheme was well thought of. But then the example! 
England herself held nearly a million of slaves at no greater 
distance from the scene of action than the West Indies. 
Now, a restraint si this kind on such a scheme does not 
exist. 

“It seems plain Ibepand the power of argument to make 
it plainer, that a slaveholding nation—one under the circum- 
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stances in which the South separated from the North would 
be placed—must be at the mercy of every free people ; 
having neither power to vindicate a right nor avenge a wrong. 
«A sixth reason why the South will not dissolve the 

Union, would be found in the difficulty of bringing about an 
actual separation. Preparatory to such a movement, it 
would seem indispensable, that Union among the seceding 
States themselves should be secured. A General Conven- 
tion would be necessary to adjust its terms. This would, of 
course, be preceded by particular conventions in the several 
States. ‘To this procedure the same objection applies, that 
has been made, for the last two or three years, to holding an 
anti-abolition convention in the South. It would give to the 
question such notoriety, that the object of holding the con- 
vention could not be concealed from the slaves. ‘The more: 
sagacious in the South have been opposed to a convention ; 
nor have they been influenced solely by the consideration 
just mentioned—which, in my view, is but of little moment 
—but by the apprehension, that the diversity of sentiment 
which exists among the slave States, themselves, in relation 
te their system, would be disclosed to the country; and that 
the slaveholding interest would be found deficient in that 
harmony which, from its perfeectness heretofore, has made 
the slaveholders so successful in their action on the North. 

“ The slaveholding region may be divided into the farm- 
ing and the planting—or the slave-selling and slave-buying 
districts. Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri and East. 
Tennessee constitute the first. West Tennessee is some- 
what equivocal. All the states south of Tennessee belong 
to the slave-buyeng district. The first, with but few excep- 
tions, have from the earliest times, felt slavery a reproach to. 
their good name—a drawback on their advancement at some 
period to be cast off. Had this sentiment, been at all en- 
couraged by the action of the General Government, in ac- 
cordance with the views of the convention that formed the 
Constitution, it would in all probability, by this time, have 
brought slavery in Maryland and Virginia to an end. Not- 
withstanding the easy admission of slave States into the 
Union, and the yielding of the free States whenever they 
were brought in collision with the South have had a strong 
tendency to persuade the farming slave States to continue 
their system, yet the sentimentin favor of emancipation in 
some form, still exists among them. Proof, encouraging 
proof of this, is found in the present attitude of Kentucky. 
Her Legislature has just passed a law,.proposing ta the 
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people, to hold a convention to alter the Constitution. In 
the discussion of the bill, slavery as connected with some 
form of emancipation, seems to have ‘constituted the most 
important element. The public journals too, that are op- 
posed to touching the subject at all, declare that the main 
object for recommending a convention was, to act on slavery 
in some way. 

“Now, it would be in vain for the planting South to ex- 
pect, that Kentucky or any other of the farming slave States 
would unite with her, im making slavery the perpetual bond 
of anew political organization. If they feel the inconven- 
iences of slavery a their present condition, they could not be 
expected to enter ‘on another, where these inconveniences 
would be inconceivably multiplied and aggravated, and, by 
the very terms of their new contract, perpetuated. 

“This letter is already so protracted, that I can not stop 
here to develop more at large this part of the subject. To 
one acquainted with the state of public sentiment, in’ what 
I have called, the farming district, it needs no farther ‘de- 
welopment. ‘There is not one of these States embraced in 
it, that would not, when brought to the test, prefer the privi- 
leges of the Union to the privilege of perpetual slaveholding. 
And if there should turn out to be a single desertion in this 
matter, the whole project of secession must come to nought. 
“ But laying aside all the obstacles to union among the 

seceding States, how is it possible to take the first step to 
actual separation! The separation, at the worst, ‘can only 
be political.. There will be no chasm—no rent made in the 
earth between the two sections. The natural ‘and ideal 
boundaries will remain unaltered. Mason and Dixon’s line 
will not become a wall. of adamant that can neither be under- 
mined norsurmounted. The Ohio river will not be convert- 
ed into flame, or into another Styx, denying a passage to 
every living thing. | 

“‘ Besides this stability of natural things, the multiform 
interests of the two sections would, in the main, continue as 
they are. The complicate ties of commerce could not be 
suddenly unloosed. The bread-stuffs, the beef, the pork, 
the turkies, the chickens, the woollen and cotton fabrics, 
the hats, the shoes, the stocks, the ‘horn flints and bark nut- 
megs,’ the machinery, the sugar-kettles, the cotton-gins, the 
axes, the hoes, the drawing-chains of the North, would be 
as much needed by the South, the day after the separation ~ 
as the day before. The newspapers of the North—its mag- 
azines, its quarterlies, its monthlies, would be more sought 
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after by the readers of the South than they now are; and 
the Southern journals would become doubly interesting to 
us: There would be the same lust for our northern sum-: 
mers and your southern winters, with all their health-giving 
influences; and last, though not least, the same desire of 
marrying and of being given in marriage that now exists 
between the North and South. Really it is difficult to say 
where this long threatened separation is to begin ; and if the 
place of beginning could be found, it would seem like a 
poor exchange for the South, to give up all these pleasant 
and profitable relations and connections for the privilege of 
enslaving an equal number of their fellow creatures. 

“Thus much for the menace, that the ‘UNION WiLL BE 
DISSOLVED’ unless the discussion of the slavery question be 
stopped. 

“ But you may reply, ‘Do you think the South is not in 
earnest in her threat of dissolving the Union?’ I rejoin, by 
no means ;—yet she pursues a perfectly reasonable course . 
(leaving out of view the justice or morality of it)—just such 
a course as I should expect she would pursue, emboldened 
as she must be by her multiplied triumphs over the North 
by the use uf thesame weapon. ‘ We'll dissolve the Union!’ 
was the cry, ‘unless Missouri be admitted!’ The North 
were frightened, and Missouri was admitted with SLAVERY 
engraved on herforehead. ‘We'll dissolve the Union! un- 
less the Indians be driven out of the South!’ The North 
forgot. her treaties, parted with humanity, and it is done— 
the defenseless Indians are forced to ‘consent’ to be driven 
out, or they are left, undefended, to the mercies of southern 
land-jobbers and gold-hunters. ‘ We’ll dissolve the Union! 
if the tariff’ [established at her own suggestion] ‘be not re- 
pealed or modified so that our slave labor may compete with 
free labor.’ . The Tariff is accordingly modified to suit the 
South. ‘We’ll dissolve the Union! unless the freedom of 
speech and the Press be put down in the North !’—With 
the promptness of commission-merchants, the alternative is 
adopted. Public assemblies met for deliberation are assail- 
ed and broken up at the North; her citizens are stoned and 
beaten and dragged through the streets of her cities; her 
presses are attacked by mobs, instigated and led on by men 
of influence and character: whilst those concerned in con- 
ducting them are compelled to fly from their homes, pursued 
as if they were noxious wild beasts; or, if they remain to 
defend, they are sacrificed to appease the southern divinity. 
‘We'll dissolve the Union’ if slavery be abolished in the 
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District of Columbia! The North, frightened from her 
propriety, declares that slavery-ought not to be abolished 
there now.— We'll dissolve the Union!’ if you read peti- 
tions from your constituents for its abolition, or for stopping 
the slave trade at the Capital, or between States. Furry 
NORTHERN REPRESENTATIVES respond to the cry ‘down, then, 
with the RIGHT OF PETITION!!’ All these assaults have suc- 
ceeded because the North has been frightened by the war- 
cry, ‘We’Lt pisso_ve THE Unron !’ 

“After achieving so much by a process so simple, why 
should not the South persist in it when striving for further 
conquests? No other course ought to be expected from 
her, till this has failed. And it is not at all improbable, that 
she will persist, till she almost persuades herself that she is 
serious in her menace to dissolve the Union. She may in 
her eagerness, even approach so near the verge of dissolu- 
tion, that the earth may give way under her feet and she be 
dashed in ruins in the culf below. 

“Nothing will more surely arrest her fury, than the firm 
array of the North, setting up anew the almost forgotton 
principles of our fareisi: and saying to the ‘dark spirit of 
slavery, —‘thus-far shalt thou go, and no farther,’ This is 
the best—the only—means of saving the South from the 
fruits of her own folly—folly that has been so long, and so 
strangely encouraged by the North, that it has grown into 
intolerable arrogance—down right presumption.” 

Mr. Birney was for about three years a Corresponding 
Secretary of the American Anti-Slavery Society. In this 
sphere, his opportunities for exerting himself in the cause 
of Freedom were multiplied. He had access to great num- 
bers of his fellow citizens, upon whom he was enabled to 
urge the claims of the enslaved. The influence he exerted 
was as benign as it was powerful. His intelligence, truth- 
fulness and candor—his magnanimity and fidelity—all who 
had the privilege of an acquaintance with him, were not a 
little struck with. They were admitted to be note-worthy 
traits of his character. He was generally listened to with 
respectful attention. If his doctrines were not subscribed to, 
his character was admired. We well remember that an old 
lawyer from New England, after a discussion with him on 
points on which they were at variance, exclaimed, He is the 
most candid man I ever saw! On those who were often in 
his presence, and enjoyed his confidence, his words and 
deeds made the impression of great wisdom. They looked 
upto him for counsel. Whereever he applied his hand, they 
expected well advised plans and valuable results. 
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_ About this time it was, that Mr. Birney’s father closed his 
earthly career. The father and the son, an only son, seem 
to have regarded each other with a true and tender love-— 
The great enterprize, to which the latter was devoted and 
which could not be endured in Kentucky, had fora long 
time withdrawn them from each other’s presence. Just be- 
fore his father’s death, Mr. Birney visited him, and was re- 
ceived by him as well as by other friends, with all cordiality. 
He was intent on making such arrangements as would bring 
his son into the bosom of his old age, where he might fee] 
the soothing and sustaining influence of his many virtues. 
But all such designs, however warmly cherished, death de-- 
feated. In the division of his father’s estate, his slaves, 
twenty-one im number, were at Mr. Birney’s request, all set 
off to him; and set off to him, that to their benefit, he might 
apply the principles by which he was controlled... According- ~ 
ly, he at once restored them the freedom of which they had 
been robbed. The deed, through which their emancipation 
was effected—a substantial and ever-enduring monument of 

_ his philanthropy—a decisive and emphatic proof of his wisdom 
and integrity—can not be read without the most grateful 
emotions, and the most healthful inipressions. Here it is:— 

‘KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, 

That I, James G. Birney, late of Kentucky, but now having 
my residence in the city of New York, believing that slave- 
holding is inconsistent with natural justice, with the pre- 
cepts and spirit of the Christian religion, and with the decla- 
ration of American Independence, and ‘wishing to testify in 
favor of them all, do hereby emancipate, and forever set free, 
the following aie slaves, which have come into my pore 
session, as one of the heirs of my father, the late James Bir- 
NEY, of Jefferson county, Kentucky, they being all the slaves 
held by said James Birney, deceased, at the time of his 
death.” 

Then follow their names and descriptions, and the deed 
concludes: “‘ In testimony of the above I have, hereunto set 
my name and affixed my seal, this third day of September, 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
thirty-nine. James G,. Birney.” (Seal.) 

He was in 1840 a member of the ‘‘ World’s Convention,”’ 
which met in London. Here abolitionists were drawn to- 
gether from different parts of Christendom, to interchange 
mutual greetings, relate facts, express their convictions, 
offer counsel, devise plans, afford mutual encouragement, 
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and in a thousand ways assist each other in the work of 
Emancipation. In this assembly, Mr. Birney occupied a 
prominent place, and rendered much assistance. After the 
Convention had adjourned, he spent several months in visit- 
ing different parts of England, where on various occasions 
he labored to promote the cause in which his heart was so 
thoroughly enlisted. The estimation in which he was held 
in England may be inferred from the following testimony of 
the Committee of the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery So- 
ciety: ‘That this committee are deeply sensible of the ser- 
vices renderd to the anti-slavery cause by their esteemed 
friend and coadjutor, James Gillepsie Birney, Ksq., whilst in 
this country, in a course of laborious efforts, in which his 
accurate and extensive information, his wise and judicious 
counsels, and his power of calm and convincing statement, 
have become eminently conspicuous. » __ During his resi- 
dence in England, Mr. Birney prepared and published his 
“American Churches the Bulwarks of American Slavery 3’ 
a@ paper, replete with facts as instructive as they are afflict- 
ive, which has gone through several editions in this country. 
In this work, he declares that it was his “single view to. 
make the British Christian public acquainted with the real 
state of the case—in order that it may in the mest intelligent 
and effective manner exert the influence it possesses with 
the American churches, to persuade them to purify them- 
selves from a sin that has greatly debased them, and that 
threatens in the end wholly to destroy them.” The pamph- 
let consists of facts, well selected and judiciously applied, 
and though of great. value, is not easy of analysis. The 
bearing of the subject on human rights and the general 
welfare is altogether vital; it must not be disposed of with 
a passing notice merely. 

The extent to which the American churches are directly 
involved in slavery, may be inferred from statements like the 
following. A Mississippi divine, of the Presbyterian con- 
nection, Rev. James Smylie, A. M., does not hesitate to 
publish the following declaration: “ If slavery be a sin, and 
advertising and apprehending slaves, with a view to restore 
them to their masters is a direct violation of the divine law, 
and if the buying, selling, or holding a slave, FOR THE SAKE 
OF GAIN, is a heinous sin and scandal, then, verily, THREE 
POURTHS OF ALL THE Episcopaians, Meruopists, Baptists, 
and PRESBYTERIANS, in ELEVEN STATES OF THE UNION, are 
of the devil. They ‘hold,’ if they do not buy and sell slaves, 
and, with few exceptions, they hesitate not to ‘apprehend and 

Re 
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restore’ runaway slaves, when in their power.” ‘“ In some 
of the older slave States, as Virginia and South Carolina, 
churches, in theircorporate character, hold slaves, who are gen- 
erally hired out for the support of the minister. The follow- 
ing is taken from the Charleston Courier, of Feb. 12, 1835, 

“<«Tretp Necross, by Thomas Gadsden. 

“¢On Tuesday, the 17th instant, will be sold, at the north 
of the Exchange, at 10 o’clock, a prime gang of ten negroes, 
accustomed to the culture of cotton and provisions, belong- 
ing to the InpErENDENT CuurcH, in Christ’s Church Parish. 

Feb. 6.” eees e 

Of the condition of slaves, as well the slaves of those who 
do as of-those who do not profess to be Christians, the fol- 
lowing paragraph furnishes a painful illustration: “ In 1834, 

the Synod of Kentucky appointed a committee of twelve to 
report on the condition, &c., of the slaves. This passage 
occurs in the report :— 

“Brutal stripes and all the various kinds of personal in- 
dignities, are not the only species of cruelty which slavery 
licenses. The law does not recognize the family relations of 
the slave; and extends to him no protection in the enjoyments 
of domestic endearment, The members of aslave family 
may be forcibly separated, so that they shall never more 
meet until the final judgment.’ And cupidity often induces 
the masters to practice what the law allows. Brothers and 
sisters, parents and children, husbands and wives are torn 
asunder, and permitted to see each other no more. These 
acts are daily occurring in the midst of us. The shrieks and 
the agony, often witnessed on such occasions, proclaim with 
a trumpet-tongue, the iniquity and cruelty of our system. . 
The cries of these sufferers go up to the ears of the Lord 
of Sabaoth.. There is not a village or road that does not 
behold the sad procession of manacled outcasts, whose 
chains and mournful countenances tell that they are exiled 
by force from all that their hearts hold dear. Our church, 
years ago, raised its voice of solemn warning against this 
flagrant violation of every principle of mercy, justice, and 
humanity. Yet we blush to announce to you and to the 
world, that this warning has been often disregarded, even 
by those who hold to our communion. Cases have occurred 
im our own denomination, where professors of the religion of 
mercy, have torn the mother from her children, and sent her 
into a merciless and returnless exile. Yet acts of disciplin 
have rarely [zever| followed such conduct.” , 
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The system, out of which such evils naturally grow—to 
which they necessarily belong, the tallest ecclesiastics among 
us, both North and South, pronounce consistent with the 
genius of Christianity. Bishop Hedding finds its foundation 
in the Golden Rule! “ The right to hold a slave is founded 
on this rule, ‘ Therefore, all things whatsoever ye would that 
men should do unto you, do ye even so to them; for this is 
the law and the prophets.’ ”’ 

Rev. Prof. Simms, of Randolph Macon College, makes 
*¢ Extracts from Hoty Wart,” which “ vNEQUIVOCALLY AS- 
SERT THE RIGHT OF PROPERTY IN SLAVES, together with the 
usual incidents of that right ; such as the power of acquisi- 
tion and disposition in various ways, according to municipal 
regulations. The right to buy and sell, and to transmit to 
children by way of. inheritance, is clearly stated. The only 
restriction on the subject, is in reference to the market, in 
which slaves or bondsmen were to be purchased. 

“Upon the whole, then, whether we consult the Jewish 
polity, instituted by God himself; or the uniform opinion 
and practice of mankind in all ages of the world; or the in- 
junctions of the New Testament and the Moral Law; we, 
are brought to the conclusion, that slavery is not immoral. | 

*« Having established the point, that the first African slaves 
were legally brought into bondage, the right to detain their 
children in bondage, follows as an indispensable consequence. 

“Thus we see, that the slavery which exists in America, 
was founded in right.” 

And those ecclesiastics, who profess to be “as much oppo- 
sed to slavery as any body,” contrive cunningly to dodge the 
point, when it is urged on their attention. When with speech- 
less eloquence, the slave entreats them to come to his assist- 
ance, all crushed and bleeding as he is ;—to come to his as- 
sistance against members of their own communion, who are 

remorselessly throttling him, these divines, in a fit of exces- 
sive modesty, exclaim, We have no jurisdiction in such cases, 
We can not say a word in behalf of crushed Humanity, 
though talking is their vocation! The sword belongs to 
Cesar. Just as if the friends of Freedom had “ petitioned”? 
them to wield some such carnal weapon! Mr, Birney sets 
this matter in a clear light in the following paragraph :— 
‘When ecclesiastical councils excuse themselves from acting 
for the removal of slavery from their respective communions 
by saying, they can not /egislate for the abolition of slavery ; 
that slavery is acvzl or political institution—that it ‘ belongs 
to Cesar,’ and not to the church to put an end to it, they 
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shun the point at issue. To the church member who is a 
debauchee, a drunkard, a seducer, a murderer, they find no 
difficulty in saying, ‘ we can not indeed proceed against your 
person, or your property—this belongs to Ceesar—to the: t2- 
bunals of the country—to the legislature ;—but we can sus- 
pend or wholly cut you off from the communion of the church, 
with a view to your repentance and its purification.’ If a 
white member should by force or intimidation, day. after day, 
deprive another white member of his property, the authorities 
of the churches would expel him from their body, should ‘he 
refuse to make restitution or reparation, although. it could not 
be enforced except through the tribunals over which they 
have no control. There is then, nothing to prevent these 
authorities from saying to the slaveholder— cease being a 
slaveholder and remain in the church, or continue a slave- 
holder and go. out of it; You have your: choice.’ ‘ 

But the modesty of these ecclesiastics vanishes the instant 
an abolitionist appears. ‘‘ Tooth and nail’”’ they assail him, 
as if they would rend him in pieces. Take the following 
illustration. ‘The Rev. William S. Plumer, D. D., of 
Richmond,’—a “leader of the Old School party’”—‘ was 
absent from Richmond at the time the elergy in that city 
purged themselves in a body, from the charge of being favor- 
ably disposed to abolition. On his return, he lost no time 
in communicating to the ‘ Chairman. of the Committee 
of Correspondence,’ his agreement with: his clerical breth- 
ren. The passages quoted occur in his letter to the chair- 
man. 
_*T have carefully. watched. this matter from its earliest 

existence, and every thing I have seen or heard of its char- 
acter, both from ita patrons and its enemies, has confirmed 
‘me, beyond repentance, in. the belief; that, let the character ~ 
of abolitionists be what it may in the sight of the Judge of 
all the earth, this is the most meddlesome, impudent, reck- 
less, fierce, a wicked excitement [I ever saw. ~ 
«Tf abolitionists will set the.country in a blaze, it is but 

fair that they should. receive the first warming at the fire. 
“¢ Let it be proclaimed throughout the nation,. that every 

movement made by, the fanatics (so far as it has any effect 
in the South) does but rivet every fetter of the bondsman— 
diminish the probability of any thing being successfully un- 
dertaken for making him either fit.for freedom, or likely to 
obtain it. We have the authority of Montesquieu, Burke, 
and Coleridge, three eminent masters of the science of hu- 
wnan. nature, that of all men slaveholders are the most jealous: 
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of their liberties. One of Pennsylvania’s most gifted sons — 
has lately pronounced the South, the cradle of liberty. 

«« Lastly-Abolitionists are like infidels, whelly unad- 
dicted to martyrdom for opinion’s sake. Let them under- 
stand that they will be caught [Lynched] if they come among 
us, and they will take good heed to keep out of our way. 
There-is not one man among them who has any more idea 
of shedding his blood in this cause, than he has of making 
war on the Grand Turk.’ ’”” 
We know not however where to look for so fine a speci- 

men of the spirit: we are trying to illustrate, as is preserved 
in the following address. Such a mixture of canting hypoc- 
risy, with brazen impudence and blood-thirsty ferocity ! 
Rev. Robert N. Anderson, of Virginia, thus addresses “ the 
Sessions of the Presbyterian Congregations within: the 
bounds of the West Hanover Presbytery :— 

“ At the approaching stated meeting of our: Deewiyeey I 
design to offer a preamble and string of resolutions on the 
subject of the: use of wine in the Lord’s Supper; and also 
a preamble and string of resolutions on the subject of the 
treasonable and abominably wicked interference of the north- 
ern and eastern fanatics, with our political and civil rights, 
our property and our domestic concerns. You are aware 
that our clergy, whether with or without reason, are more 
suspected by the public than the clergy of other denomina- 
tions. Now, dear Christian brethren, | humbly express it as 
my earnest wish, that you quit yourselves like men. If there 
be any stray goat of a minister among you, tainted with the 
blood-hound principles of abolitionism, let him be ferreted 
out, silenced, excommunicated, and left to the pudlic-to dis- 
pose of him en other respects. 

“ Your alféctionate brother in the Lord, 
“Rosert N. Anprrson.” 

Mr. Birney is far enough from thinking lightly of the insti- 
tutions and arrangements, through which Christianity asserts 

its authority and “extends its influence. He regards them 
with a hearty love—they have his countenance and support. 
In the exertions he feels impelled as a philanthropist to make, 
he relies upon Christianity for encouragement and’ success. 
He has no: hope, that his country will forcane the sins, re- 
nounce the follies, and escape the miseries, he so deeply de- 
plores, through any other influence than the power of the 
gospel. Upon this, therefore, his strongest and most cher- 

- ashed hopes are fastened. But it is the substance and not 
the shadow, on which he so affectionately and confidently 
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relies. The living energy of Truth, embodied and applied 
in Christian institutions—expressed in forms adapted to the 
various relations of life ;—this, ¢hzs it is, that amidst his 
labors and trials, he reverently invokes,—upon this, ¢hzs alone 
he gratefully depends. When, therefore he sees, as with his 
open eye he can not but see, a lifeless Sham: usurping the 
name and the place of a live-giving Reality, his indignation 
is aroused, he is filled with painful apprehensions. He reso- 
lutely strips the baptized fiction of its disguises, that his 
countrymen may see how ugly and how impotent it is, and 
betake themselves at once and earnestly to the power, from 
which alone they are entitled to expect redemption. Hence 
the pages from which we have been making a few extracts, 

On his return recently from England, President Kellogg, 
of Illinois, briefly described the impression, which was left 
there by Mr. Birney’s visit. Mr. Kellogg’s words afford a 
gratification, to which our readers are entitled. 

‘It was truly refreshing to me while Iwas in Great Brit- 
ain, amid the many complaints against my countrymen to 
which I was obliged to listen, to hear our excellent friend, 
James G. Birney so frequently spoken of, and always in 
terms of unqualified approbation and respect. The mention 
of his name in those circles in which he was known, and they 
were both numerous and extensive, invariably imparted plea- 
sure, and many were the inquiries which were made in respect 
to his welfare. I could not but observe that intelligent men | 
both in England and Scotland very highly appreciated him 
for that trait in his character, which I have always from my 
first acquaintance with Mr. Birney, regarded as exhibited by 
him ina remarkable degree. You will doubtless understand 
me as referring to his candor. He never deals in exaggera~ 
tion or sophistry. In his public addresses and discussions, 
which were numerous, in that country, as well as in his private 
conversations, by the sobriety of his own views, by the fair- 
ness and fullness with which he stated the positions and argu- 
ments of his opponents, and by the manliness with which he 
met and refuted them, he ever impressed his auditors with a 
conviction of the soundness of his sentiments and of the per- 
fect reliance which might be placed upon his statements, 
The visits of such men to foreign lands, are an honor to our 
country, and leave behind them a savor which is grateihl to 
‘an American citizen.’ 

Within the sphere of politics, the abolitionists ied belong- 
ed to no one party, exclusively. In their views and meas- 
ures and cherished preferences, they differed widely from 

oan 
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each othet on many points in political economy and the sci- 
ence of government. But the regard, which they cherished, 
one and all, for the fundamental principles, to which our 
government is professedly adjusted, bound them together in 
one brotherhood. ‘The principles, which united them, they 
regarded as every way superior in significance and power, 
to the opinions which divided them. In promoting the sub- 
lime objects, to which as the friends of Freedom they were 
all devoted, they felt, that they had the strongest claims on 
each other’s sympathy and assistance ;~—claims, which must 
be yielded to, whatever might become of the comparatively 
petty things, which characterized the political parties, with 
which they had respectively acted. ‘They resolved, there- 
fore, to give their suffrages only to such candidates for of- 
fice, as would pledge themselves to subserve at any position, 
to which they might be elevated, the welfare of the oppress- 
ed—as would exert themselves to remove from the necks of 
our unhappy countrymen the yoke of slavery. And where 
‘this pledge was given by one candidate and withheld by 
others, all seeking the same office, he was looked upon as 
entitled to the support of the abolitionists around hin, 
though belonging to a party to which they had been oppos- 
éd. Hence arose the habit, maintained for some time by 
the abolitionists, of questicning the various candidates for 
‘office. 

In occupying such ground, it is obvious, the abolitionists 
became a distinct party in politics. Without overlooking 
‘other subjects, to this also they were now intent on making 
an application of the principles, which lie at the basis of the. 
anti-slavery enterprise. They no longer belonged to the 
parties, with which they had been connected. They had 
principles—they had a policy of their own—strongly char- 
acteristic — clearly distinguishing. They really, though 
somewhat indirectly, set up the candidates, whom, as a par- 
ty they might be expected to support. These were to be 
selected from other parties; but selected with a marked 
and avowed reference to the principles, aims and measures, 
which characterized the abolitionists. ‘They were then, and 
were admitted to be, a distinct political party. 

Experiment and reflection, however, forced upon the ab- 
olitionists the painful conclusion, that they had adopted a 
mistaken and ill-advised policy. There was no want of an- 
swers to their questions. The music of fair promises was 
continually in their ears, This candidate and that ;—O yes, 
if he were once elected to the office, for which his ambition 

H . 
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gaped, he would be sure to do all he could for the slaves. 
The word could, however, it was presently found, must be> 
interpreted in the light of his party obligations ! The chars) 
acteristic policy of his party, must at whatever hazard or 
expense be adhered to;. if consistently with that, any thing 
could be done for the eause of Freedom, he was willing to 
attempt it. And at clearly entered deeply into the policy of 
every party, from which candidates for office were to be selected, 
ta propitiate the favor—to secure the support of slaveholders.. 
Thus the conditions, on which the abolitionists offered their 
suffrages were not-—COULD NOT BE complied with. ‘The mo- 

ment any one in office acted on their principles, he: aban- 
doned the party, by which he was elevated and to which he 
had sworn fidelity. Could he officially exert Kimself for the 
abolition of slavery, without offending every slayeholder in his 
party, and bringing down upon himself and upon his fellows 
a storm of wrath? What could come of urging questions 
en men, thus crippled and embarrassed ? What were their 
pledges. good for? What could be expected of one—or 
ANY ONE, “who was identified with a party, which as a party 
was confessedly under the control of the dark spirit of slave-. 
ry? Instructed by experience, and enlightened by reflec- 
tion, the abolitionists could uot have held on to the policy of 
questioning candidates without betraying gross mye or 
deep. hypocrisy. 
The embarrassments, in which the abolitionists were thus 

involved, were the occasion of frequent.and earnest discus- 
sions. The question to be answered was; shall we so 
ehange our policy, as to choose our. candidates for office, 
not from slavery-ridden parties, but front among ourselves. 
On these shall our votes instead of being scattered abroad; 
be concentrated | Shall we insist upon it, that: those, who: 
are to have our suffrages, shall fairly represent us—shall be 
controlled by our. principles, hold our. aims, employ our® 
measures ?, Great numbers of. professed abolitionists: were ' 
too. closely wedded to their parties to abandow them, thus: 
decisively and. openly, in honor of any, principle, however" 
sacred ;—of any ebject, whatever might be its: magnitude. 
Others were crippled with various apprehensions. They 
feared, that the abolitionists were too fewand feeble, to enter 
with any prospect of success on a design, so comprehensive: 
in its import, and demanding such oheeala activity, such: 
large resources,/and: powers s@ vigorous and varied. ‘They. 
feared, that such a change in its characteristic policy woul 
introduce dissention, into the ranks of Freedom, and thas, 
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veduce;, and’ depress, and discourage. They feared, that 
ambition might kindle its fires in many a bosom, which had: 
hitherto been free from its influence... Others again had lost. 
their confidence in the institution of civil government, how- 
ever it might be organized and maintained. They were dis- 
posed therefore rather to throw off the political responsibili- 
ties, they had hitherto sustained, than to add any thing to 
their weight and extent. Into this discussion the late Myron: 
Hottey entered with great earnestness. He brought his. 
manly and well trained powers to bear upon it with marked 
effect. He was:a wise and strong man; ready to obey. the 
God’s voice, which required him to let the light of his prin- 
ciples shine through his conduct, as clearly in politics as in 
any other sphere of responsibility., His was a logical mind, 
and his an eloquent tongue; he was able, therefore, to con- 
vinee and persuade. He was thoreughly enlisted in the 
eause of Humanity, and therefore indefatigable in wielding 
his powers in so high a service. Ina local convention in. 
western New York, where his influence was deeply felt,. 
James G. Birney was nominated as Freedom’s candidate’ 
for President of the United States. In the spring of 1840, a 
general convention: was held by the abolitionists in Albany, 
where the policy of independent nominations was fully de- 
termined on. Here, such men as Myron Holley, Elizur 
Wright, Jr., and Joshua: Leavitt, were active and efficient in 
conducting their fellows to the conclusion, that a Liberty 
Party was the dictate: of Wisdom — was imperiously de- 
manded by the voice of Freedom. Here, James G. Birney 
was nominated to fill the highest station in the Republic. 
How Mr. Birney would be likely to regard such a move- 

ment, might have been inferred from such paragraphs as the: 
following, which flowed from his pen a few months before.. 
‘“Our political movement, heretofore, may be compared to. 
the wake of a vessel at sea—never increasing in length, no 
matter how many thousands of miles she may sail. But the 
present movement shows that we have discovered our mis- » 
take—that there is enough of life and spirit among us to at- 
tempt its correction—that we are willing to act as well as’ 
talk—to overshadow, with this great question, mimor ones. 
that have for a long time distracted’ portions of our friends 
and alienated’ them from each other—and that instead of 
resting satisfied with still longer committing our sacred 
cawse to the hands of its enemies, or of mere partizans who,. 
almost uniformly thus far, have either baffled, or befooled;. 
er betrayed us,.we have confidence enough in:it and in. oun 
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selves to take the political, as we have the other parts of it, 
into our own keeping and under owr own management. 
look on the independent party movement as proof, not only 
of the greater force and energy of the anti-slavery cause, 
but of its greater expansion; and I am not more surprised 
at it, than I would be, at seeing the young of a noble bird, 
grown too large for the nest, and feeling its strength and 
courage equal to the attempt, committing itself to the bosom 
of the air, and training its powers in the region of thunders © 
and lightnings and storms.” 

_ In the month of May, just before he set sail for England, 
Mr. Birney signified his acceptance of the nomination, in a 
letter replete with wisdom, well worthy of the candidate 
for the office, for which he had been named. See how he 
disposes of the plea, so often urged and so widely effective, 
of “ other interests,” to justify the choice of unjust rulers—so 
unjust as impudently and remorselessly to sacrifice the dear- 
est rights, and trample on the highest prerogatives of our 
common Humanity. ‘ The ‘other interests’ here meant 
are such as relate to the pecuniary, commercial, agricultu- 
ral and manufacturing condition of the country. It is not 
denied, that these are important interests, well meriting the 
protection of the government. But they are not the highest 
concerns of a government. The security of life—of hberty 
—of civil and religious privileges—of the rights of con- 
science—of the right to use our own faculties for the promo- 
tion of our own happiness—of free locomotion,—all these, 
together with the defense of the barriers and outposts 
thrown around them by the laws, constitute the highest con- 
cerns of a government. These, for the last six years, we 
have seen invaded one after another—the administration 
aiding in the onset—till the feeling of security for any of 
them has well nigh expired. A censorship of the mail is 
usurped by the deputy postmasters throughout more than 
half the country, and approved by the administration under 
_which it takes place. The pillage of the Post-Office is per- 
petrated in one of our principal cities, and its contents made 
a bonfire of in the public square ;—no one is brought in 
question for the outrage. Free speech and debate on the 
most important subject that now agitates the country, is ren- 
dered impossible in our national legislature; the ight of 
the people to petition Congress for a redress of grievances 
is formally abolished by their own servants! And shall we 
sit down and dispute about the currency, about the sub- 
treasury or no sub-treasury, a bank er no bank, while such 
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outrages on constitutional and essential rights are enacting 
before our eyes? Shall we imitate the two wiseacres who 
disputed about the hire of the house till they were driven 
out of doors by the flames which were consuming it ? 
“The truth is, the goverpment of the country is in the 

hands of the slave power. This has been the case ever 
since the triumph of that power on the ‘ Missouri question.’ 
Since that fatal event, its dominion has been asserted with 
greater boldness, and it has been yielded to by the free. 
States with the requisite submission. The North, in rela- 
tion to the South, is as a conquered province—conquered by 
a power whose intrinsic strength in every respect is com- 
paratively contemptible, but whose weakness. is made 
strength by wxzon. With united councils and concentrated 
vigor it has acted, and continues to. act on the confiding and 
divided North. It has claimed every thing—the North has 
yielded every thing. Yet does the slave power fear the su- 
perior energies of the North; for well does it know, that if 
the North by any sudden and imperious act of domination 
should be aroused to rebel, the reign of the conquerors must 
be short. But they practice, and successfully too, the politi- 
eal tactics of the tyrant Lysander; where the lion’s skin is 
too short, they eke it out with the fox’s tail. Does the 
North become restive, and show signs of insisting on occa- 
sionally supplying the country with the first officer of the 
government. The slave power does not flatly refuse to 
grant what is thus half demanded. She only imposes the 
condition, that the candidate or candidates be such as she 
can approve—such as have given indubitable proof of their 
attachment to Southern institutions—such as are shameless 
enough, with the Declaration of Independence before their 
eyes, and a coffle of hand-cuffed slaves in view, to bow down 
to the dark spirit of slavery and swear eternal fidelity on its 
altars. ‘Will she contend with the North at the hazard of 
losing her sway over it, for the empty honor of supplying a 
President from her own territory, as long as she can choose 
her men at the North? No: she has too much wisdom to: 
engage in a game’so foolish and unprofitable.” 

In alluding to the sacrifice of “inherent and constitutional 
rights” by “the most pernicious administration, with which 
the Republic had been cursed,” Mr. Birney traces “the intol- 
erable evil” to the pressure of a state necessity, which had 
chained the nation to the car of slavery. ‘It is not denied 
that Mr. Van Buren, in keeping faith with the slave power, 
has disregarded and trampled under foot the inherent and 
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constitutional rights of the people. Nor is.itimtended by 
any thing that has been said to plead for his re-election. 
Far from it. His administration has been decidedly the 
‘most pernicious with which the Republic has been cursed. 
But the fact that it has been so, only proves the greater as- 
cendancy of the slave. power, in ‘the ‘control of ithe govern- 
ment, A power whose chief interest (the slave system) is 
in direct antagonism to free institutions every where— 
whose Agriculture is desolation—whose Commerce is.main- 
ly confined to a crazy wagon and half fed team of oxen or 
mules as the means of carrying it on—whose manufacturing 
‘Machinery,’ is limited to the bones and sinews,oef reluct- 
ant slaves—whose currency is,individual notes always to be 
paid, (it may be at some broken bank,) and. mortgages -on 
men and women and children who may run away-or die, 
‘and on land, which without them. is of Jittle value: sucha 
power is certainly not the most competent to manage ‘the 
affairs of a government based on the everlasting ‘truth, that 
all men are created free and entitled to their liberty, and to 
whose prosperity no bounds could be assigned df the .ele- 
ments of it were but left free and unfettered.” 

The folly of persisting in the effort to unite Freedom and 
slavery into a living, self-consistent unit, he thus pointedly 
exposes. ‘ The conclusion of the whole matter is, that, as 
a people, we are trying an experiment.as. unphilosophical 
in theory, as it has ‘been, and ever will be, found impossible 
in practice : to make a harmenious whole out of parts that 
are, in principle and essence, discordant. It is in vain te 
think of a sincere union between the North and the South, 
if the first remain true to her republican principles and hab- 
its, and the latter persist in her slaveholding despotism. 
They are incapable, from their natures, of ‘being made one. 
They can no more be welded together into one body of uni- 
form strength and censistency, than clay and brass. They 
may, it is true, be pressed together and made to cohere by 
extraneous appliances; and the line of contact may be 
daubed ver and varnished and concealed: but the first 
shock will make them fall ‘asunder and disclose the fact, that 
there never was any real incerporation of the substance. A 
huge oligarchy, as the South is, made up of a multitude of 
petty despotisms, acting on the principle that men are not 
created ‘equal—that a favered few are born, ready booted 
and spurred, :to leap into the saddles with which. the backs 
of the many are furnished by nature—such a government, I 
say, when brought by circumstances into close juxtaposition 



and incessant intercourse with republics actiag on principles 
‘diametrically opposite, must soon be brought to modify, and 
eventually to relinquish its principles and practices—or, vice 
wersa, the republics must undergo a similar ‘change, and as- 
‘similate themselves to the practices of the despotisms.' One 
or the other must, in the end, gain the entire ascendancy.” 

Again. “The same system of legislation never can be 
‘successfully applied to twoeommunities, or parts of a nation, 
-differing as widely in principle and practice, as the North 
and the South. Legislation intends to act beneficially on 
‘the labor of a. country. Where that labor is partly free and 
(partly slave, the same legisiation cau not be made beneficial 
‘to both. ‘The protective Tariff is an instance of this. The 
‘proposition for the Tariff came first from the South.» The 
veficiency of ‘slave labor—the only labor to which ‘southern 
politicians were accustomed—was doubtless one of the data, 
‘by which its benefits were estimated. But when the impulse 
of the Tariff legislation was given—as it necessarily was— 
'to the whole of the labor of the country, what was ‘the conse- 
‘quence? Just this—that the free labor so far outstripped 
the slave labor, as wWiterly to'dishearten those who had looked 
to the latter, and make them believe that the system which 
seemed so replete with benefits, before at was tited, was ab- 
solutely injurious to them: whereas it was but relatively so. 
The South ther cried out fer its repeal or modification. 
This was accorded to them of course. Such must be the 
issue of all legislation which gives a new impulse to the 
mass of labor, in a country where that labor is partly free 
and ipartly slave. Il] success in the ‘competition produces 
‘discontent, and clamors arise on the part of the monopolists 
of slave labor for a repeal of the laws—although they may 
have accomplished ail that was expected of them, so far as 
the free labor of the country was concerned.” 

The secret of the derangement in our ‘‘ monetary affairs” 
is thus laid bare. “Mr. Van Buren is greatly blamed for 
the low and deranged condition of the monetary affairs of 
the country, for the last three years. But this is to place the 

- lame on one of the conseguences and not on the cause. The 
‘blame has not been fixed ‘at the right point; it ought to be, 
placed to his consenting, as a citizen of a republic, to be- 
‘come the instrument of the slave power. For what cana 
free, republican and.cemmercial State look for, but confusion 
and ruin, when they ‘entrust their. affairs toa people without 
commerce, without manufactures, without arts, without in- 
dustry; whose whole: system of management is one of ex- 

year awe. 
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ense, waste, credit, and procrastination? Look at the 
lorida war for proof. Nearly $40,000,000 has already 

rai expended in this enterprise, the. object of which, (to 
break up a refuge for runaway slaves,) is as useless to us as a | 
nation, as the manner in which it has been conducted is dis- 
graceful to our honor. How far the power, which impels 
the. administration, respects commerce, may be seen in the 
case of Hayti. That Island the largest of the West India 
group except one, teeming with the most valuable products, © 
and wanting what we can furnish, has heretofore yielded us 
a valuable trade, and is still ready to do so, provided our 
commercial intercourse can be conducted on terms of mutual 
benefit and dignity. Hayti now contains a rapidly increas- 
ing population of about 1,200,000, and is eapable of easily 
sustaining four or five times that number.—A1l the commer- 
cial advantages which we might now enjoy, and’ the increase 
of which hereafter we might secure by the most ordinary 
civility, are about to be sacrificed to the slave power: The 
Haytians. achieved their Independence as our forefathers did 
ours—by rebellion. They have, at sacrifices and self-denial 
almost incredible, maintained it; but they are black, and to 
treat a nation of blacks as free, would lead the slave of ‘the 
South into some knowledge of his dignity asaman. ‘There- 
fore it is that this valuable. channel of commerce is about to 
be closed.” 

In the ensuing election, it is not to be denied, that oethie 
numbers, who had been reckoned abolitionists, were borne 
away by the popular frenzy to the support of names, pledged 

_ to the support of slavery, and, of course, most unworthy of 
the suffrages of freemen. Why describe the: expedients, 
which were employed to secure. the election of General 
Harrison? . What else could the recital awaken in» any 
generous bosom than shame, sorrow, indignation? But 
amidst the wide-spread defections, by which the ranks of 
professed abolitionists were. thimned, some seven thousand 
voters refused to ‘‘ bow the knee: to Baal.” | 

In the spring of 1841, the nomination of Mr. Birney was 
renewed.—During his residence at New’ York: and before 
his visit to England, Mr. Birney was called to close the eyes 
of his wife... We have seen from the pen of one of her sons 
—a son, worthy of the name, he bears—~a touching testimo- 
ny to the excellence and beauty of her character. ‘She ‘was 
the mother of eleven children, six of whom remain to ‘cher- 
ish as a sacred thing her memory. Her: health was feeble 
for many years; but trusting in God, as she did, she carried. 

4 
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about with her a brave heart, which sustained her amidst 
her multiplied trials. For could the wife of James G. Bir- 
ney, beset as he often was with perils, be a stranger to trib- 
ulation? ‘Her husband,” so her son gratefully testifies, 
“ever found in her a helper in every noble work. And in — 
all the experience of domestic life, he always addressed. her — 
in the language of respect mingled with affection.” To this 
he adds; ‘among her last words to me when I parted with 
her for the last time was an admonition to stand by my fath- 
er in the cause of the slave.”—JIn the spring of 1841, Mr. 
Birney became connected with his present wife—a lady of 
great worth—a cherished member of the family of Fitzhugh. 
After visiting his native’State, he took up his residence at 
Saginaw, his present home, in the State of Michigan. — 

Mr. Birney was nominated anew by the Convention, 
greatly distinguished for its numbers and dignity, held in 
the summer of 1843 at Buffalo. In reply to the official no- 
tice of this, which he received in a letter from Judge King, 
of Ohio, he had occasion to examine the claims of John Q. 
Adams to the confidence of the abolitionists. He disposes 
of these claims with his accustomed candor, courage and 
power. The course of Mr. Adams in relation to the “ anti- 
slavery agitation in Congress,’ he thus characterizes. 
“His course, in my judgment, has been eccentric, whim- 
sical, inconsistent ; defended in part by weak and inconclu- 
sive, not to say frivolous arguments; and taken as a whole 
thus far, is unworthy of a statesman of large views and a 
right temper in a great national conjuncture.” He then 
proceeds by an induction of particular facts to illustrate and 
confirm this general judgment. He shows clearly enough, 
that while Mr. Adams on various occasions had professed a 
deep and lively sympathy with the abolitionists, he had op- 
posed their designs at every point where they were distin- 
guished from other classes of their fellow-citizens. On 
grave occasions they had in violation of their own establish- 
ed rules put confidence in his words in the face and eyes of 
deeds, which flatly contradicted them! » Those for whose 
especial benefit they were intended will not be lixely soon 
to forget the lessons, which the following paragraphs were 
designed. to inculcate. at Eh 

“This departure from the rule in Mr. Adams’ case, has 
been followed by the consequences that usually attend, either 
directly or indirectly, departures from rules that have been 
deliberately adjusted for the management of large affairs. 

The abolitionists, in electing Mr. Adams, made him their 
‘ 
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sown witness—heping like en eager ‘but an inexperienced 
‘litigant; that his testimony would be favorable to them, be- 
‘cause he was heard to speak freely of the general bad char- 
‘acter of their adversary... But the upshot of the matter is, 
‘that every thing that is substantial in his testimony is favora- 
‘ble to their aclweraniry: 

“To them he gives ‘ words—words—words!’ The effect 
thas been as it always is in such cases. 

“Do the abolitionists assault slavery in Hlotidaesah the 
District of Columbia !—there is Mr..Adams, the main reli- 
‘ance of their adversary, placed. in his position of power by 
‘abolitionists — playing ‘ fast and loose,’ at pleasure, between 
the contending parties—amusing the one with speeches and 
letters. against slavery, all very interesting and eloquent to 
be sure, but serving the other day and night, death death the 
« Citadel’ of their abominations. 

‘‘ Do the abolitionists labor so to correct public sentiment 
‘that Congress possessing unlimited discretionary power in 
‘the premises, shall be persuaded to refuse Florida admission 
ito the Union as a slave State? Mr. Adams is unceasingly 
‘aumpressing on the public mind, that this would be’a breach 
of the national faith. 
“Do they toil to produce the general conviction that 

‘slavery can not long withstand the infiuence of a-fast rising 
public sentiment against it? Mr. Adams, in his ‘cold re- 
‘sponse to the warm greetings of the colored population of 
‘Cincinnati, assures us that ‘as long as Africa ‘encourages 
‘slavery, it is impossible to put an end to it in America,’ 
And, as if to extinguish in the colored people ali hope of an 
‘event in which they more than any other class of our popu- 
lation, are especially interested, adds : 
“How this can be done I do not pretend to say. It is 

not the nature nor the right of our government to interfere 
with the right of any foreign country, not even the govern- 
ment of Africa’ 

“ The abolitionists insist on immediate emancipation as 
ithe most practicable and safest mode of emancipation for all 
parties. Mr. Adams despatches it as ‘a moral and pipe 
impossibility.’ 

“ They affirm at a convention, the largest ‘and most delib- 
‘erately called together of any they have yet held, that the 
Jaw of God is the Supreme law; that whenever human 
‘laws, no matter with whatever solemnities enacted, come in 
‘conflict with it, or aim to set it aside, they carry with them 
no -ebligatery force; are vorp. Mr. Adams, on the heel of 
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‘that convention, and on the mest public occasion he could 
make, ‘affirms that ‘the force of moral principle is and must 
be transgressed by the conventional rules of human society’ 
——thus superseding the laws of the Creator by the enact- 
ments or usages of his creatures. 
“For the: logic by which Mr. Adams, after esseverating 

in almest»every variety of form our language ‘can supply, 
that no laws can confer or sanction property in human beings, 
has arrived at the conclusion, that this barbarian, brutal 
usurpation ought to be endured at the heart of the govern- 
ment until ‘the wrong-doers voluntarily relinquish their hold 
on their victims ; that Florida ought to be admitted into the 
Union, with:a slaveholding constitution—as if an immunity 
to annihilatethe inalienable rights of the weaker portion of 
society werean essential element in our republican forms of 
State government; that immediate emancipation in this coun- 
‘try is a moral and physical impossibility—in view of the in- 
stances of its success on this continent, with which Mr. Ad- 
ams must be familiar—that slavery must first be abolished 
among the Mahomedan and Pagan chiefs of Africa, before 
4t can be possible to put an end to it in Christian America— 
for such logic, f say I can entertain but little respect. 

“‘ And believing as | do, that ‘there is no wisdom, nor un- 
derstanding, nor counsel against the Lord,’ that no people can 
‘be permanently prosperous or happy who in heart or prac- 
tice deny His right to reign on earth among men; and that 
‘all attempts to persuade them that they are but types of po- 
litico-infidel empiricism—believing this, I can entertain no 
higher respect fer the ethics of Mr. Adams than I have ex- 
pressed for his logic; but do wholly repudiate any and every 
‘code founded on the pernicious error that the command- 
ments of God may innocently or advantageously be ‘trans- 
‘gressed: by the conventional rules of human society.’ 

“Mr. Adams owes much of his present popularity—may I 
not say, nearly all—to his connection with the anti-slavery 
agitation. Avbolitionists have contributed more than any oth- 
er class of persons, to swell the tide of his influence. That 
influence is now active in fortifying against them every prac- 
ticable point at which they have attacked slavery in this coun- 
try; and his gwast sympathy with them gives to it an inde- 
pendent and unusual force. There is no one who is doing 
so much—I assume not to say, itis so inmtended—to deaden 
the awakening sensibilities of our countrymen against ‘the 
private iniquity and public disgrace of slavery, as Mr. Ad- 
‘ms—~so much to reconcile them to forbearance with a sys 
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tem which that gentleman oftener and more vehemently than 
any other statesman among us, has branded as against justice 
—humanity—nature—the laws of God; and as ‘deadly dis- 
ease,’ before which the Union will fall, if it fall not before the 
Union.” 

Last winter, “a large meeting was held in Pittsburgh; to 
consider the subject of the annexation of Texas. A com- 
mittee was appointed to correspond with all] those citizens, 
whose names are before the public as: candidates for the 
Presidency, and ask of them an explicit declaration of their 
views on the subject of annexation.” The reply of Mr. Bir- 
ney is eminently characteristic. It is directly and wholly to 
the purpose. The convictions of the writer are described 
definitely and clearly ;—without ambiguity or disguise.— 
The argument is as beautiful as it is compact and conclusive: 
The whole paper is a just and striking specimen of genuine 
statesmanship ;—such as is alone adapted to the exigencies, 
on which our country is thrown.—The: bearing of the ques- 
tion on the Constitution is thus happily disposed of. ‘Surely 
if Mr. Birney is a ‘‘man of one idea,” it sheds a clear:and 
certain light on a great variety of objects, in the sphere of 
our relations. 

“In complying, as I cheerfully do, with the request—to 
your first interrogatory, ‘ Would the proposed annexation’ be 
constitutional 2?’ I answer m the negative. 

“Our government is strictly one of delegated authority. 
The ‘powers’ imparted to it are carefully described and 
embodied in the Constitution. None of them authorizes the 
government, in any way, to accept of a cession of foreign 
territory. So far from it, they bear no relation, nor do — 
contain the slightest allusion to suchean event. 
“TI do not forget that Louisiana and Floriday once: foreign 

territory, were annexed to the Union; but the President 
who projected and consummated the purchase of the former, 
both knew and acknowledged whilst he was Hegelns it; 
that it was unauthorized by the Constitution, 

“Nor am I unaware that some among us, of high authority 
in such matters, maintain that, as the Constitution confers on 
the governmentthe power of making treaties, it consequently 
confers the. power to acquire territory by treaty. This isa 
two edged sword : for if the power to make treaties carry . 
with it. the incidental. power to.acquire without stint, terri- 
tory of other nations, equally does it carry with it the power 
to cede without stint, the territory we already possess, to oth- 
er nations... If we adopt the construction, that: the: treaty 

~ 
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making department is not to be limited by the ‘ powers’ im- 
parted by the people to the government—then may whole 
States be transferred to other sovereignties—then is the in- 
tegrity of the Union—nay, our political existence itself, in 
the hands of a President and two-thirds of a quorum of the 
Senate. | 

_ ‘lam not averse to a liberal construction of the powers 
of the government, whenever the objects sought are plainly 
allowed im the Constitution. But when they are unknown 
to the Constitution, the liberal construction which becomes 
necessary to authorize them, is but another name for usur- 
pation, 

“It ought never to be lost sight of, that in this country the 
sovereignty, im substance, as well as in name, abides with 
the people ; that the powers of the government are but em- 
anations or portions of that sovereignty imparted to such of 
the citizens as may be duly called to administrative func: 
tions; and that these powers, whilst they are to be exercised 
solely for the general welfare, must not be exercised at ran- 
dom, but within the limits marked out by the people them- 
selves in the Constitution. Should experience prove that 
these limits are teo narrow, the people on being duly resorted 
to, will, through their own instrumentality, the States, en- 
large them as they may deem it expedient. Mean time, the 
inconveniences arising from powers thought to be too much 
restricted, but which are susceptible of so complete a rem- 
edy, ought to be patiently borne with ; for they are as noth- 
ing, when compared with the uncertainties, the disorders, 
the perils, the oppressions attending a government all at 
loose ends, vacillating and distracted by the varying opinions 
and conflicting theories of these who may successively be 
called to administer it. Governments without number have 
been brought to nought by what is called a liberal construc- 
tion of their powers; but few have suffered loss by a rigid 
one. The liberal construction of to-day is not unfrequently 
made the ground-work of a mere liberal, if not a licentious 
one to-morrow.” 

Aside, however, from the Constitution, Mr. Birney ha 
grave objections to the annexation. They imply, as he de- 
scribes them, far-reaching and comprehensive views as well 
as true magnanimity and warm benevolence. ‘ To your 
second question—‘* Supposing it constitutional, would you 
be favorable to annexation on any terms?’ I reply, I would 
not. 

“The permanent success of a government must have 



some relation to the extent of its territorial limits.. Whilst 
they may, doubtless, be toe:narrow for the highest develop- 
ment of national prosperity, so may they be too large. 
Without saying that owr territory is too large, I say, it is: 
large enough for all the just and useful. purposes of aera 
ment. 

‘‘T know no good reason why we should desire: to have- 
Texas united to us. The United States: and Texas are not 
connected by large rivers watering both ; nor are they sep- 
arated from other nations by deserts, or. by chains of moun- 
tains forming joint barriers of protection, and indicating 
that we ought to be one nation. If we-desire annexation: 
because. she is conterminous with us, Texas once obtained,. 
we shall, for the same reason burn for the annexation of 
Mexico ;. nor shall we be able-wholly to quench our thirst. 
but in the oceans which wash on all sides the continent we 
inhabit. 

“So far am I from thinking the annexation of Texas) 
would be beneficial to us, I wish she were re-united to 

Mexico, and that as ene people, they: were rapidly advan-. 
eing to the highest grade of intellectual:and political power. 
To have such a power on our borders—-one whose charac- 
ter, and whose rights we could not help respecting —would 
most favorably affect us, as I think, in a variety of ways. 
One only, I shall allude to; it would restrain that wild, buc- 
canier spirit of adventure, unhappily existing to a great ex- 
tent in our country; a spirit that is at war with all solid: 
improvement and true-civilization, and which, unless juster: 
notions can be made to prevail, will soon begin te-.set at de- 
fiance the restraints of our own government, and: render the: 
condition of weak communities on our borders.ene of con- 
stant insecurity and alarm. 

‘“Asa private citizen, 1 would. do all: that I honorably 
could, to defeat the wep of annexation. So would | in: 
any. other public station than the one to which your note- 
refers. The President is a department of the: government;. 
and stands:in an altogether peculiar relation to:the country. 
‘ Powers’ are entrusted to him, not so much with a view to: 
his dictating or even leading in-any particular line of policy: 
which wholly regards the ordinary pecuniary interests of? 

_ the community, as to his- being tlie conservator of the Con-" 
stitution and'ef the honor of the government. Should he» 
hesitate to use these. powers to prevent a violation of the= 
Constitution, or to resist: the legislative bodies ecting under 

- the impulse.of an inflamed constituency, misled and demand-- 



ing of the: government what it would be manifestly: unjust: 
and, dishonorable in, the government to grant—as, for in-~ 
stance, the repudiation of a national debt, or a fraudulent 
evasion of the obligations of a treaty—he would prove him- 
self unworthy of the high trust reposed in him: Such a 
President as Washington—caring much for his country,, 
little for himself would in such cases, breast the torrent 
with ai his constitutional might, trusting that, in due time, 
wisdom would be justified of her children. But, in matters 
purely of expediency or policy, the executive ought not to_be- 
expected to cherish the feeling, or manifest the pertinacity 
that is generally considered allowable, if not commendable, 
in individuals differently situated. His duty then is, to fall 
in with the wishes of the people, matured and embodied in 

the deliberations of their representatives, although their. 
views may, indmportant respects, differ from his.” 

To the bearing of the question on slavery, Mr. Bimey 
applies a powerful. and practiced hand. The reader, who 
presuming that he already knows. all’about the matter, may 
be disposed to dismiss the following paragraphs with a hasty : 
glance, we advise to pause a little. He may find’ himself 
greatly instructed and refreshed on ground, with which he 
had thought himself familiar. ‘My answer to. your, third 
and last inquiry‘ Would you be willing to receive it:as a 
slave territory ?’—-may be anticipated: generally, from: what 
I have:said in answer to your second’ inquiry.. But E trust 
you will receive indulgently a brief explication of my views. 
on this-subject : 

“ T allow not to human laws, be they primary or second-. 
ary, no. matter by what numbers, or with what solemnities: 
ordained, the least semblance of right to establish slavery, 
to make property of my fellow, created, equally with. my- 
self, in the image of God. Individually, or as political com- 
munities, men have no mere right to: enact slavery, than 
they have to enact murder or blasphemy, or incest or adul- 
tery. To establish slavery is to dethrone right, to trample- 
on justice, the only true foundation ef government... Govy-. 
ernments.exist not for the destruction of: liberty, but: for. its; 
defense ;; not for the annihilation of men’s rights, but their- 
preservation. Do they incorporate in their organic law the- 
element ef injustice ?—do-. they live by admitting itin prac-. 
tice? Then do-they destroy their own foundation, and ab- 
solve all men from the duty of allegiance. Is any man so. 
besotted as, for amoment, to suppose that the slaveholder 
has an atom of right to his-slave; or. that the slave has rest-. 
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ing on him an atom of obligation to obey the laws that en> 
slave him, that rob him of every thing—of himself 1—No_ 
one: else why do all just men of all countries rejoice, when 
they hear that the oppressed of any country have achieved 
their liberty, at whatever cost to their tyrants 1 

‘On this ground, were there no other, I should say, we 
can not receive Texas as a slave territory. We have no 
right to contemue chains which we have no: right to forge or 
to impose. 

“ But there are other grounds :—the Constitution of the 
United States does not permit the organization or the con- 
tinuance of slavery on domain brought within its exclusive 
jurisdiction. None of the specified powers authorize the 
establishment of slavery; nor is its establishment necessary 
or proper for carrying into execution any of these powers. 

“Again: T’wo of the objects of the government set forth 
in the preamble of the Constitution are, to establish justice, 
and to secure the blessings of liberty, in the land. With jus- 
tice and liberty, slavery is wholly incompatible. All men 
so regard it. What then, shall we do? Shall we so inter- 
pret the silence of the Constitution on this matter as to 
make it outweigh the establishment of justice, and the per- 
etuation of the blessings of liberty, those high aims.of the 

olkods expressed in the directest terms? Surely not. 
“ But, admitting that, on constitutional grounds, no valid 

objection,can be made against the acquisition of foreign 
territory ; who dees not know, that every institution, law, 
usage or custom existing in the acquired territory, inconsist- 
ent with the fundamental principles of the government 
making the acquisition, ceases at the moment of annexation, 
as a matter of course. This is so -plainly the instruction of 
common sense as to call for nothing but the mere statement 
of it. Thus, when the District of Columbia was ceded to 
the United States, the slavery then existing within it, being 
irreconcilable with fundamental objects. of the government, 
the establishment of justice and the perpetuation of liberty, be- 
came extinct the moment the transfer was made. There 
was -not—there is not—there can not be, a slave within the 
District of Columbia, without totally disregarding not only 
the spirit but the letter of the Constitution. The legislative 
indirection by which slavery was continued in the District 
after the transfer, was a device wholly unworthy the repre-. 
sentatives of a people who had just adopted such a Consti- 
tution as ours. Could the question of the constituteonality of 
slavery in the District be submitted to a competent tribunal 
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—one not made up of actual slaveholders and others under. 
the bias of slavery—there could not be a moment’s doubt as 
to the character of the decision. Before such a tribunal, the 
slavery side of the question would be too bald for argument. 

“So, too, in regard to the slavery that existed in Louisiana 
and Florida, at the time of their transfer to the United 
States. But it was determined on by our rulers that i 
should be sustained —With that view, as the most feasible 
device, provision was made in the treaties of purchase for 
securing to the then resident slaveholders of these territories 
their right (?) of continuing to hold their slave property. 
By what authority? No power had been imparted by the 
people;(admitting, for argument’s sake, that they could im- 
part such a power,) to the government itself, or to any de- 
partment or office of it, to establish or continue slavery 
within her exclusive jurisdictional domain. To infer from 
the silence of the Constitution in regard to slavery as a na- 
tional-government-concern, with full knowledge, too, that 
deliberation on this subject engaged the attention of the con- 
vention;—to infer, I say, from this silence, that the people 
intended to clothe the President and two thirds of a quorum 
of the Senate with authority to introduce slavery into the 
government, and this, too, knowing, as we do, that justice 
and hberty had been placed as sentinels in its vestibule, 
would not only be absurd, but eminently disrespectful to 

‘the very source of all constitutional authority. Had Mr. 
Jefferson and Mr. Monroe accepted treaties providing for se- 
curing their peculiar privileges and immunities to an order 
of nobility or a religious establishment that might have ex- 
isted in Louisiana and Florida when they were respectively 
eéded, they would not, in so doing, have shown a more wil- 
ful disregard of the Constitution, and of the people, by 
whose authority it was made, than they did in spreading the 
mildew of this accursed system over the largest and fairest 
portion of our national domain. } 

“To this twofold violation of the Constitution, in the act 
of acquiring tetritory-and in the provision made for the per- 
manency of slavery, a third, of kindred complexion with the 
last, may be added. Instead of confining the operation of 
the treaties to the cases of the resident slaveholders of Lou- 
isiana and Florida, the only ones provided for, the slavehold 
ers of the States were allowed, without restraint, to intro- 
duce their slaves into those territories. From the first, this 
was permitted under our slaveholding executives, and it has 
been persisted in so long without being interrupted or even 

i 
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questioned, that Louisiana and. Florida slavery, as parts of. 
the whole system, are now considered: to, be as firmly estab- 
lished, ay, and as lawfully too, as. is.the slavery: of Georgia, 
or of South Carolina, under, their respective black codes. 

‘“The.unauthorized purchase-of Louisiana must be regard- 
ed as, in. its consequences, the most disastrous event for 
our country to be found in its. political history... In saying 
this, L neither forget nor underrate the advantages of the ac- 
quisition, in a merely territorial point of; views. But might 

not those advantages have: been as certainly secured, without 
bringing on ourselves the-odium and the ills which we are 
now suffering, from having. extended: and strengthened the 
empire of slavery? Would not the. people, en being. pro- 
perly appealed to, have so amended‘ the Constitution as to 
have authorized the acquisition, whilst they carefully guarded. 
against the continuance and: diffusion.of slavery in that vast. 

region, out of which three. slave States have. already. been, 
carved ? 

‘‘Next to, the. purchase of; Louisiana, in. calamitous con-. 
sequences to the country, was the admission of Missouri 

into the Union, as a slave State. Into this struggle the slave. 
power entered: with a fierceness that: did not seem to eharac-. 

terize.it in former times. But it did not forget—it never: 
does—to.eke out the lion’s skin with the fox’s tail. That 
struggle, in which, too, treachery in the. North did its part: 
but too well, issued in the complete triamph of the enemies. 
ef the Constitution, Its friends, vanquished, betrayed, re-. 
tired discouraged from the field. Frora that time till the. 
present, the-government has been swayed by men who show, 
in the enslavement of their fellow-men, how heartily. they, 

despise the truths of the Declaration of Independence; by- 
men whose. lives are but the expression of the coarse, bar- 
barian contempt with, which every claim of humanity, and 
every principle of just and; equitable. government may, be 
spurned and trampled on in the face of Ged and man.— 

- Their power, too, has been exercised 1 in the same indolent. 
spirit of overseership that marks brutal rule. at home over- 
the ragged starvelings of their rapacity.and avarice. The 
free States send their members. of! Congress te Washington, 
to, be overawed, corrupted and despised. The venal orators. 
and declaimers of Athens, wha sold; themselves and their- 
eountry to Philip, were not looked on with supremer ¢on-. 
tempt by their supercilious purchaser, than: are the. betray-. , 
ers of the North by-theiz slaveholding overseers, when driv-. 
ing: them, to,their daily task of efficial; meanness.and servility.... 
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“Such is the condition of our affairs now—one for which 
we have been prepared, mainly by the two annexations that 
have already taken place, and by the admission of Missouri 
into the Union. It is a sad condition—but ‘not :devoid of 
hope. For again are the friends of the Constitution and of 
universal liberty rallying, and fast swelling the ranks of a 
party in whose success lies, as I firmly believe, the only rea- 
sonable ground of hope forthe rescue of the Republic from 
its most dangerous and most insidious foe. Already is it 
evident, that the constancy, and energy, and activity of the 
Liberty Party are not without some of their proper fruits. 
The sagacious begin to discover that the slave power has met 
with an adversary more formidable than any it has yet had 
‘to cope with—thatconfusion“and despondency are showing 
themselves among the leaders of its battaha ;—that the res- 
cue of the government from that dark power, and the crown- 
ing blessing of our holy struggle, as utter and everlasting 
overthrow, shall, at no very distant period, :cause the song of 
praise and thanksgiving to ascend from ‘all the borders of 
the land to Himm in whose might we have fought, and who 
has given us the victory. At such atime, in such a crisis 
to receive Texas'as a slave territory would be a ‘grievous 
event to be added to the already wnhappy catalogue of events 
of kindred character, that have been used to establish injust- 
tice in the land, and to perpetuate the evils of the most 
abominable tyranny that man has‘ever usurped over his fel- 
dow man.” i 

We have said, that the selection of James G. Birney, by 
‘the Liberty Party as their candidate for the presidency, was 
marked by great wisdom. The more carefully his character 
ais studied the more evident will that appear. 

The standard to which he avowedly adjusts his aims and 
“exertions, demands eur earliest attention. If that be false, 
we have in no case a right to expect sound ‘character. On 
what grounds can healthful legislation be expected of rulers, 
who unblushingly declare, that ‘‘ the force of moral principle 
must be transgressed by the conventional rules of human 
society?’ Who thus openly avow their allegiance to the 
grand usurper? And form themselves on the model of his 
eharacter ? For this clearly ‘is a declaration of war in the 
name‘of the Devil against the “ ovily Potentate’”—the source 
‘and soul of all‘rightful authority. Whereever the arrange- 
ments of human society are adjusted to this declaration, and 
especially governmental arrangements, there loose reins are 
thrown upon the neck of passion, and evil under ‘every form 



may be expected to luxuriate——But to no such deéelaration 
can Mr. Birney subscribe. The God, in whom he believes 
is no “rhetorical flourish,” adorning his creed without touch- 
ing his heart and controlling his conduct... He is a Kine, 

_ wise and powerful, to: whose authority it is our highest priv- 
_ilege to bow, not merely in the catechisms, we may recite ; 
the sermons, we may preach; the psalms, we may sing, but 
especially in our aims, exertions, and expectations. Hvery 
demand of His law, Mr. Birney regards as a duty, to whatever 
relation it may be applied—on whatever oecasion it may be 
asserted ; and duty with him is a sacred thing, not merely to 
be eloquently discoursed of, but to be facthfully done; and.this 
no more in private than in official life. It is his conviction 
—a conviction, which he is not ashamed. on the gravest oc- 
casions to express, ‘‘‘ that there is no wisdom, nor under- 
standing, nor counsel against the Lord’—that no people can 
be permanently. prosperous or happy, who in heart or prac- 
tice deny His right to reign ow, earth among men. He 
wholly repudiates any and every code founded on the per- 
nicious error, that the commandments of God may innocent- 
ly or advantageously be ‘ transgressed, by the conventional 

_rules of human society,’ ”’ 
An affectionate regard for the. Divine authority, cherished . 

in a manly soul,is the root of every human virtue. It is 
the secret of sound character... Wisdom, Strength, Beauty ; 
these are the natural, fruits. . Where this is, there you may 
find veracity, simplicity, modesty, candor; united with cour- 
age, decision, fidelity ;—-there you may find disinterested- 
ness, generosity, and magnanimity.. And we demand: of 
those, who are best acquainted with him; for which: of 
these qualities is not James G. Birney remarkable? In the 
prominent ‘and characteristic transactions of his, life; these 
qualities are beautifully blended. When convinced: that 
_slaveholding was in opposition to the. Divine authority, what 
course did he pursue? Did he, still. holding on to his pro- 

perty in slaves, try to satisfy his convictions by loud profes- 
sions and empty declamation? » And while riveting the 
yoke on the negro’s neck, did he prove his regard for Free- 
dom by inveighing against the oppressors of the Greeks-and. 

»Poles?.. And.when pressed hard with the glaring incensist- 
-encies, by. which such a course must be marked, did:he take 
refuge.in the distinction, the offspring of shallow brains and 
stony hearts,.so dear to every hypocrite, between the abstract © 
and the practical? Not he... He embodied: his convyie- 
tions in his. doings. He applied his principles to the rela- 
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tions and objects, which lay in his own sphere of responsi- 
bility. He yielded to his slaves at once and cheerfully— 
“without money and without price’’—the God-given pre- 
rogatives, which they had been deprived of. No compensa- 
tion, not even applause, did he think himself entitled to. 
Having set them free, he gave them in acts of substantial 
kindness, the benefit of his wisdom and power—offering them. 
counsel, affording them employment—assisting them in act- 
ing well their part in the new world, where he was at home 
and they strangers. And after years of reflection did he 
repent of the sacrifices he had made to Justice and Human- 
ity ?: No indeed. At the settlement of his father’s estate 
he placed upon the same altar a still more costly sacrifice. 
At his own expense, he raised all his father’s slaves to the 
dignity of freemen. Tuar was Jamus G. Birney. 

Lhe freedom of speech and the liberty of the Press were 
assailed, rudely and malignantly; and assailed just there 
where the welfare of the- Republic was most vitally at stake 
—whereof course their unembarrassed exercise was most 
imperiously demanded. All our fellow: citizens were thus 
brought to atest, by which their regard for their country 
was fairly tried. No man, who had a drop of healthful 
blood in his veins, would in any such case care a fig through 
what medium the stab was aimed at the heart of the Repub- 
lic. It would be to be expected, that the cunning and re: 
morseless tyrants, who would thrust a gag into their neigh- 
bors’ mouths, would select for the experiment such as had 
for some reason or another been exposed to popular odium 
—such as without means of defense might easily be set 
upon by the rabble. But a true man would not. permit him- 
self to be thrown off his guard by an artifice so stale and pitiful. 
ELowever and whereever his country might be assailed, he 
would come to the rescue ; though in so doing he might be 
brought to the side of men, whose characters and designs he 
regarded with abhorrence. | But how was it with our fellow 
citizens when they saw the freedom of speech and the liber- 
ty of the Press assailed 1. How, especially with those, who 
occupied the high places of' the Republic—who were gener- 
ally thought to be entitled to: the ‘strongest expressions of 
popular esteem and confidence ? .Did:they come to the res- 
cue! They? They were but too generally the assailants 
—the very traitors, who had formed a conspiracy:to dip their 
parricidal hands: in their country’s blood. They were for 
free speech and: an unfettered Press a: the abstract ; but 
practically, and especially. where their: own selfishness and 
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‘folly were by such means likely to be exposed, they were 
against all such prerogatives. Where, therefore, they did 
‘not, as in multiplied instances ‘they did, lead on the thought- 
‘less rabble here and there, to such acts of violence as might 
wrest away from their fellow citizens these inestimable 
‘rights and privileges, ‘they regarded such ‘enormities with 
‘secret satisfaction—refusing to lift a finger to vindicate the 
‘majesty and honor of the Laws, which they saw ‘trampled 
under foot. Such was‘their regard for what they themselves 
‘pronounced essential to the welfare of their country:—But 
‘80 it was not with James G. Birney. He rushed in between 
‘his country and the knives, which assassins were aiming at 
her bosom. The rights, which he saw invaded, he was re- 
‘solved to defend in the sphere of his responsibilities ; and to 
‘defend at any price—at all hazards, Without the liberty of 
speech and of the Press, he knew full well, that Freedom 
‘would be an'empty name and nothing more. If he might 
mot live a freeman, a freeman he could die. That was a 
“privilege, which the worst times could not wrest-away. See 
how erect he stands amidst the cut-throats, by whom he was 
‘surrounded both in Kentucky and Ohio — wretches, whe 
bade him hold his tongue or submit to lawless violence 
How calm, collected, dignified. He holds on his way im- 
pelled and sustained by conscious rectitude, and leaves his 
-enemies to digest their spleen, and:execute their threats ’ac- 
cording to their ability. To such men, and such men alone 
may we safely confide the keeping of those rights and privi- 
leges, which are the life-blood of the Republic. 

With the shattered remains of an estate, greatly reduced 
by the sacrifices, which he had made to Justice and Human- 
ity, Mr. Birney finds himself at home on a farm, on the very 
confines of civilization in Michigan. Many men there:are, 
who speak well of manual labor in the abstract: What atti- 
tudes and gestures, when they open their eloquent lips, in 
praise, say of the Ashland farmer: / But when did their hero 
ever touch manly teil in any form+-when did he ever thus soil 
one of his lady-like fingers? He, and such as he, are far- 
mers, who live daintily on the unrequited labors of the poor 
—who shamelessly force the sweat-drenched, heart-broken 
operative, to reap their fields without even a hope of remu- 
neration!— The farmer of Saginaw honors manual labor 
after quite another fashion. He applies his own manly 
muscles to it, and “eats his bread through the sweat of his 
brow.” Let his example in this respect attract general imi- 
‘tation and slavery must disappear at once and forever. 
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Hitherto our countrymen have committed their financial’ 
énterests to those, who blast whatever they may touch in the- 
whole sphere of. Political Economy.; who have reduced. 
large portions ofthe: soil to sterility and desolation; who- 
have been the-occasion of: wide-spreadibankruptey ; who are- 
never more in: their element than when busily engaged in 
making beggars and selling children, Their liberties, they 
have intrusted with those, who pronounce “ slavery the cor- 

ner-stone of the Republic.;” decry the Declaration of Inde-. 
pendence as a:‘‘ rhetorical flourish ;” and reduce-to chattel- 
ship as’many, of their brothers and sisters, as they can lay- 
their. hands on! The protection. of their lives they. have ex-. 
pected at the-hands of those, who commit murder on the. 
slightest provocation and without the least symptoms of re-. 
morse; who.would sacrifice hecatombs of men to a usage 
too absurd for any Bedlam to endure! They have-all along 
been looking to see the interests of a.sound morality.a thriv- 

. ing under the influence of gross sensualists and shameless 

debauchees.! Asif a bad private character were the best 
of all pledges for good public conduct! What infatua- 
tion! When shall we, as a People, learn the lesson, which 
Wisdom itself has a thousand times repeated in our ears, 
that: good men out of the good treasure of their hearts bring 

forth good things; and.that evil men out of the evilitreasure 
ean.be expected only to increase the power and extend the. 
sway of evil? Thus taught, we shall be sure, whether we 
are many or whether we: are few, so to wield the: elective. 
franchise as to promote: our own: improvement and our 
country’s welfare. ‘Thus: taught, we shall welcome to our 
immost hearts the claims, which men, distinguished’ for in- 
tegrity, wisdom and power, are. entitled’ to assert.. This 
lesson once impressed upon the heart of this Republic, and 
such men as James G. Birney will occupy the high places 
ef society; diffusing a healthful influence and scattering rich 
Renefits all-around. May. the day soon dawn ! 
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